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Section 1: IntroductionSection 1: IntroductionSection 1: IntroductionSection 1: IntroductionSection 1: Introduction

This manual is meant to enable the user to do preliminary troubleshooting in order to
fix some problems themselves or give the maximum amount of information available
to the factory.

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. OOOOOVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEWVERVIEW     OFOFOFOFOF M M M M MANUALANUALANUALANUALANUAL

Section 1 : Introduction
This section provides an overview of the Series 1400a Service Manual.

Section 2 : Troubleshooting Guides
This section contains troubleshooting guides in the form of flow charts to aid the user
when performing diagnostics.

Section 3 : Service Procedures
This section contains the procedures referred to in the Section 2 troubleshooting flow
charts.  In addition, this section contains procedures describing installation of system
components should exchange be necessary.

Section 4 : Electronic Schematic Diagrams
This section contains schematic diagrams and interconnect diagrams of the major
electronic components in the TEOM Series 1400a monitor.

Section 5 : R&P Return Policy
This section contains information regarding the return of whole systems or individual
components for warranty or billable repair.

Section 6 : Frequently Asked Questions
This section contains frequently asked questions about the Series 1400a Monitor and
it’s operation.

Section 7 : Spare Parts Glossary
This section contains pictures of common spare parts and their corresponding R&P
part numbers.
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Section 2: TSection 2: TSection 2: TSection 2: TSection 2: Troubleshooting Guidesroubleshooting Guidesroubleshooting Guidesroubleshooting Guidesroubleshooting Guides

This section contains troubleshooting guides in the form of flow charts to aid the user
when performing diagnostics.  This section should be used in conjunction with the
electrical schematics located in Section 4.  Section 2.1 should be read before
attempting to use any of the troubleshooting guides.

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1. UUUUUSINGSINGSINGSINGSING     THETHETHETHETHE T T T T TROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTING G G G G GUIDESUIDESUIDESUIDESUIDES

The troubleshooting guides have been developed to give the user a logical succession
of steps to follow when diagnosing a problem.  Below is a list of FAQs (Frequently
Asked Questions) with regard to the use of the troubleshooting guides.

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1.1. WWWWWHATHATHATHATHAT     EQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENTEQUIPMENT     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I NEEDNEEDNEEDNEEDNEED?????

The main piece of equipment needed is a multimeter (measures DC voltage and
resistance) with at least a 4 digit resolution.  Any instruction within the flow charts that
asks you to measure something should be performed with a multimeter.

Occasionally, an instruction will state that an oscilloscope should be used for a
particular measurement.  If an oscilloscope is not available, a multimeter that is
capable of measuring RMS voltages can be substituted.  In all flowcharts where the
use of an oscilloscope is requested, the corresponding RMS voltage is included in
parentheses.

2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2. WWWWWHEREHEREHEREHEREHERE     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I STARTSTARTSTARTSTARTSTART?????

As with any task, there must be somewhere to start.  Begin by looking at the main
screen of the Series 1400a Control Unit.  Any errors currently active will be indicated
in the upper left corner.  The following are the possible error codes:

OK - Great!  You have no errors!
M - Mass Transducer error - this means that your frequency reading is

not correct.  Begin with the ‘Frequency’ flow chart.
T - Temperature error - this means that at least one of the three tempera-

tures is high or low.  Scroll down on the main screen to determine
which temperature(s) is incorrect, then go to the ‘Temperature’ flow
chart.

F - Flow error - this means that at least one of the two flows is high or low.
Scroll down on the main screen to determine which flow(s) is
incorrect, then go to the ‘Flow’ flow chart.
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X - Filter Loading - this means that the TEOM filter is nearing it’s
capacity and should be exchanged soon.  An ‘X’ error does not
invalidate the data calculated by the instrument like the ‘M,’ ‘T,’ and
‘F’ errors do.  Exchanging the TEOM filter should make this error
code go away.

V - AC voltage error - the incoming AC voltage is low or fuse F303 on
the Interface Board is blown.

2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3. MMMMMYYYYY     STATUSSTATUSSTATUSSTATUSSTATUS     SAYSSAYSSAYSSAYSSAYS OK  OK  OK  OK  OK BUTBUTBUTBUTBUT     MYMYMYMYMY     DATADATADATADATADATA     DOESDOESDOESDOESDOES     NOTNOTNOTNOTNOT     LOOKLOOKLOOKLOOKLOOK     RIGHTRIGHTRIGHTRIGHTRIGHT.....

The answer to this question is no.  However, if you are unsure about your data, please
feel free to send it to us for our evaluation. Prepare a few days of suspect data
(preferably in graph form) and send it to:

Service Department, R&P Co
Fax: 518-452-0067
Email: SUPPORT@RPCO.COM

If you are sure the data not correct, the first step would be to ensure that all connections
(electrical and air) are properly connected, especially if the instrument has been
recently moved or serviced.  The next step would be to perform a system leak test (See
Section 7 of the Series 1400a Operating Manual).  The next step would be to remove
the TEOM filter and reinstall it (or install a brand new one.)  If the system still is
suspect, prepare a few days of suspect data (preferably in graph form) and send it to:

Service Department, R&P Co
Fax: 518-452-0067
Email: SUPPORT@RPCO.COM

2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4. AAAAAFTERFTERFTERFTERFTER     PERFORMINGPERFORMINGPERFORMINGPERFORMINGPERFORMING     AAAAA     FLOWFLOWFLOWFLOWFLOW     AUDITAUDITAUDITAUDITAUDIT, , , , , MYMYMYMYMY     FLOWSFLOWSFLOWSFLOWSFLOWS     AREAREAREAREARE     NOTNOTNOTNOTNOT     CORRECTCORRECTCORRECTCORRECTCORRECT.....

Use the ‘Flow’ flow chart for diagnostic of this problem.

2.1.5.2.1.5.2.1.5.2.1.5.2.1.5. MMMMMYYYYY     MAINMAINMAINMAINMAIN     FLOWFLOWFLOWFLOWFLOW     DROPSDROPSDROPSDROPSDROPS     OFFOFFOFFOFFOFF     ATATATATAT     FILTERFILTERFILTERFILTERFILTER     LOADINGSLOADINGSLOADINGSLOADINGSLOADINGS     LESSLESSLESSLESSLESS     THANTHANTHANTHANTHAN 90%. 90%. 90%. 90%. 90%.

It is not wrong to begin with the ‘Flow’ flow chart but not necessary as a first step.  For
this problem, begin by following the Pump Test Procedure in Section 3.1.6.  If you find
that your pump is OK, go to the ‘Flow’ flow chart.
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2.1.6.2.1.6.2.1.6.2.1.6.2.1.6. I I I I I HAVEHAVEHAVEHAVEHAVE     MULTIPLEMULTIPLEMULTIPLEMULTIPLEMULTIPLE     ERRORERRORERRORERRORERROR     CODESCODESCODESCODESCODES.  W.  W.  W.  W.  WHEREHEREHEREHEREHERE     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I STARTSTARTSTARTSTARTSTART?????

Generally, if there exists a ‘M’ error code in addition to others, begin with the
‘Frequency’ flow chart.  If there is not an ‘M’ error code, it does not matter whether
the ‘Temperature’ or ‘Flow’ flow chart is used first.

2.1.7.2.1.7.2.1.7.2.1.7.2.1.7. I I I I I HAVEHAVEHAVEHAVEHAVE     CHOSENCHOSENCHOSENCHOSENCHOSEN     AAAAA     FLOWFLOWFLOWFLOWFLOW     CHARTCHARTCHARTCHARTCHART     TOTOTOTOTO     BEGINBEGINBEGINBEGINBEGIN     WITHWITHWITHWITHWITH.  N.  N.  N.  N.  NOWOWOWOWOW     WHATWHATWHATWHATWHAT?????

Now that a particular flow chart has been chosen, begin in the upper left corner and
follow the “flow” of instructions until you can go no further.  These instructions will
bring you through a logical succession of steps in order to determine where the
problem is and what to do about it.

2.1.8.2.1.8.2.1.8.2.1.8.2.1.8. HHHHHOWOWOWOWOW     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I CHECKCHECKCHECKCHECKCHECK     AAAAA     CABLECABLECABLECABLECABLE’’’’’SSSSS     CONTINUITYCONTINUITYCONTINUITYCONTINUITYCONTINUITY?????

Throughout the flow charts are instructions which indicate that a cable continuity
should be checked.  This is done in order to verify that a particular cable has not been
damaged.  These steps should be used to check continuity:

a) Set the multimeter so it will measure resistance (W).
b) Determine which cable is being checked and locate the corresponding

connectors.
c) Read the notes on the flow chart and determine which pins need to be

checked for the cable in question.
d) Place one lead of the multimeter on the first pin and the other lead on the

corresponding pin.  The resistance should be very close to zero if the
continuity is correct.

e) Continue for each set of pins listed.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example:
Suppose we are following the ‘Flow’ flow chart and are now on Flow Chart B.  We
have reached an instruction that reads “Check continuity of cable P403 to P4 (See Note
2).”  The first thing to do is to locate the cable which connects P403 to P4.  According
to Note 2 (the notes are located on Flow Chart E), P403 is on the interface board and
P4 is located on the analog board.  The component placement diagram in Section 4
can also help locate this cable.

OK.  So now we know where the cable is.  After turning off the power to the instrument,
the cable can be unplugged from each board to gain access to the pins on the connector.
From looking at Note 2 again, we see that the first set of pins to check is pin 1 on P403
(interface board) and pin 1 on P4 (analog board).  With the multimeter set to measure
resistance (Ω), place one of the leads onto P403, pin 1 and the other on P4, pin 1.  If
this part of the cable is OK, the resistance should be very close to zero.
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Repeat this procedure for the three other sets of pins mentioned in Note 2.  (Note: not
all cables are straight through - meaning pin 1 does not always connect to pin 1, pin
2 to pin 2, etc.  The user should pay attention to the pins listed in the appropriate note
for proper continuity checking.)

2.1.9.2.1.9.2.1.9.2.1.9.2.1.9. HHHHHOWOWOWOWOW     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I LOCATELOCATELOCATELOCATELOCATE     AAAAA     TESTTESTTESTTESTTEST     POINTPOINTPOINTPOINTPOINT     ONONONONON     ANANANANAN     ELECTRONICELECTRONICELECTRONICELECTRONICELECTRONIC     BOARDBOARDBOARDBOARDBOARD?????

For explanation purposes, an example will be used.

Example:Example:Example:Example:Example:
Suppose the instruction says to find TP7 on the mass flow controller board.  The first
thing to do is to find the mass flow controller board.   There are two electronic boards
located in the sensor unit: the amplifier board and the head interface board.  All other
boards are located in the control unit.  To locate the mass flow controller board within
the control unit, we’ll use the component placement diagram in Section 4.

OK, we’ve found the board.  Now we have to find TP7. Note that throughout the flow
charts, the color of each test point has been included.  Therefore, from the flow chart
we are told that TP7 is red.  So, if you search the mass flow controller board you will
find a red test point with ‘TP7’ silk-screened next to it on the board itself.  This is where
the positive lead of the multimeter should be attached.  The negative lead of the
multimeter should be attached to the nearest ground test point (labeled GND) on that
board.

2.1.10.2.1.10.2.1.10.2.1.10.2.1.10. HHHHHOWOWOWOWOW     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I FINDFINDFINDFINDFIND     PINPINPINPINPIN 1? 1? 1? 1? 1?

There are two types of connectors used on the Series 1400a Monitor, “D”-type
connectors (examples: RS-232 connector and Analog I/O connectors on front panel
of control unit) and ribbon cable connectors.

“D”-type connectors:“D”-type connectors:“D”-type connectors:“D”-type connectors:“D”-type connectors:
For example purposes, a 9-pin “D”-type connector has been chosen for the female
connector and a 15-pin “D”-type connector for the male.  These are just examples.  All
male/female “D”-type connector pins are counted the same, regardless of the total
number of pins.
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Female:Female:Female:Female:Female:
(pins cannot be seen, only holes where pins are inserted)

Male:Male:Male:Male:Male:
(pins can be seen)

5 4 3 2 1

9 8 7 6

View Looking at Connector

x x x x x x x x
x x x xx x x

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

View Looking at Connector

Ribbon cable connectors:Ribbon cable connectors:Ribbon cable connectors:Ribbon cable connectors:Ribbon cable connectors:
For example purposes, a 24-pin ribbon cable connector has been chosen.  All ribbon
cable connector pins are counted the same, regardless of the total number of pins.  The
location of pin 1 may vary, however.  The location of pin 1 is noted within the silk-
screen on the corresponding electronic board.

x x x x x x x x
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15

x x x x
17 19 21 23

x x x x x x x x
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

x x x x
18 20 22 24
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2.1.11.2.1.11.2.1.11.2.1.11.2.1.11. HHHHHOWOWOWOWOW     DODODODODO I  I  I  I  I FINDFINDFINDFINDFIND     PINPINPINPINPIN 1  1  1  1  1 ONONONONON     AAAAA     CHIPCHIPCHIPCHIPCHIP?????

For example purposes, a 16-pin IC chip has been chosen.  All IC chips are counted the
same, regardless of the total number of pins.

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. TTTTTROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTINGROUBLESHOOTING G G G G GUIDESUIDESUIDESUIDESUIDES

The Troubleshooting Guides included in the section should be used in conjunction
with the following revisions of the schematics included in Section 4 of this manual:

Schematic Schematic Schematic Number
Description Part Number Revision of Pages
Amplifier Board 81-002820 B 2
Interface Board 81-003232 C 6
Mass Flow Controller Board 81-003257 E 1
Head Interface Board 81-003114 - 1
Voltage Select Board 81-004690 - 1
Interconnection Diagrams 81-003264 A 9
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Between P21 and P22

(See Note 2)
Continuity OK?

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003470

Yes
Check Continuity

Between P23 and P24
(See Note 3)

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003336-0010

Check FREQ+ (gray) on
the Interface Board With

an Oscilloscope for a 16V
Square Wave
(See Note 1)

Square Wave
Present?

No

Yes

Yes Recheck Frequency

Check for the 16V
Square Wave Input to

the Counter Board
(See Note 4)

No

Yes
Replace Counter

Board R&P
P/N 10-000394

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Still No
Frequency

Continuity OK?

Square Wave
Present?

Remove Counter
Board

Check Continuity
Between P6 and
Counter Board

Connector on CPU
Board (See Note 5)

Continuity OK?Yes

No

Reseat Counter
Board

Check Continuity
Between P202 and P6

(See Note 6)

Continuity OK?No

Yes

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003286

Replace CPU Board R&P
P/N 10-001594-0016

Check Again for the
16V Square Wave Input to the Counter Board.  If
it is Not Present, Counter Board is Probably Bad

R&P P/N 10-000394 (See Note 4)

Remove Connector P6 From
the CPU Board and Recheck Square

Wave.  If Square Wave is not Present,
Replace Amplifier Board.

R&P P/N 50-002820

Note:
1. If an oscilloscope is not available to measure the 16V square wave,
    a multimeter can be used.  The multimeter should read 8 Vrms.
2. Pins for continuity check of cable P21 (Amplifier Board) and P22
    (Sensor Unit):

P21 P22
Pin 5 Pin 3 (- Frequency)
Pin 6 Pin 16 (+ Frequency)

3. Pins for continuity check of cable P23 and P24 (Interconnect Cable):
P23 P24
Pin 3 Pin 3 (- Frequency)
Pin 16 Pin 16 (+ Frequency)

4. The 16V square wave input to the counter board can be measured wit
    an oscilloscope on one leg of resistors R6 and R8.  The opposite leg
    of resistor R6 should be a 1V square wave (measured with an
    oscilloscope).  The opposite leg of resistor R8 should be a 2.5V square
    wave (measured with an oscilloscope).  If using a multimeter, the 16V
    square wave = 8VACrms, the 1V square wave = 0.5VACrms and the
    2.5V square wave = 1.75VACrms.
5. Pins for continuity check between P6 (CPU Board) and Counter Board
    Connector (CPU Board):

P6 Counter Board Connector
Pin 17 Pin 6 (- Frequency)
Pin 19 Pin 8 (+ Frequency)

6. Pins for continuity check of cable P202 (Interface Board) and P6 (CPU
    Board):

P202 P6
Pin 21 Pin 7 (Frequency Signal)
Pin 22 Pin 5 (Frequency Signal Ground)
Pin 23 Pin 17 (- Frequency)
Pin 24 Pin 19 (+ Frequency)
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OSCILLATION TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHARTNo Oscillation
(M)

Check Test Point +15V
(red), -15V (yellow) and -5V
(yellow) on Amplifier Board
for Corresponding Voltages.

All Voltages
Correct? No

Yes

Check for Damage to
the Tapered Element

(See Note 1)

Tapered
Element OK?

Yes

No
Replace Mass

Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

-5 V Present?

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

No

+/-15 V Present?
Use Power Supply Flow
Chart to Trace Voltage
Back to Power Supply

NoYes

Pull Down Mass
Transducer and Depress

Limit Switch.  Monitor TP0
on Amplifier Board for ~ -
4VDC and 0.5 V p-p (0.2

Vrms) as the Tapered
Element is Manually

Oscillated. (See Note 3)

0.5 V p-p
(0.2 Vrms)
Present?

No

Replace Mass Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

Yes -4 VDC Present? Yes

No

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 2)
Continuity OK? Yes

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Replace Mass Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

Check TP3 on
Amplifier Board for

0.4 to 1 V p-p Signal
(See Note 3)

Voltage at TP3
Correct?

No

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 2)
Continuity OK? Yes

No

Replace Cab
R&P P/N 51-00Yes

Measure
Resistance Across
P25 pins 12 & 13

Resistance
~140Ω Yes

Yes

Replace Ma
Transducer R
P/N 57-003

Check Function of
Limit Switch

Limit Switch OK No Replace Swi
R&P P/N 04-00

Replace Mass
Transducer

R&P P/N 57-003582

Yes

Note:
1. To check tapered element (TE) for damage:
    a.  Open the mass transducer and remove the TEOM filter.
    b.  Ensure that the tip of the TE can be seen extending out of the mass
         transducer.   If not, the TE has been damaged.
    c.  Remove the two screws securing the metal disk surrounding the tip of the TE
         and remove the disk.
    d.  Look inside the mass transducer opening.  Note whether there are two
         components attached to the TE on opposite sides.  If not, the TE is damaged.
2.  Pins for continuity check of cable P25 (Amplifier Board)
     to P100 (Head Interface Board):

P25 P100
Pin 8 Pin 8 (Sensor Ground)
Pin 9 Pin 9 (Sensor Output)
Pin 10 Pin 10 (Sensor VS)
Pin 12 Pin 12 (Drive)
Pin 13 Pin 13 (Drive)

3.  All voltages which specify a peak to peak (V p-p) value should be measured
     using an oscilloscope.  This value can be approximated using a multimeter with
     Vrms capabilities. The Vrms value is noted in parentheses.
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AMPLIFIER BOARD TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART

A  U6

A  U6

A  U6

A  U6

Air Thermistor

Cap Thermistor

Case Thermistor

Ext Thermistor

TP6

TP7

TP8

TP9

(+5.4 VDC at 50C)
Air Temperature

Cap Temperature

Case Temperature

Ext Temperature

(+5.4 VDC at 50C)

(+5.4 VDC at 50C)

(-4.9VDC with no Thermistor Connected)

TP12

TP13

TP14

(24VAC - Voltage Will Pulse as Heaters Cycle)

(24VAC - Voltage Will Pulse as Heaters Cycle)

(24VAC - Voltage Will Pulse as Heaters Cycle)

Cap Heater

Case Heater

Air Heater

Cap Heater

Case Heater

Air Heater

Thermistor
BIAS and
Voltage

References

Sensor Unit
Input

Signal
From Mass
Transducer

TP0
A  U1

TP1
∫  U1

TP2

Rectifier &
AGC

Control
Voltage

Multiplier

U5
TP3TP4 (See Note 3)

Zero Cross
Detect

U2

Drive Signal to
Mass Transducer

Frequency Signal 
Counter Board in
Control Unit

TP5  (See Note 4)

-1.0 VDC 0.6 to 1.5 V p-p
(0.2 to 0.8 Vrms)

16 V p-p (8 Vrms)
20 V p-p (7 Vrms)9 V p-p (3 Vrms)0.5 V p-p (0.2 Vrms)

Phase
Reverse Switch
(See Note 5)

A/D 2

A/D 1

A/D 3

A/D 4

Note:
1.  All waveforms and temperatures are typical for a
     standard unit.
2.  Because this is a feedback amplifier, each stage
     must function properly for the tapered element (T
     to oscillate.  By manually oscillation the TE, one
     can trace the signal through the amplifier to iden
     a defective stage.
3.  TP4 will vary from -14VDC to +0.5VDC dependi
     on the physical amplitude of oscillation of the
     tapered element (TE).  Any tuning of the amplifie
     that results in a voltage at TP4 > 0 should be
     avoided.  As the TE is oscillated manually, the
     voltage at TP4 should drop from -14V to some la
     value depending on the physical amplitude.
4.  The voltage from the zero cross detector has no
     effect on the oscillation of the tapered element (T
     Therefore, this stage could be defective and one
     would get a frequency error on the display while
     the TE is still oscillating.
5.  If the phase reversal switch is in the wrong posit
     the tapered element will not oscillate.
6.  Reference the tuning procedure in the operating
     manual and the schematic in the service manua
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Temperature
Error (T)

Single
Zone

Air Temperature
Incorrect?

Yes

Go To Air
Temperature Flow

Chart

No

Multiple
Zones

How Many
Temperature Zones

Are Incorrect?

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Temps
Still

Incorrect

Check +12V TP (red) &
-5V (yellow) on Amplifier
Board for corresponding

voltage

Yes

Calibrate Analog Board
(See Section 3.2)

Check 24V TP (white) on
Interface Board for
approx. 24VACrms

24 VACrms
Present? No

Check
Fuse F301

(See Note 1)

Connectors
Tight?

If Calibration is Unsuccessful,
Contact R&P

Yes

No

Check if Instrument
is Functioning?

(does display work?)

No

Yes

  Contact R&P

Cap
Temperature

Incorrect?

Yes

No
Case

Temperature
Incorrect?

Yes

Fuse
OK?

Instrument
Functioning?

Replace Fuse
R&P P/N 04-003576

Replace 24V
Transformer

R&P P/N 03-003408

Go To Cap
Temperature Flow

Chart

Go To Case
Temperature Flow

Chart

TEMPERATURE ERROR (T) TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART

Check that the Following
Connectors are Tight:

P100, P25, P21, P24, P23

Connectors
Tight?

Check that the Following
Connectors are Tight:

P202, P2

Voltage
Present?

No

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

Yes

Note:
1.  To check Fuse F301,  perform the following steps:
     a. Turn off the power
     b. Remove the fuse from the interface board
     c. Measure the resistance across the two legs of the fuse
     d. The correct resistance is zero ohms.
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T

Air
Temperature

Higher

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Check Thermistor
Resistance

(See Note 1)

Perform a Leak Test
of the Main Flow

(See Section 3.19)
Leak Found?

Yes

Fix Leaks and
RecheckReset System

(See Section 3.17)

Calibrate Analog Board
(See Section 3.2)

Temps Still
Incorrect

Temps Still
Incorrect

Yes

Go to No Frequency
Flow Chart

Thermistor
Resistance?

∞ Ω
0 Ω

Check Voltage at
TP6 (gray) on

Amplifier Board
(See Note 2)

Voltage
Nominal?

No

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

Yes

Frequency
Reading
> 10 Hz?

Check Voltage at
AIRTHR (gray) Test
Point on Interface

Board in Control Unit

Voltage
AIRTHR =

TP6?

No

Yes
Check Voltage at

A/D 2 (Input) on Analog
Board in Control Unit

Voltage
A/D 2 =
TP6?

No

Check
Continui

Between 
and P202 

Note 3

No

Recheck Temperature.  If
Still Incorrect, Contact R&P

Continuity
OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003286

Go to Air Temperature
 Flow Chart - BGo to Air Temperature Flow Chart - C

AIR TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - A

Lower Temp ≈ -40°C? No Temp ≈ 19°C? Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting the

Sensor Unit and the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes Yes

No

No

Nominal

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK?

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting P202

to P2 in the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes

No

Replace Air Probe
Thermistor

R&P P/N 56-002744

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK? Yes

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004
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Voltage
A/D 2 = TP6?
(from chart A)

AIR TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Yes

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Low

Check TP14 (brown)
on Amplifier Board for

approx. 24VACrms
(voltage will pulse as

heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK?

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Check Heater
Resistance

(See Note 10)

Heater
Resistance ≈

33Ω

No

Replace Mass Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check TP AIRHR (white)
on Interface Board for

Approx. 24VACrms
(voltage will pulse as

heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check TP 24V (white) on
Interface Board for
Approx. 24VACrms

24 VACrms
Present?

Yes

No

Higher

Measure
Voltage at TP

AIRHR on
Interface Board

(See Note 6)

TP AIRHR =
24VACrms? Yes Relay SSR203 is

Shorted.  Replace.

No

Recheck Temp. If Still
Incorrect, Contact R&P

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and
P24 (See Note 5)

Yes Continuity
OK?

Measure Voltage at TP
AIRHR on Interface
Board (See Note 7)

Yes

TP AIRHR =
24VACrms?

Replace Analog
Board R&P P/N
10-001595-0016

Relay SSR203 is Open.
Replace.

No

Yes

Rep
Ca

R&P
51-00

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003470

No

No

Yes

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check
Fuse F301

(See Note 9)
Yes

No

Check if Instrument
is Functioning?

(does display work?)

No

Yes

Contact R&P

Fuse
OK?

Instrument
Functioning?Replace Fuse

R&P P/N 04-003576

Replace 24V Transformer
R&P P/N 03-003408
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AIR TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - C

No

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and P24

(See Note 5)

Yes

Continuity
OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N

51-003336

Replace Cable
R&P P/N

51-003470

No

No

Voltage
AIRTHR = TP6?

(from chart A)

Yes

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

9.  To check Fuse F301,  perform the following steps:
     a. Turn off the power
     b. Remove the fuse from the interface board
     c. Measure the resistance across the fuse legs
     d. The correct resistance is zero ohms.
10. To check air heater resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP7 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across TP14 (brown) and top
         pin of jumper

Note:
1.  To check air thermistor resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP2 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across +12V test point (red) and top pin of jumper

Thermistor Resistance:
At 25°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 100 KW
Resistance decreases as temperature increases.
At 50°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 30 KW

2.  The voltage at TP6 on amplifier board should range from -4.9VDC
      for an open thermistor to 5.4 VDC for a thermistor at 50°C
3.  Pins for continuity check of cable P202 (Interface Board) to P2 (Analog Board):

P202 P2
Pin 5 Pin 5 (Air Thermistor)
Pin 6 Pin 6 (Air Thermistor Return)

4.  Pins for continuity check of cable P21 (Amplifier Board) to P22 (Sensor Unit):
P21 P22
Pin 7 Pin 4 (Air Thermistor Return)
Pin 8 Pin 17 (Air Thermistor)
Pin 23 Pin 12 (Air Heater)
Pin 24 Pin 25 (Air Heater Return)

5.  Pins for continuity check of cable P23 to P24 (Interconnect Cable):
P23 P24
Pin 4 Pin 4 (Air Thermistor Return)
Pin 17 Pin 17 (Air Thermistor)
Pin 12 Pin 12 (Air Heater)
Pin 25 Pin 25 (Air Heater Return)

6.  To check Relay SSR203, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Air Temperature
      d.  Edit Air Temperature and enter zero.  (this turns off heater)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP AIRHR (white) on Interface Board
7.  To check Relay SSR203, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Air Temperature
      d.  Edit Air Temperature and enter 80°C.  (this turns on heater full)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP AIRHR (white) on Interface Board
8.  Pins for continuity check of cable P25 (Amplifier Board) to P100 (Head Interface
     Board):

P25 P100
Pin 1 Pin 1 (Air Thermistor)
Pin 4 Pin 4 (Air Thermistor Return)
Pin 23 Pin 23 (Air Heater)
Pin 24 Pin 24 (Air Heater Return)
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Cap
Temperature

Higher

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Check Thermistor
Resistance

(See Note 1)

Replace Mass
Transducer

R&P P/N 57-003582

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Calibrate Analog Board
(See Section 3.2)

Temps Still
Incorrect

Temps Still
Incorrect

Thermistor
Resistance?

∞ Ω
0 Ω

Check Voltage at TP8
(gray) on Amplifier Board

(See Note 2)

Voltage
Nominal?

No

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

Yes

Check Voltage at
CAPTHR (gray) Test

Point on Interface
Board in Control Unit

Voltage
CAPTHR =

TP8?

No

Yes
Check Voltage at

A/D 3 (Input) on Analog
Board in Control Unit

Voltage
A/D 3 =
TP8?

No
Check Continuity
Between P2 and

P202 (See Note 3

No

Recheck Temperature.  If
Still Incorrect, Contact R&P

Continuity
OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-0032

Go to Cap Temperature Flow Chart - BGo to Cap Temperature Flow Chart - C

CAP TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - A

Lower Temp ≈ -40°C? No Temp ≈ 19°C? Yes

Yes

Nominal

Yes

No

Check Continuity
of Cable P25 to
P100 (See Note

8)

Continuity
OK? Yes

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting the

Sensor Unit and the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting P202

to P2 in the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes

No
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Voltage
A/D 3 = TP8?
(from chart A)

CAP TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Yes

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Low

Check TP13 (brown)
on Amplifier Board for

approx. 24VACrms
(voltage will pulse as

heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK?

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Check Heater
Resistance

(See Note 10)

Heater
Resistance ≈

24Ω

No

Replace Mass Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check TP CAPHR
(white) on Interface
Board for Approx.

24VACrms (voltage will
pulse as heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check TP 24V (white) on
Interface Board for
Approx. 24VACrms

24 VACrms
Present?

Yes

No

Higher

Measure Voltage
at TP CAPHR on
Interface Board

(See Note 6)

TP CAPHR =
24VACrms? Yes Relay SSR202 is

Shorted.  Replace.

No

Recheck Temp. If Still
Incorrect, Contact R&P

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and
P24 (See Note 5)

Yes Continuity
OK?

Measure Voltage at TP
CAPHR on Interface
Board (See Note 7)

Yes

TP CAPHR =
24VACrms?

Replace Analog
Board  R&P P/N
10-001595-0016

Relay SSR202 is Open.
Replace.

No

Yes

Rep
Ca

R&P
51-00

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003470

No

No

Yes

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check
Fuse F301

(See Note 9)
Yes

No

Check if Instrument
is Functioning?

(does display work?)

No

Yes

Contact R&P

Fuse
OK?

Instrument
Functioning?Replace Fuse

R&P P/N 04-003576

Replace 24V Transformer
R&P P/N 03-003408
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CAP TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - C

No

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and P24

(See Note 5)

Yes

Continuity
OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N

51-003336

Replace Cable
R&P P/N

51-003470

No

No

Voltage
CAPTHR = TP8?

(from chart A)

Yes

Note:
1.  To check cap thermistor resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP3 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across +12V test point (red) and top pin of jumper

     Thermistor Resistance:
At 25°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 100 KΩ
Resistance decreases as temperature increases.
At 50°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 30 KΩ

2.  The voltage at TP8 on amplifier board should range from -4.9VDC
      for an open thermistor to 5.4 VDC for a thermistor at 50°C
3.  Pins for continuity check of cable P202 (Interface Board) to P2 (Analog Board):

P202 P2
Pin 7 Pin 7 (Cap Thermistor)
Pin 8 Pin 8 (Cap Thermistor Return)

4.  Pins for continuity check of cable P21 (Amplifier Board) to P22 (Sensor Unit):
P21 P22
Pin 9 Pin 5 (Cap Thermistor Return)
Pin 10 Pin 18 (Cap Thermistor)
Pin 21 Pin 11 (Cap Heater)
Pin 22 Pin 24 (Cap Heater Return)

5.  Pins for continuity check of cable P23 to P24 (Interconnect Cable):
P23 P24
Pin 5 Pin 5 (Cap Thermistor Return)
Pin 18 Pin 18 (Cap Thermistor)
Pin 11 Pin 11 (Cap Heater)
Pin 24 Pin 24 (Cap Heater Return)

6.  To check Relay SSR202, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Cap Temperature
      d.  Edit Cap Temperature and enter zero.  (this turns off heater)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP CAPHR (white) on Interface Board
7.  To check Relay SSR202, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Cap Temperature
      d.  Edit Cap Temperature and enter 80°C.  (this turns on heater full)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP CAPHR (white) on Interface Board
8.  Pins for continuity check of cable P25 (Amplifier Board) to P100 (Head Interface
     Board):

P25 P100
Pin 2 Pin 2 (Cap Thermistor Lo)
Pin 3 Pin 3 (Cap Thermistor Hi)
Pin 21 Pin 21 (Cap Heater Hi)
Pin 22 Pin 22 (Cap Heater Lo)

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

9.  To check Fuse F301,  perform the following steps
     a. Turn off the power
     b. Remove the fuse from the interface board
     c. Measure the resistance across the fuse legs
     d. The correct resistance is zero ohms.
10. To check cap heater resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP6 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across TP13 (brown) and top
         pin of jumper
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Case
Temperature

Higher

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Check Thermistor
Resistance

(See Note 1)

Replace Mass
Transducer

R&P P/N 57-003582

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Calibrate Analog Board
(See Section 3.2)

Temps Still
Incorrect

Temps Still
Incorrect

Thermistor
Resistance?

∞ Ω
0 Ω

Check Voltage at TP7
(gray) on Amplifier Board

(See Note 2)

Voltage
Nominal?

No

Replace Amplifier Board
R&P P/N 50-002820

Yes

Check Voltage at
CASETHR (gray) Test

Point on Interface
Board in Control Unit

Voltage
CASETHR =

TP7?

No

Yes
Check Voltage at

A/D 1 (Input) on Analog
Board in Control Unit

Voltage
A/D 1 =
TP7?

No
Check Continuity
Between P2 and

P202 (See Note 3

No

Recheck Temperature.  If
Still Incorrect, Contact R&P

Continuity
OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-0032

Go to Case Temperature Flow Chart - BGo to Case Temperature Flow Chart - C

CASE TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - A

Lower Temp ≈ -40°C? No Temp ≈ 19°C? Yes

Yes

Nominal

Yes

No

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK? Yes

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting the

Sensor Unit and the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes

Ensure the Cable
Connecting P202

to P2 in the
Control Unit is

Attached Properly.

Properly
Connected?

Yes

No
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Voltage
A/D 1 = TP7?
(from chart A)

CASE TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Yes

Temperature
Higher or Lower
Than Set Point?

Low

Check TP12 (brown)
on Amplifier Board for

approx. 24VACrms
(voltage will pulse as

heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check Continuity of
Cable P25 to P100

(See Note 8)

Continuity
OK?

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003004

Yes

Check Heater
Resistance

(See Note 10)

Heater
Resistance ≈

13Ω

No

Replace Mass Transducer
R&P P/N 57-003582

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check TP CASEHR
(white) on Interface
Board for Approx.

24VACrms (voltage will
pulse as heaters cycle)

24 VACrms
Present? Yes

Check TP 24V (white) on
Interface Board for
Approx. 24VACrms

24 VACrms
Present?

Yes

No

Higher

Measure Voltage
at TP CASEHR on

Interface Board
(See Note 6)

TP CASEHR =
24VACrms? Yes Relay SSR201 is

Shorted.  Replace.

No

Recheck Temp. If Still
Incorrect, Contact R&P

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and
P24 (See Note 5)

Yes Continuity
OK?

Measure Voltage at TP
CASEHR on Interface

Board (See Note 7)

Yes

TP CASEHR =
24VACrms?

Replace Analog
Board  R&P P/N
10-001595-0016

Relay SSR201 is Open.
Replace.

No

Yes

Rep
Ca

R&P
51-00

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003470

No

No

Yes

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

No

Check
Fuse F301

(See Note 9)
Yes

No

Check if Instrument
is Functioning?

(does display work?)

No

Yes

Contact R&P

Fuse
OK?

Instrument
Functioning?Replace Fuse

R&P P/N 04-003576

Replace 24V Transformer
R&P P/N 03-003408
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CASE TEMPERATURE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - C

No

Check Continuity
Between P21 and P22

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Check Continuity
Between P23 and P24

(See Note 5)

Yes

Continuity
OK?

Replace
Cable R&P P/N

51-003336

Replace
Cable R&P P/N

51-003470

No

No

Voltage
CASETHR = TP7?

(from chart A)

Yes

Note:
1.  To check case thermistor resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP4 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across +12V test point (red) and top pin of jumper

     Thermistor Resistance:
At 25°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 100 KΩ
Resistance decreases as temperature increases.
At 50°C, nominal thermistor resistance is 30 KΩ

2.  The voltage at TP7 on amplifier board should range from -4.9VDC
      for an open thermistor to 5.4 VDC for a thermistor at 50°C
3.  Pins for continuity check of cable P202 (Interface Board) to P2 (Analog
     Board):

P202 P2
Pin 3 Pin 3 (Case Thermistor)
Pin 4 Pin 4 (Case Thermistor Return)

4.  Pins for continuity check of cable P21 (Amplifier Board) to P22 (Sensor
     Unit):

P21 P22
Pin 11 Pin 6 (Case Thermistor Return)
Pin 12 Pin 19 (Case Thermistor)
Pin 17 Pin 9 (Case Heater Return)
Pin 18 Pin 22 (Case Heater)
Pin 19 Pin 10 (Case Heater)
Pin 20 Pin 23 (Case Heater Return)

5.  Pins for continuity check of cable P23 to P24 (Interconnect Cable):
P23 P24
Pin 6 Pin 6 (Case Thermistor Return)
Pin 19 Pin 19 (Case Thermistor)
Pin 9 Pin 9 (Case Heater Return)
Pin 22 Pin 22 (Case Heater)
Pin 10 Pin 10 (Case Heater)
Pin 23 Pin 23 (Case Heater Return)

6.  To check Relay SSR201, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Case Temperature
      d.  Edit Case Temperature and enter zero.  (this turns off heater)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP CASEHR (white) on Interface Board
7.  To check Relay SSR201, perform the following steps:
      a.  Go to Set Temp/Flow Screen
      b.  Press Data Stop Key
      c.  Move cursor to Case Temperature
      d.  Edit Case Temperature and enter 80°C.  (this turns on heater full)
      e.  Measure voltage at TP CASEHR (white) on Interface Board

Recheck Temp.
If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

8.  Pins for continuity check of cable P25 (Amplifier
Board)
     to P100 (Head Interface Board):

P25 P100
Pin 5 Pin 5 (Case Thermistor Hi)
Pin 6 Pin 6 (Case Thermistor Lo)
Pin 17 Pin 17 (Case Heater Hi)
Pin 18 Pin 18 (Case Heater Hi)
Pin 19 Pin 19 (Case Heater Lo)
Pin 20 Pin 20 (Case Heater Lo)

9.  To check Fuse F301,  perform the following steps:
     a. Turn off the power
     b. Remove the fuse from the interface board
     c. Measure the resistance across the fuse legs
     d. The correct resistance is zero ohms.
10. To check case heater resistance:
     a. Remove jumper JP5 on amplifier board
     b. Place multimeter across TP12 (brown) and top pin
         of jumper
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FLOW CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - AFlow Error (F)

One (Main Only) or
Two (Main and Bypass)

Flow Controller
System?

One

Two

Problem with
Both Flows? No

Yes

Reset System
(See Section 3.17) and

Perform Analog Calibration
(See Section 3.2)

Flows Still Incorrect

Clean Orifices and Mass
Flow Controller (See

Sections 3.23 and 3.24)

Flows Still Incorrect
Check the +15V TP (red)

and the -15V TP (yellow) on
the Interface Board for
+/-15VDC respectively.

+/- 15VDC
Present?

No

Yes

Check the 10V TP
(red) on the

Interface Board for
10VDC

10VDC
Present? No

Yes

Replace Interface B
R&P P/N 50-0032

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1

(See Note 1)

No Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003283

Continuity
OK?

Replace Mass Flow
Controller Board

R&P P/N 50-003257
Yes

Go To  Flow Controller
Flow Chart - D

Problem with
Main or Bypass

Flow?

Go To  Flow
Controller Flow

Chart - C

Bypass

Main Main Flow High
or Low?

Low

Check Filter Loading
Percentage on

Display
Filter Percentage

< 90%
No

Yes

Check Loading on
all In-Line Filters and

Exchange, if
Necessary

Change TEOM
Filter

Flow Now
OK?

Remove
TEOM Filter

Flow Now
OK? Yes Perform Pump Test

(See Section 3.20)NoReset System
(See Section 3.17)

Flows
Still

Incorrect

Go To  Flow
Controller Flow

Chart - B

Perform Mass Flow
Controller Calibration

(See Sections 3.1 & 3.3)

High

Go To  Flow Controller
Flow Chart - E

Check Settings for Average
Temperature and Pressure

(See Note 12)

Return to Normal
OperationYes

Observe Two LEDs on
Flow Controller Board.

LED
Condition? Off

Ensure That Vacuum Pump is
Operating and is Properly

Connected to the Back of the
Control Unit (See Note 13)

Ensure the Vacuum Tubing
Between the Back of the Control

Unit and the Mass Flow
Controller is Attached Properly.

If Problem Persists,
Replace Mass Flow Controller.

R&P P/N 55-003326

Continuous
On

Blinking

If Problem
Persists, Contact

R&P.

Clean Orifices and
Mass Flow Controller

(See Sections 3.23 and
3.24)

Flow
Still
Low

Flow Still Low

No
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FLOW CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Check Test Point
FCC (brown) on
Interface Board

(See Note 6)

FCC
Nominal?

No

Yes

Check Test Point for
D/A 0 (output) on

Analog Board

Check TP2 (red)
on Mass Flow

Controller Board

D/A 0 =
FCC?

No

Replace Analog Board
R&P P/N 10-001595-0016

Check Continuity of
Cable P403 to P4.

(See Note 2)
Yes

Continuity
OK?Yes

No

Recheck Flows

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003285

TP2 =
FCC?

Check Continuity
of Cable P501 to
P1.  (See Note 1)

No

Continuity
OK?

Yes

No

Recheck Flows

Rep
Ca

R&P
5

003

Yes

Check TP5 (green) on
Mass Flow Controller

Board.  TP5 Should Range
Between 1.0 and 4.0 V

TP5 Nominal?No

Yes

Replace Mass
Flow Controller
R&P P/N 55-

003326

Check TP3 (orange)
on Mass Flow

Controller Board
(See Note 7)

TP3 =
Nominal? No

Yes

Check Continuity of
Cable P12 to P2.

(See Note 5)

Yes

No

Replace Flow Controller
R&P P/N 55-003326

Check FLOW Test
Point (gray) on
Interface Board

FLOW =
TP3? NoYes

Check Test Point
for A/D 0 (input) on

Analog Board

A/D 0 =
TP3?No

Yes

Recheck
Flow

Check Continuity of
Cable P202 to P2.

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Yes

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003286

Replace Analog Board
R&P P/N 10-001595-0016

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1.

(See Note 1)

Yes NoRecheck Flow

Perform Mass Flow
Controller Calibration

(See Section 3.1 & 3.3)

Perform Analog Calibration
(See Section 3.2)

Flows Still Incorrect

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

(From Chart A)

Observe LED 1 on
the Mass Flow

Controller Board.

Off

Ensure That Vacuum Pump
is Operating and is Properly
Connected to the Back of the

Control Unit (See Note 13)

Ensure the Vacuum Tubing
Between the Back of the

Control Unit and the Mass Flow
Controller is Attached Properly.

If Problem Persists,
Replace Mass Flow

Controller.
R&P P/N 55-003326

Continuous
On

Flows Still Incorrect

LED
Condition?

If Bypass Flow is
OK, Replace Mass Flow

Controller
R&P P/N 55-003326

Blinking

Continuity
OK?

Continuity
OK?

Rep
Ca

R&P
5

003

Rep
Ca

R&P
5

003
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FLOW CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - CProblem with
Main or Bypass Flow?

(From Chart A)

Check Loading on all In-
Line Filters and

Exchange, if Necessary

Flow Still Incorrect

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Flows Still Incorrect

Perform Analog Calibration
(See Section 3.2)

Bypass

Check Test Point BFCC
(brown) on Interface
Board (See Note 8)

BFCC =
Nominal?

No

Yes

Check Test Point for
D/A 3 (output) on

Analog Board

Check TP7 (red)
on Mass Flow

Controller Board

D/A 3 =
BFCC?

No

Replace Analog Board
R&P P/N 10-001595-0016

Check Continuity of
Cable P403 to P4.

(See Note 2)

Yes

Continuity
OK?

Yes

No

Recheck Flows

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003285

TP7 =
BFCC?

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1.

(See Note 1)

No

Continuity
OK? Yes

No

Recheck Flo

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003283

Yes

Check TP10 (green) on
Mass Flow Controller Board.

TP10 Should Range
Between 1.0 and 4.0 V

TP10
Nominal?

No

Yes

Replace Mass
Flow Controllers

R&P P/N 55-003326

Check TP8
(orange) o
Mass Flow

Controller Bo
(See Note 9

TP8 =
Nominal?

No

Yes

Check Contin
of Cable P13

P3.  (See Not

Continuity
OK?Yes

No

Replace Cab
R&P P/N 51-00

Replace Mass Flow
Controller

R&P P/N 55-003326

Check BFLOW
Test Point (gray)

on Interface Board

BFLOW =
TP8?No

Yes

Check Test Point
for A/D 7 (input) on

Analog Board

A/D 7 =
TP8?No

Yes

Recheck
Flow

Check Continuity of
Cable P202 to P2.

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK? YesNo

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-

003286

Replace Analog
Board R&P P/N
10-001595-0016

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1.

(See Note 1)
Continuity

OK?

Yes

No

Replace
Cable

R&P P/N
51-003283

Recheck Flow

Perform Mass Flow
Controller Calibration

(See Section 3.1 & 3.3)

Flows Still Incorrect

Observe LED 2 on the Mass
Flow Controller Board.

(See Note 14)

Off

Ensure That Vacuum Pump is
Operating and is Properly

Connected to the Back of the
Control Unit (See Note 13)

Ensure the Vacuum Tubing
Between the Back of the Control

Unit and the Mass Flow Controller
is Attached Properly.

If Problem Persists,
Replace Mass Flow Controller.

R&P P/N 55-003326

Continuous
On

LED
Condition?

If Main Flow is OK,
Replace Mass Flow Controller

R&P P/N 55-003326

Blinking

Flows Still Incorrect

Clean Orifices and Mass Flow
Controller (See Sections 3.23

and 3.24)

Flow Still Incorrect
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FLOW CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - D

Check Test Point
FCC (brown) on
Interface Board

(See Note 6)

FCC =
Nominal? No

Yes

Check Test Point
for D/A 0 (output)
on Analog Board

Check TP2 (red)
on Mass Flow

Controller Board

D/A 0 =
FCC?

No

Analog Board
May Be Bad.

Check Continuity of
Cable P403 to P4.

(See Note 2)
Yes

Continuity
OK?Yes

No

Recheck
Flows

Replace
Cable

TP2 =
FCC?

Check Continuity
of Cable P501 to
P1.  (See Note 1)

No

Continuity
OK?

No

Replace Cable

Yes

Check TP5 (green) on
Mass Flow Controller
Board.  TP5 Should
Range Between 1.0

and 4.0 V

TP5 Nominal?

Yes

Replace Mass
Flow Controller

Check TP3 (orange) on
Mass Flow Controller
Board (See Note 7)

TP3 =
Nominal?No Yes

Check Continuity
of Cable P12 to

P2.  (See Note 5)

Continuity
OK?

Yes

NoReplace
Cable

Main Mass Flow
Controller May Be Bad

Check FLOW Test
Point (gray) on
Interface Board

FLOW =
TP3?

No

Yes
Check Test Point

for A/D 0 (input) on
Analog Board

A/D 0 =
TP3?

No

Yes Rec
Flo

Check Continuity of
Cable P202 to P2.

(See Note 4)

Continuity
OK?

Yes

No Repl
Cab

Analog Board May Be Bad

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1.

(See Note 1)

Continuity
OK?Yes No Replace

CableRecheck Flow

One

One (Main Only)
or Two (Main and Bypass)
Flow Controller System?

(From Chart A)

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Flows Still Incorrect

Perform Analog Calibration
(See Section 3.2)

Flows Still Incorrect

Check the +15V TP (red)
and the -15V TP (yellow) on

the Interface Board for
+/-15VDC respectively.

Perform Mass Flow
Controller Calibration
(See Section 3.1 &

3.3)

+/- 15VDC
Present?

No

Yes

Check the 10V TP
(red) on the

Interface Board for
10VDC

10VDC
Present?

No

Yes

Replace
Interface Board

Check Continuity of
Cable P501 to P1

(See Note 1)

No

Replace Cable

Continuity
OK?

Check Settings for Average
Temperature and Pressure

(See Note 12)

Go To  Flow Controller
Flow Chart - E

Observe LED 1 on
the Mass Flow

Controller Board.

Ensure That Vacuum Pump is
Operating and is Properly

Connected to the Back of the
Control Unit (See Note 13)

Ensure the Vacuum Tubing
Between the Back of the Control

Unit and the Mass Flow
Controller is Attached Properly.

If Problem Persists,
Replace Mass

Flow Controller.

Continuous
On

LED
Condition?

Blinking

Off

Replace Mass 
Controller BoaYes

Recheck
FlowsYes

No
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Note:
1.  Pins for continuity check of cable P501 (Interface Board) to P1 (Flow Controller Board):

P501 P1 P501 P1
Pin 1 Pin 1 (Case Ground) Pin 11 Pin 11 (D/A 3-Bypass Flow Controller)
Pin 2 Pin 2 (D/A 0-Main Flow Controller) Pin 12 Pin 12 (A/D 7 Ground)
Pin 3 Pin 3 (A/D 0 Ground) Pin 13 Pin 13 (D/A 3 Ground)
Pin 4 Pin 4 (D/A 0 Ground) Pin 14 Pin 14 (A/D 7-Bypass Flow Controller)
Pin 5 Pin 5 (A/D 0-Main Flow Controller) Pin 15 Pin 15 (Ground)
Pin 6 Pin 6 (Ground) Pin 16 Pin 16 (+15V)
Pin 7 Pin 7 (+15V) Pin 17 Pin 17 (-15V)
Pin 8 Pin 8 (-15V) Pin 18 Pin 18 (unused)
Pin 9 Pin 9 (+10V) Pin 19 Pin 19 (unused)
Pin 10 Pin 10 (Case Ground) Pin 20 Pin 20 (unused)

2.  Pins for continuity check of cable P403 (Interface Board) to P4 (Analog Board):
P403 P4 P403 P4
Pin 1 Pin 1 (D/A 0-Main Flow Controller) Pin 7 Pin 7 (D/A 3-Bypass Flow Controller)
Pin 2 Pin 2 (Ground) Pin 8 Pin 8 (Ground)

3.  Pins for continuity check of cable P13 (Bypass Flow Sensor) to P3 (Flow Controller Board):
P13 P3 P13 P3
Pin 1 Pin 1 (output) Pin 3 Pin3 (Ground)
Pin 2 ----- (unused) Pin 4 Pin 2 (+V)

4.  Pins for continuity check of cable P202 (Interface Board) to P2 (Analog Board):
P202 P2
Pin 1 Pin 1 (A/D 0-Main Flow Controller)
Pin 2 Pin 2 (Ground)
Pin 15 Pin 15 (A/D 7-Bypass Flow Controller)
Pin 16 Pin 16 (Ground)

5.  Pins for continuity check of cable P12 (Main Flow Sensor) to P2 (Flow Controller Board):
P12 P2 P12 P2
Pin 1 Pin 1 (output) Pin 3 Pin3 (Ground)
Pin 2 ----- (unused) Pin 4 Pin 2 (+V)

6.  The voltage measured at test point FCC on the Interface Board should be approximately:
Main Flow Set Point FCC
      3.0 lpm 2.7 V
      2.0 lpm 1.8 V
      1.0 lpm 0.9 V

+/- 15VDC
Present? (from

chart A & D)
No

Check Fuse
Located in Voltage

Selector Switch
(See Note 10)

Fuse OK?

Change Fuse
R&P P/N 04-003417

No

Yes
Check +/- 15V
Power Supply
(See Note 11)

Power Supply
OK?

Replace Supply
R&P P/N 10-000233

No

Yes Contact R&P
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FLOW CONTROLLER TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - F

7.  The voltage measured at test point TP3 on the Mass Flow Controller Board
      should be approximately:

Main Flow Set Point TP3
      3.0 lpm 2.7 V
      2.0 lpm 1.8 V
      1.0 lpm 0.9 V

8.  The voltage measured at test point BFCC on the Interface Board should
      be approximately:

Bypass Flow Set Point BFCC
      13.67 lpm 3.1 V
      14.67 lpm 3.3 V
      15.67 lpm 3.5 V

9.  The voltage measured at test point TP8 on the Mass Flow Controller Board
      should be approximately:

Bypass Flow Set Point TP8
      13.67lpm 3.1 V
      14.67 lpm 3.3 V
      15.67 lpm 3.5 V

10.  To remove the fuse from the voltage selector switch:
        a.  Turn off power
        b.  Insert the blade of a small flat screw driver into the slot on the top surface
        c.  Rotate the fuse holder until the fuse can be removed.
11.  To check +/- 15 V power supply:
       a.  Locate the +/- 15V power supply inside the control unit.
       b.  Measure the voltage on the terminal labeled '-V' (If no reading is present,
            place lead of multimeter onto wire leading to terminal)
       c.  If necessary, adjust voltage by adjusting silver resistor located closest to
            terminal using a screw driver.
       d.  Repeat above steps for '+V' terminal.
12.  The settings for average temperature and pressure can be found on the Set
        Hardware Screen.  These settings should be set to 99°C and 9 atm,
        respectively, if utilizing the automatic temperature and pressure adjustment
        feature.  Otherwise, these settings should be the seasonal average
        temperature and pressure at that location.  If values for ambient temperature
       does not look correct, go to ambient temperature troubleshooting flow chart.
13.  If unsure if pump is operating properly or if pump is old (average lifetime of
       pump is 1-1/2 years), try new pump.
14.  LED 2 (bypass) will blink even when bypass flow setpoint is 0 lpm.
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DISPLAY TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - A

Display

Display Blank?

Does Display
Run Self Test and Beep

on Power Up?

Yes

No

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

Yes

No

Display
Garbled,  Incomplete

or Frozen?
Yes

Ensure the Baud Rate
Header COM0002 on

Mother Board is
Jumpered at 9600 Baud

(See Note 1)

COM0002
Jumpered at
9600 Baud?

Yes

No

Change Jumper

Check Continuity of Display
Cable P1(keypad) to P9

(See Note 2)

Continuity
OK?

No

Yes

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003290

Reset Solve
Problem?

No

Yes

Check Configuration
of Display

(See Note 3)

Configuration
OK? Yes

No

Change to Match Note 3

Perform a Full Reset
of Display

(See Note 4)

Display
Still Not
Working

Replace Display with a
Known Good One to
Check Mother Board

Interface

New Display
Works?

No

Replace CPU Board
R&P P/N 10-001594-0006

Yes

Replace Display
R&P P/N 10-001589-0USA

Check Continuity of
Display Cable

P1(keypad) to P9
(See Note 2)

Continuity
OK? No

Yes

Replace
Cable

Check for
+5VDC on
P9, pin 10

+5VDC
Present? No

P9 is Bad or +5V
Supply on Mother

Board is Bad

Check Continuity of Display
Cable P1(keypad) to P9

(See Note 2)

Continuity
OK?

No

Yes

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003290

Check Configuration
of Display

(See Note 3)

Configuration
OK?

Yes

No
Change to

Match
Note 3

Perform a Full Reset
of Display

(See Note 4)

Display
Still Not
Working

Yes

Cycle Power and
Check Display.  If Blank

Again, Battery May Need to be
Replaced. (R&P P/N 12-

002049) (See Section 3.11)

Are Any of the
Lights on the CPU or

Interface Boards
Lit?

No

Check Main Fuse
and Fuse Between

P10 and CPU Signal
Transformer

Fuses OK?

Yes

Replace
FusesNo

CPU Board
May Be Bad

Yes
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DISPLAY TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Note:
1.  There are two Baud Rate Headers on the mother board, COM0001 and
COM0002.
      COM0001 sets the baud rate for the RS-232 port on the front and back of the
      control unit.  The default baud rate position for this jumper is 9600 but it can be
      moved to a different position for serial communications.  COM0002 sets the
      baud rate for communications to the keypad/display.  This jumper must be at the
      9600 baud position in order for the keypad/display to work properly.
2.  Pins for continuity check of cable P1 (keypad) to P9 (CPU Board):

P1 P9
Pin 1 Pin 10 (+5VDC)
Pin 2 Pin 4 (RTS)
Pin 3 Pin 6 (CTS)
Pin 4 Pin 5 (TD)
Pin 5 Pin 3 (RD)
Pin 6 Pin 9 (GND)

3.  Enter the keypad's configuration mode by pressing <CTRL>, <SHIFT>
     and <Main/Status> simultaneously.  Make the following inputs using the menu
     prompts provided by the device:

Baud Rate 9600
Data Bits 7
Parity Ignore
Display PE Disabled
Repeat Disabled
Echo Disabled
Handshake Disabled
Self Test Enabled

     Note that the function key prompts that appear on the menu of the keypad
     correspond to the following keys on the Series 1400a Control unit:

F1 = Main/Status F2 = Edit F3 = Disp
F4 = Units F5 = Step Screen

4.  To perform a full reset of the display, press <CTRL>, <SHIFT>, <Main/Status>
     and power up the control unit simultaneously.   Input the proper configuration
     into the display per note 3.
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24VAC

10V
Power
Supply

P11 P1

Power Switch

CONTROL UNIT POWER SUPPLY FLOW CHART115 / 230 VAC

CPU Supply
Signal Xfmer
A41-43-515

+/- 15V
Power Supply

Signal Xfmer
24VAC, 5.4A

P4

P3

Fuse F1

Line Fuse

Neutral Fuse
Voltage Select

Switch Fuse F2

P2

Voltage Select Board

P303

Fuse P10

CPU Board

F303

P301

P501

P502

5V
Power
Supply

+15V

10V

Barometric
Pressure Sensor

P

Filter Pressure
Drop Sensor

5V

5V

+/-15V

P201

P1

+/-15V
10V

P3

P2

P13

P12

20 lpm M
Flow Se

5lpm M
Flow Se10V

10V

Mass Flow Controller Board

Ambeint Temp
Sensor

10V

10V

+/-15V

+15V

+/-15V

P302

Fuse F301

Relay SSR202
(Cap Heater)

Relay SSR203
(Air Heater)

Relay SSR201
(Case Heater)

24VAC

Relay
RL403

Fuse F302

Relays
SSR101 thru 109

P404P102

24VAC

Status Light
P41

P42

ACCU
Interconnect

Cable

24VAC

To ACCU

P23

P24

Main
Interconnect

Cable

To Sensor
Unit

Interface Board

24VAC 24VAC

Corcom
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Amplifier Board

P22

Fuse Ratings:
(all fuses are located in Control Unit)

Fuse       R&P P/N           Location
1A@230V      04-003267       Corcom - 230V Units Only
2A@115V      04-003268       Corcom - 115V Units Only
0.5A@250V   04-003417       Voltage Select Switch (F1&F2) - 230V Un

                                       Only
1A@250V      04-003267       Voltage Select Switch (F1&F2) - 115V Uni

                                        Only
2A@250V      04-004628       F302 on Interface Board
5A@250V      04-003576       F301 on Interface Board
2A@250V      04-003419       Between Signal Xfmer and CPU
0.1A@250V   04-003642       F303 on Interface Board

P21

P25

+/-15V

Thermostat

P101

24VAC

P103

See Amplifier
Board

Troubleshooting
Flow Chart

P34

Optional Air
Heater

P100

Case Heater 1Cap Heater

P23 P24

Main Interconnect Cable

To Control
Unit

24VAC

Head
Interface

Board

24VAC

Case Heater 2

24VAC
Thermostat

Air Heater

24VAC
24VAC

SENSOR UNIT AND ACCU POWER SUPPLY FLOW CHART

+/-15V
24VAC

Sensor Unit

P41 P42

ACCU Interconnect Cable

To Control
Unit

P1

24VAC

ACCU Valves
1 through 8

ACCU
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RS-232 TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHARTRS-232

Communication
Problems

Computer (VIEW) or
Serial (TEOMCOMM)

Communications?

Computer

Ensure Instrument is Set in
Mode "NONE"
(See Note 1)

Check That Correct Baud
Rate and COM port (on
computer) are Known.

(See Note 2)

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

If Still Cannot Communicate
Contact R&P

Serial Communicating Directly
or Over Modems?

Direct

Ensure 9-to-9 pin Serial Cable
Provided with the Instrument
is Being Used and is Properly

Secured.

Ensure Instrument is Set in
Mode "AK Protocol"

(See Note 1)

Check That Correct Baud
Rate and COM port (on
computer) are Known.

(See Note 3)

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

If Still Cannot Communicate
Contact R&P

Check That Correct RS-232
Parameters are Being
Used.  (See Note 4)

Modem

Has Direct
Communication Been
Attempted and Was it

Successful?

No

Direct Communication Must be
Successful Before Modem

Communication is Attempted.

Yes

Ensure 9-to-25 pin Serial
Cable Provided with the

Instrument is Being Used.

Ensure Instrument and
Computer are Set Like

They Were When Direct
Communication Was

Successful  (See Note 6)

Setup Remote Modem
(See Note 5)

Reset System
(See Section 3.17)

If Still Cannot Communicate
Contact R&P

Note:
1.  Perform the following steps to change the RS-232 Mode in the
     Control Unit:
     a. Press the <RS232> key on the keypad
     b. Press the down arrow until the cursor is pointing at the desired
         RS-232 Mode
     c. Press the <Enter> key on the keypad
     d. The status line (as viewed from the main screen) should
         indicate an "N" for "NONE" mode or an "A" for "AK Protocol" Mo
2.  To run the VIEW routine, type the following at the DOS Prompt:

VIEW [p] [bbbbb]
where:

[p] = the computer COM port
[bbbbb] = the communication baud rate

      The parameters [p] and [bbbbb] can be omitted only if operating
      from COM 1 and at 9600 baud.
3.  The COM port and baud rate must be entered in the TEOMCOMM
     configuration screen.  Press <F2> on the computer keyboard whil
     the TEOMCOMM main screen is displayed to enter the
     configuration screen.
4.  In the Control Unit, perform the following steps to set the RS-232
     parameters:
     a. Press the <RS232> key on the keypad
     b. Press the <Step Screen> key on the keypad twice.
     c. Enter "52" as RS-Para 1
     d. Enter "75048" as RS-Para 2
     e. Enter "13010" as RS-Para 3

     In TEOMCOMM, perform the following steps to set the RS-232
     parameters:
     a. Press <F3> on the computer keyboard while in the TEOMCOM
         main screen.
     b. Enter "4" for the station number
     c. Enter "K0" for the channel number.  Note that the "K" must be
         capitalized and "0" is a zero.
5.  Perform the following steps to setup the remote modem:
     a. Attach a standard modem cable between the remote modem
         and a computer.
     b. Enter a communication software program.
     c. Setup the communication program to transmit at the baud rate
         that the control unit is set to. (this is  VERY important)
     d. Transmit this string: AT&F&C1&D2N0S0=1&Y&W
6.  If the direct communication test was done in a different
     configuration (baud rate, COM port, a different computer, etc.) the
     what will be used during modem communications, the direct test
     must be done again at the configuration used for the MODEM.

Ensure 9-to-9 pin Serial Cable
Provided with the Instrument
is Being Used and is Properly

Secured.
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ANALOG OUTPUT TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHARTAnalog
Outputs

Is Signal Incorrect or
Not Present?

Not
Present

Incorrect

Ensure Analog Cable Has
Been Wired Properly

(See Note 1)

Program Analog Output Channels
1-3 as Shown in Note 2

Yes

Program the Analog Outputs
 to the Desired Settings and

Check for Proper Output.

Measure the Voltage at P17
for Each Analog Channel.

Voltage = Full Scale?
(Default = 10V)

Yes

No Continuity OK? No

Yes

Measure the Voltage at Test
Point USER1, USER2, USER3

(brown) on Interface Board

Check Continuity
Between P402 and P17

(See Note 3)

Recheck Analog Output
Voltages.  If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

Replace
Cable R&P P/N

51-003278

Voltage = Full Scale?
(Default = 10V) No

Measure the Voltage at
Each User Output Channel

on the Analog Board
(See Note 4)

Voltage = Full Scale?
(Default = 10V)

Yes

Continuity OK?No

Yes

Recheck Analog Output
Voltages.  If Still Incorrect,

Contact R&P

Replace Cable
R7P P/N 51-003285

Check Continuity
Between P403 and P4

(See Note 5)

No

Calibrate Analog Board and
Recheck. - Board May Be Bad.

(See Section 3.2)

Calibrate Analog Board and
Recheck Analog Outputs

Still
Incorrect

Ensure Jumpers Have Been Set
Properly and Software Has Been

Updated if Using Other Than 0-10V
Output and Recheck (See Note 6)

Contact R&PStill
Incorrect

Note:
1.  The pin assignments of the three analog outputs on the 15 pin connector ar

Channel 1 Positive Pin 10 Ground Pin 3
Channel 2 Positive Pin 1 Ground Pin 5
Channel 3 Positive Pin 9 Ground Pin 6

2.  Program analog output channels 1-3 as follows:
     a. Press the <A/O> key on the keypad
     b. Enter PRC 22 (Air Temperature Setpoint) for AO1 Var
     c. Enter 0.00 for AO1 Min
     d. Enter the actual Air Temperature Setpoint (default is 50 C) for AO1 Max
     e. Repeat the above for AO2 and AO3 using the same numbers.
3.  Pins for continuity check of cable P402 (Interface Board) to P17 (Control Un

P402 P17 P402 P17
Pin 1 Pin 1 (User 2) Pin 9 Pin 5 (User 2 
Pin 2 Pin 9 (User 3) Pin 10 Pin 13 (Freq Gn
Pin 3 Pin 2 (Digital 0 Hi) Pin 11 Pin 6 (User 3 
Pin 4 Pin 10 (User 1) Pin 12 Pin 14 (unused
Pin 5 Pin 3 (User 1 Return) Pin 13 Pin 7 (unused
Pin 6 Pin 11 (Digital 0 Lo) Pin 14 Pin 15 (Freque
Pin 7 Pin 4 (Digital 1 Hi) Pin 15 Pin 8 (unused
Pin 8 Pin 12 (Digital 1 Lo)

4.  The following channels on the Analog Board correspond to the User Output
D/A 1 = User Output 1
D/A 2 = User Output 2
D/A 4 = User Output 3

5.  Pins for continuity check of cable P403 (Interface Board) to P4 (Analog Boa
P403 P4
Pin 3 Pin 3 (D/A 1 - User Output 1)
Pin 4 Pin 4 (Ground)
Pin 5 Pin 5 (D/A 2 - User Output 2)
Pin 6 Pin 6 (Ground)
Pin 9 Pin 9 (D/A 4 - User Output 3)
Pin 10 Pin 10 (Ground)

6.  In order for the analog outputs to operate at other than 0-10V:
     (See Section 5 of the Series 1400a Operating Manual for more details)

"Max Volt" Setting "Jumpers" Setting Hardware Jumper
Desired on Set Analog  on Set Analog Setting on
Output Outputs Screen  Outputs Screen Analog Board
 0-1V        1 VDC         2 VDC      0-2 V
 0-2V        2 VDC         2 VDC      0-2 V
 0-5V        5 VDC        10 VDC      0-10 V
 0-10V       10 VDC        10 VDC      0-10 V
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ACCU TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - AACCU

Incorrect or No Flow

Ensure All Plumbing
(Hoses and Connectors)

are Attached Properly

Flow Status? No
Flow

Continuous
Flow

Turn Off Channel in
Question

(See Note 1)

Check Test Point VALVE#
(blue) on Interface Board
Where # Represents the

Channel in Question.

Voltage = ?

24VACrms

0 V

Problem With
Bypass Valve?

No

Yes
Turn off Bypass

Valve
(See Note 2)

Relay is Shorted - Replace
(See Note 6)

If Flow is Still On, Valve is
Stuck Open - Replace

Check Continuity
Between P41 and
P42 (See Note 5)

Continuity OK? No

Yes

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003335

Check Test Point
BYPASS (blue) on

Interface Board

Problem With
Bypass Valve? Yes

No

Turn On Channel in
Question

(See Note 3)

Check Test Point VALVE#
(blue) on Interface Board
Where # Represents the

Channel in Question.

Voltage = ?

0V

24VACrms

Relay is Open - Replace
(See Note 6)

Check Continuity
Between P41 and
P42 (See Note 5)

If Flow is Still Off, Valve is
Stuck Closed - Replace

Continuity OK?No

Yes

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003335

Yes

Turn On Bypass
Valve

(See Note 4)

Check Test Point
BYPASS (blue) on

Interface Board

Check Test Point
ACC24V (white)

on Interface Board

ACC24V =
24VACrms?Yes No

Check
Fuse F302

(See Note 7)

Yes

No

Check if Instrum
is Functioning

(does display wo

No

Yes

Problem is Prob
with Incoming L

Voltage.

Fuse
OK?

Instrument
Functioning?

Replace Fus
R&P P/N 04-004

Replace 24V
Transformer

R&P P/N 03-003408
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ACCU TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHART - B

Note:
1.  To turn off a sampling channel that is NOT the bypass, perform the following steps:
     a. From the Main Screen, press the <Step Screen> Key
     b. Move the cursor until it points to 'View ACCU System'
     c. Press <Enter> followed by <Step Screen>
     d. Press <→> until the desired channel number is displayed in upper right corner
     e. Press  <Data Stop> followed by <Edit>
     f. Press <←> followed by <0> followed by <Enter>
     g. Display should now read "NULL"
     h. Repeat above steps for all 4 conditions
 2. To turn off the bypass valve, perform the following steps:
     a. From the Main Screen, press the <Step Screen> Key
     b. Move the cursor until it points to 'View ACCU System'
     c. Press <Enter> followed by <Step Screen>
     d. Press <→> until a '1' is displayed in the upper right corner
     e. Press  <Data Stop> followed by <Edit>
     f. Press <←> followed by <22> followed by <Enter>
     g. Display should now read "Air Temp Set Point"
     h. Press <Edit> followed by <→> followed by <0> followed by <Enter>
     i. Press <↓> followed by <Edit> followed by <100> followed by <Enter>
     j. This setup will cause channel one to be on.
 3. To turn on a sampling channel that is NOT the bypass, perform the following steps:
     a. From the Main Screen, press the <Step Screen> Key
     b. Move the cursor until it points to 'View ACCU System'
     c. Press <Enter> followed by <Step Screen>
     d. Press <→> until the desired channel number is displayed in the upper right corner
     e. Press  <Data Stop> followed by <Edit>
     f. Press <←> followed by <22> followed by <Enter>
     g. Display should now read "Air Temp Set Point"
     h. Press <Edit> followed by <→> followed by <0> followed by <Enter>
     i. Press <↓> followed by <Edit> followed by <100> followed by <Enter>
4.  To turn on the bypass valve, perform the following steps:
     a. From the Main Screen, press the <Step Screen> Key
     b. Move the cursor until it points to 'View ACCU System'
     c. Press <Enter> followed by <Step Screen>
     d. Press <→> until a '1' is displayed in upper right corner
     e. Press  <Data Stop> followed by <Edit>
     f. Press <←> followed by <0> followed by <Enter>
     g. Display should now read "NULL"
     h. Repeat above steps for all 4 conditions
     i.  Repeat above steps for all channels

5. Pins for continuity check of cable P41 to P42 (ACCU Interconnect Cable):
P41 P42 P41 P42
Pin 1 Pin 1 (Bypass Valve) Pin 10 Pin 18 (Return)
Pin 2 Pin 3 (Channel 1 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 2 (Return)
Pin 3 Pin 5 (Channel 2 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 4 (Return)
Pin 4 Pin 7 (Channel 3 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 6 (Return)
Pin 5 Pin 9 (Channel 4 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 8 (Return)
Pin 6 Pin 11 (Channel 5 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 10 (Return)
Pin 7 Pin 13 (Channel 6 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 12 (Return)
Pin 8 Pin 15 (Channel 7 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 14 (Return)
Pin 9 Pin 17 (Channel 8 Valve) Pin 10 Pin 16 (Return)

Pin 11 Pin 20 (Return)
6. Refer to the following list for valves and their corresponding relays:

Valve     Relay Valve     Relay
Bypass     SSR101 Channel 5    SSR106
Channel 1    SSR102 Channel 6    SSR107
Channel 2    SSR103 Channel 7    SSR108
Channel 3    SSR104 Channel 8    SSR109
Channel 4    SSR105

7.  To check Fuse F302,  perform the following steps:
     a. Turn off the power
     b. Remove the fuse from the interface board
     c. Measure the resistance across the two legs of the fuse
     d. The correct resistance is zero ohms.
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AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHARTAmbient
Temperature

Ensure Ambient Temperature
Sensor Cable is Attached to
the Proper Connector on the
Back of the Control Unit and

Secured.

Test Point
"+10V" = 10VDC

+/-.001V?
No

Yes

Check Test Point
AMBTEMP (gray)
on Interface Board

(See Note 1)

Check Resistance
Across Pins 1 and 2 of
Ambient Temperature

Cable (See Note 2)

Recheck Ambient
Temperature

Adjust R304 on
Interface Board

Replace Interface Board
R&P P/N 50-003232

Check Test Point
"+15V" (red) on
Interface Board

Check Test Point
"+10V" (red) on
Interface Board

Test Point
"+10V" = 10VDC

+/-.001V?
No Test Point

"+15V" = 15VDC? Yes

Replace +/- 15VDC
Power Supply

R&P P/N 10-000233

No
Yes

Ambient
Temperature OK?No

Return to Normal
Operation

Yes

Test Point
AMBTEMP
Nominal?

No

Resistance
Nominal?

Yes Check Test Point A/D
8 on Analog Board

Voltage at Test
Point AMBTEMP

= A/D 8?

Replace CPU Board
R&P P/N 10-001594-0006

Check Continuity of
Cable P504 to P3

(See Note 3)
No

Yes

Continuity OK?

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003284

Reseat Cable and Check
Ambient Temperature

Again
Yes

No

No

Replace Cable
R&P P/N 51-003355

Reseat Cable and
Check Ambient

Temperature Again
Yes

Note:
1. At an ambient temperature of 25C, the voltage at test point AMBTEMP should 
    approximately 2.98V.  For other temperatures, use the following equation:

Temperature (C) = Voltage (V) * 100 - 273.15
2.  At an ambient temperature of 25C, the resistance across pins 1 and 2 of the
     ambient temperature cable should be approximately 12.2 ΜΩ.  The resistance
     decrease as the temperature increases.
3. Pins for continuity check of cable P503 (Interface Board) to P3 (Analog Board)

P503 P3
Pin 1 Pin 1 (A/D 8 - Ambient Temperature Sensor)
Pin 2 Pin 2 (Ground)
Pin 3 Pin 3 (A/D 9 - Barometric Pressure)
Pin 4 Pin 4 (Ground)

  

Ambient
Temperature

= -273 C?

No

Yes

If Connection is OK,
Ambient Temperature Probe
is Probably Open.  Replace.

R&P P/N 51-003355

Warm Up Temperature
Sensor in Palm of Hand and
Ensure That Voltage at Test
Point AMBTEMP Changes

Voltage Vary?

No

Yes

Warm Up Temperature
Sensor in Palm of Hand and
Ensure That Voltage at Test
Point AMBTEMP Changes

Voltage Vary?

Yes

Replace Interface Board
R&P P/N 50-003232

No
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INCOMING VOLTAGE ERROR TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW CHARTIncoming Voltage
Error (V)

Check Test Point
ACIN (blue) on
Interface Board

If Test Point ACIN ≅
0VDC and Test Point

LINE is Negative, Fuse
F303 on Interface Board

is Blown

Check Incoming AC Voltage.  AC
Voltage Must be Above

91VAC for 115VAC Systems and
181VAC for 130VAC Systems

Check Test Point
Line (gray) on

Interface Board

Fuse Blown?

Replace Fuse F303
R&P P/N 04-004628

Yes

Incoming AC
Voltage OK?

Contact R&P

No

Yes

Incoming AC Voltage
 Must Be Within Acceptable Limits
for Systems to Operate Properly

No
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Section 3: Service ProceduresSection 3: Service ProceduresSection 3: Service ProceduresSection 3: Service ProceduresSection 3: Service Procedures

This section describes the service procedures required to maintain consistent opera-
tion of the Series 1400a monitor. It also contains procedures which should be followed
when instrument components are removed and/or replaced. This section provides
recommended intervals for the implementation of maintenance and calibration
procedures; however, the actual interval used must take into account the quality
assurance guidelines of the monitoring organization and any special local consider-
ations.

Maintenance ProceduresMaintenance ProceduresMaintenance ProceduresMaintenance ProceduresMaintenance Procedures IntervalIntervalIntervalIntervalInterval ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference
Maintenance of the R&P PM-10 inlet with filter xchng Section 3.1.1
Maintenance of the R&P PM-2.5 and
   PM-1 inlets with filter xchng Section 3.1.2
Exchanging the large bypass in-line filters 6 months Section 3.1.3
Testing the batteries–exchange if necessary 6 months Section 3.1.4
Pump test 6 months Section 3.1.5
Cleaning the air inlet system 1 year Section 3.1.6
Exchanging fuses As needed Section 3.1.7
Clock adjustment procedure As needed Section 3.1.8
Resetting the system As needed Section 3.1.9
Downloading system software As needed Section 3.1.10
Rebuilding the piston pump 18 months In rebuild kit

Calibration ProceduresCalibration ProceduresCalibration ProceduresCalibration ProceduresCalibration Procedures IntervalIntervalIntervalIntervalInterval ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference
Analog I/O calibration 1 year Section 3.2.1
Amplifier board calibration 1 year Section 3.2.2
Ambient air temperature calibration 1 year Section 3.2.3
Ambient pressure calibration 1 year Section 3.2.4
Mass transducer calibration verification 1 year Section 3.2.5

Original Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationOriginal Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationOriginal Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationOriginal Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationOriginal Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and Calibration
IntervalIntervalIntervalIntervalInterval                          ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference

Exchanging the flow controller filters 6 months Section 3.4.1
Cleaning the mass flow controller orifice 1 year Section 3.4.2
Cleaning the mass flow controller 1 year Section 3.4.3
Flow controller calibration (Software) 6 months Section 3.4.4
Flow controller calibration (Hardware) 1 year Section 3.4.5
Removing/replacing the mass flow controllers Section 3.4.6
Removing/replacing the mass flow controller orifice Section 3.4.7

Second-Generation Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationSecond-Generation Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationSecond-Generation Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationSecond-Generation Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and CalibrationSecond-Generation Flow Controller Design — Maintenance and Calibration
IntervalIntervalIntervalIntervalInterval                          ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference

Flow controller calibration (Software) 6 months Section 3.5.1
Flow controller calibration (Hardware) 1 year Section 3.5.2
Removing/replacing the mass flow controllers Section 3.5.3
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3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. MMMMMAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCE P P P P PROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES

3.1.1.3.1.1.3.1.1.3.1.1.3.1.1. MMMMMAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCE     OOOOOFFFFF     THETHETHETHETHE R&P P R&P P R&P P R&P P R&P PMMMMM-10 I-10 I-10 I-10 I-10 INLETNLETNLETNLETNLET

The PM-10 inlet must remain free of significant contamination to ensure a correct
particulate size cut-off at 10mm. PM-10 inlet cleaning is best done immediately
following the exchange of a TEOM filter cartridge. This allows for the cleaning
procedure to be carried out during the one-half hour flow and temperature stabiliza-
tion period following the instrument reset.
Supplies and tools recommended for maintenance:

ammonia-based general purpose cleaner
silicone-based stopcock grease
cotton swabs
small soft-bristle brush
paper towels
distilled water
small screwdriver
small crescent wrench
pocket knife

3.1.1.1. REMOVING AND DISASSEMBLING THE INLET

Follow these steps to disassemble the inlet:Follow these steps to disassemble the inlet:Follow these steps to disassemble the inlet:Follow these steps to disassemble the inlet:Follow these steps to disassemble the inlet:

1)1)1)1)1) To remove the inlet, gently lift the complete inlet upward off the 1-To remove the inlet, gently lift the complete inlet upward off the 1-To remove the inlet, gently lift the complete inlet upward off the 1-To remove the inlet, gently lift the complete inlet upward off the 1-To remove the inlet, gently lift the complete inlet upward off the 1-
1/4" OD flow splitter.1/4" OD flow splitter.1/4" OD flow splitter.1/4" OD flow splitter.1/4" OD flow splitter.

2)2)2)2)2) Disassemble the upper and lower inlet halves by unscrewingDisassemble the upper and lower inlet halves by unscrewingDisassemble the upper and lower inlet halves by unscrewingDisassemble the upper and lower inlet halves by unscrewingDisassemble the upper and lower inlet halves by unscrewing
counter-clockwise the top acceleration assembly from the lowercounter-clockwise the top acceleration assembly from the lowercounter-clockwise the top acceleration assembly from the lowercounter-clockwise the top acceleration assembly from the lowercounter-clockwise the top acceleration assembly from the lower
collector assembly (Figure 3-1).collector assembly (Figure 3-1).collector assembly (Figure 3-1).collector assembly (Figure 3-1).collector assembly (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1.  PM-10 inlet.
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3.1.1.2. MAINTENANCE OF THE TOP ACCELERATION ASSEMBLY

Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the top accelerationFollow these steps to disassemble and clean the top accelerationFollow these steps to disassemble and clean the top accelerationFollow these steps to disassemble and clean the top accelerationFollow these steps to disassemble and clean the top acceleration
assembly:assembly:assembly:assembly:assembly:

1)1)1)1)1) Mark the top plate deflector cone and lower plate with a pencilMark the top plate deflector cone and lower plate with a pencilMark the top plate deflector cone and lower plate with a pencilMark the top plate deflector cone and lower plate with a pencilMark the top plate deflector cone and lower plate with a pencil
scribe to facilitate proper orientation for easier reassembly afterscribe to facilitate proper orientation for easier reassembly afterscribe to facilitate proper orientation for easier reassembly afterscribe to facilitate proper orientation for easier reassembly afterscribe to facilitate proper orientation for easier reassembly after
cleaning and maintenance.cleaning and maintenance.cleaning and maintenance.cleaning and maintenance.cleaning and maintenance.

2)2)2)2)2) Using a Phillips-blade screwdriver, remove the four pan headUsing a Phillips-blade screwdriver, remove the four pan headUsing a Phillips-blade screwdriver, remove the four pan headUsing a Phillips-blade screwdriver, remove the four pan headUsing a Phillips-blade screwdriver, remove the four pan head
screws from the top of the top plate, and lift the top plate off thescrews from the top of the top plate, and lift the top plate off thescrews from the top of the top plate, and lift the top plate off thescrews from the top of the top plate, and lift the top plate off thescrews from the top of the top plate, and lift the top plate off the
four threaded spacer standoffs and set aside.four threaded spacer standoffs and set aside.four threaded spacer standoffs and set aside.four threaded spacer standoffs and set aside.four threaded spacer standoffs and set aside.

3)3)3)3)3) Inspect the insect screen for contamination and clean by liftingInspect the insect screen for contamination and clean by liftingInspect the insect screen for contamination and clean by liftingInspect the insect screen for contamination and clean by liftingInspect the insect screen for contamination and clean by lifting
the screen off the lower plate rain deflector and brush or rinsethe screen off the lower plate rain deflector and brush or rinsethe screen off the lower plate rain deflector and brush or rinsethe screen off the lower plate rain deflector and brush or rinsethe screen off the lower plate rain deflector and brush or rinse
with water until clean. Dry and reinstall.with water until clean. Dry and reinstall.with water until clean. Dry and reinstall.with water until clean. Dry and reinstall.with water until clean. Dry and reinstall.

4)4)4)4)4) Using a general-purpose cleaner and paper towel, clean the topUsing a general-purpose cleaner and paper towel, clean the topUsing a general-purpose cleaner and paper towel, clean the topUsing a general-purpose cleaner and paper towel, clean the topUsing a general-purpose cleaner and paper towel, clean the top
plate deflector cone and internal wall surface of the accelerationplate deflector cone and internal wall surface of the accelerationplate deflector cone and internal wall surface of the accelerationplate deflector cone and internal wall surface of the accelerationplate deflector cone and internal wall surface of the acceleration
assembly.assembly.assembly.assembly.assembly.
NOTE: Be sure that after cleaning the acceleration nozzle is clean. If not, use a
cotton swab and cleaner to remove contamination.

5)5)5)5)5) Inspect the large diameter impactor nozzle O-ring for wear. Re-Inspect the large diameter impactor nozzle O-ring for wear. Re-Inspect the large diameter impactor nozzle O-ring for wear. Re-Inspect the large diameter impactor nozzle O-ring for wear. Re-Inspect the large diameter impactor nozzle O-ring for wear. Re-
place, if necessary, or using a light coating of silicone grease,place, if necessary, or using a light coating of silicone grease,place, if necessary, or using a light coating of silicone grease,place, if necessary, or using a light coating of silicone grease,place, if necessary, or using a light coating of silicone grease,
apply a thin film on the O-ring itself, and likewise a small lightapply a thin film on the O-ring itself, and likewise a small lightapply a thin film on the O-ring itself, and likewise a small lightapply a thin film on the O-ring itself, and likewise a small lightapply a thin film on the O-ring itself, and likewise a small light
coating on the aluminum threads of the acceleration assembly.coating on the aluminum threads of the acceleration assembly.coating on the aluminum threads of the acceleration assembly.coating on the aluminum threads of the acceleration assembly.coating on the aluminum threads of the acceleration assembly.

6)6)6)6)6) After reinstalling the bug screen, align the top plate markings withAfter reinstalling the bug screen, align the top plate markings withAfter reinstalling the bug screen, align the top plate markings withAfter reinstalling the bug screen, align the top plate markings withAfter reinstalling the bug screen, align the top plate markings with
the lower plate markings. The four holes in the top plate shouldthe lower plate markings. The four holes in the top plate shouldthe lower plate markings. The four holes in the top plate shouldthe lower plate markings. The four holes in the top plate shouldthe lower plate markings. The four holes in the top plate should
align with the four spacer standoffs. Insert and tighten securelyalign with the four spacer standoffs. Insert and tighten securelyalign with the four spacer standoffs. Insert and tighten securelyalign with the four spacer standoffs. Insert and tighten securelyalign with the four spacer standoffs. Insert and tighten securely
the four pan-head screws.the four pan-head screws.the four pan-head screws.the four pan-head screws.the four pan-head screws.

3.1.1.3. MAINTENANCE OF THE LOWER COLLECTOR ASSEMBLY

Most of the contamination in the inlet is found on the collector plate. The threads
should be cleaned to facilitate a tight seal when the two halves are reassembled.

Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the lower collector assem-Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the lower collector assem-Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the lower collector assem-Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the lower collector assem-Follow these steps to disassemble and clean the lower collector assem-
bly:bly:bly:bly:bly:

1)1)1)1)1) Using a general-purpose cleaner with a paper towel, clean theUsing a general-purpose cleaner with a paper towel, clean theUsing a general-purpose cleaner with a paper towel, clean theUsing a general-purpose cleaner with a paper towel, clean theUsing a general-purpose cleaner with a paper towel, clean the
collector assembly walls and three vent tubes. A cotton swabcollector assembly walls and three vent tubes. A cotton swabcollector assembly walls and three vent tubes. A cotton swabcollector assembly walls and three vent tubes. A cotton swabcollector assembly walls and three vent tubes. A cotton swab
may be necessary to clean these vent tubes. Likewise, clean themay be necessary to clean these vent tubes. Likewise, clean themay be necessary to clean these vent tubes. Likewise, clean themay be necessary to clean these vent tubes. Likewise, clean themay be necessary to clean these vent tubes. Likewise, clean the
bottom side of the collector assembly.bottom side of the collector assembly.bottom side of the collector assembly.bottom side of the collector assembly.bottom side of the collector assembly.
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2)2)2)2)2) Using a cotton swab, also clean the weep hole in the collectorUsing a cotton swab, also clean the weep hole in the collectorUsing a cotton swab, also clean the weep hole in the collectorUsing a cotton swab, also clean the weep hole in the collectorUsing a cotton swab, also clean the weep hole in the collector
plate where the moisture runs out to the moisture trap. Removeplate where the moisture runs out to the moisture trap. Removeplate where the moisture runs out to the moisture trap. Removeplate where the moisture runs out to the moisture trap. Removeplate where the moisture runs out to the moisture trap. Remove
the rain jar and clean. Inspect the brass nipple fitting to ensurethe rain jar and clean. Inspect the brass nipple fitting to ensurethe rain jar and clean. Inspect the brass nipple fitting to ensurethe rain jar and clean. Inspect the brass nipple fitting to ensurethe rain jar and clean. Inspect the brass nipple fitting to ensure
tightness and non-blockage. When reinstalling the rain jar, placetightness and non-blockage. When reinstalling the rain jar, placetightness and non-blockage. When reinstalling the rain jar, placetightness and non-blockage. When reinstalling the rain jar, placetightness and non-blockage. When reinstalling the rain jar, place
a light coating of silicone grease on the gasket inside the cap ofa light coating of silicone grease on the gasket inside the cap ofa light coating of silicone grease on the gasket inside the cap ofa light coating of silicone grease on the gasket inside the cap ofa light coating of silicone grease on the gasket inside the cap of
the rain jar. This will ensure a leak-free fit.the rain jar. This will ensure a leak-free fit.the rain jar. This will ensure a leak-free fit.the rain jar. This will ensure a leak-free fit.the rain jar. This will ensure a leak-free fit.

3)3)3)3)3) Inspect the two inlet-to-inlet tube sealing O-rings for wear. Re-Inspect the two inlet-to-inlet tube sealing O-rings for wear. Re-Inspect the two inlet-to-inlet tube sealing O-rings for wear. Re-Inspect the two inlet-to-inlet tube sealing O-rings for wear. Re-Inspect the two inlet-to-inlet tube sealing O-rings for wear. Re-
place, if necessary. Use a light coating of silicone grease onplace, if necessary. Use a light coating of silicone grease onplace, if necessary. Use a light coating of silicone grease onplace, if necessary. Use a light coating of silicone grease onplace, if necessary. Use a light coating of silicone grease on
these O-rings to ensure that a seal is made when reinstalled onthese O-rings to ensure that a seal is made when reinstalled onthese O-rings to ensure that a seal is made when reinstalled onthese O-rings to ensure that a seal is made when reinstalled onthese O-rings to ensure that a seal is made when reinstalled on
the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.

3.1.1.4. REASSEMBLY AND REINSTALLATION OF INLET

Follow these steps to reassemble and reinstall the inlet:Follow these steps to reassemble and reinstall the inlet:Follow these steps to reassemble and reinstall the inlet:Follow these steps to reassemble and reinstall the inlet:Follow these steps to reassemble and reinstall the inlet:

1)1)1)1)1) Reassemble the top and bottom inlet assemblies until the threadsReassemble the top and bottom inlet assemblies until the threadsReassemble the top and bottom inlet assemblies until the threadsReassemble the top and bottom inlet assemblies until the threadsReassemble the top and bottom inlet assemblies until the threads
tighten. Hand-tighten only.tighten. Hand-tighten only.tighten. Hand-tighten only.tighten. Hand-tighten only.tighten. Hand-tighten only.

2)2)2)2)2) Carefully place the inlet back on top of the 1 1/4" OD flow splitter.Carefully place the inlet back on top of the 1 1/4" OD flow splitter.Carefully place the inlet back on top of the 1 1/4" OD flow splitter.Carefully place the inlet back on top of the 1 1/4" OD flow splitter.Carefully place the inlet back on top of the 1 1/4" OD flow splitter.
Take care not to damage the internal O-rings.Take care not to damage the internal O-rings.Take care not to damage the internal O-rings.Take care not to damage the internal O-rings.Take care not to damage the internal O-rings.

3.1.2.3.1.2.3.1.2.3.1.2.3.1.2. MMMMMAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCE     OFOFOFOFOF     THETHETHETHETHE R&P PM-2.5  R&P PM-2.5  R&P PM-2.5  R&P PM-2.5  R&P PM-2.5 ANDANDANDANDAND PM-1 I PM-1 I PM-1 I PM-1 I PM-1 INLETSNLETSNLETSNLETSNLETS

The cyclone of the R&P PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets must be cleaned periodically to
prevent buildup of particulate matter and contaminants.

Follow these steps to maintain the PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets:Follow these steps to maintain the PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets:Follow these steps to maintain the PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets:Follow these steps to maintain the PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets:Follow these steps to maintain the PM-2.5 and PM-1 inlets:

1)1)1)1)1) Disassemble the cyclone inlet and the cyclone bottom from theDisassemble the cyclone inlet and the cyclone bottom from theDisassemble the cyclone inlet and the cyclone bottom from theDisassemble the cyclone inlet and the cyclone bottom from theDisassemble the cyclone inlet and the cyclone bottom from the
main cyclone body.main cyclone body.main cyclone body.main cyclone body.main cyclone body.

2)2)2)2)2) Soak the inlet in soapy water (any non-organic laboratory deter-Soak the inlet in soapy water (any non-organic laboratory deter-Soak the inlet in soapy water (any non-organic laboratory deter-Soak the inlet in soapy water (any non-organic laboratory deter-Soak the inlet in soapy water (any non-organic laboratory deter-
gent). Do not scrub the inlet, because scrubbing may damage thegent). Do not scrub the inlet, because scrubbing may damage thegent). Do not scrub the inlet, because scrubbing may damage thegent). Do not scrub the inlet, because scrubbing may damage thegent). Do not scrub the inlet, because scrubbing may damage the
Teflon coating.Teflon coating.Teflon coating.Teflon coating.Teflon coating.

3)3)3)3)3) Rinse the inlet with deionized water several times. The last rinseRinse the inlet with deionized water several times. The last rinseRinse the inlet with deionized water several times. The last rinseRinse the inlet with deionized water several times. The last rinseRinse the inlet with deionized water several times. The last rinse
may be done with acetone to facilitate drying. The inlet also canmay be done with acetone to facilitate drying. The inlet also canmay be done with acetone to facilitate drying. The inlet also canmay be done with acetone to facilitate drying. The inlet also canmay be done with acetone to facilitate drying. The inlet also can
be dried with air.be dried with air.be dried with air.be dried with air.be dried with air.

4)4)4)4)4) Resemble the inlet and cap it until ready for re-use, or reinstall itResemble the inlet and cap it until ready for re-use, or reinstall itResemble the inlet and cap it until ready for re-use, or reinstall itResemble the inlet and cap it until ready for re-use, or reinstall itResemble the inlet and cap it until ready for re-use, or reinstall it
on the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.on the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.on the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.on the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.on the 1 1/4" OD sample tube.
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3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1.3. EEEEEXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGING     THETHETHETHETHE L L L L LARGEARGEARGEARGEARGE B B B B BYPASSYPASSYPASSYPASSYPASS I I I I INNNNN-L-L-L-L-LINEINEINEINEINE F F F F FILTERSILTERSILTERSILTERSILTERS

There are two large bypass in-line filters (57-002758) used with the Series 1400a
monitor. Both large bypass in-line filters are located on the back of the TEOM control
unit: on the main and bypass flow lines. These filters prevent contamination from
reaching the flow controllers. It is most effective to replace the filters immediately
following an exchange of the TEOM filter. This allows for the exchange to be carried
out during the one-half hour flow and temperature stabilization period following the
instrument reset.

To replace the filters, remove the existing filters with their quick-connect fittings and
replace them with the new filter assemblies. Ensure that the arrows on the filters point
away from the control unit (against the flow). If the filters are installed in this way,
the user can see the dust as it is collected in the filter.

3.1.4.3.1.4.3.1.4.3.1.4.3.1.4. TTTTTESTINGESTINGESTINGESTINGESTING     ANDANDANDANDAND E E E E EXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGING     THETHETHETHETHE CPU B CPU B CPU B CPU B CPU BATTERYATTERYATTERYATTERYATTERY

The following procedure is for revision C and greater CPU boards. Contact R&P for
information regarding CPU boards older than revision C. You can find the revision
in the CPU board serial number.

3.1.4.1. CHECKING THE STATUS OF THE CPU BATTERY

Follow these steps to check the status of the CPU battery:Follow these steps to check the status of the CPU battery:Follow these steps to check the status of the CPU battery:Follow these steps to check the status of the CPU battery:Follow these steps to check the status of the CPU battery:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate test points labeled “TP1” and “TP2” on the CPU board.Locate test points labeled “TP1” and “TP2” on the CPU board.Locate test points labeled “TP1” and “TP2” on the CPU board.Locate test points labeled “TP1” and “TP2” on the CPU board.Locate test points labeled “TP1” and “TP2” on the CPU board.

These test points are located on the front edge of the CPU boardThese test points are located on the front edge of the CPU boardThese test points are located on the front edge of the CPU boardThese test points are located on the front edge of the CPU boardThese test points are located on the front edge of the CPU board
next to the round battery.next to the round battery.next to the round battery.next to the round battery.next to the round battery.

4)4)4)4)4) Place the positive probe of the multimeter (set to DC volts) ontoPlace the positive probe of the multimeter (set to DC volts) ontoPlace the positive probe of the multimeter (set to DC volts) ontoPlace the positive probe of the multimeter (set to DC volts) ontoPlace the positive probe of the multimeter (set to DC volts) onto
TP1 and the negative probe onto TP2.TP1 and the negative probe onto TP2.TP1 and the negative probe onto TP2.TP1 and the negative probe onto TP2.TP1 and the negative probe onto TP2.

5)5)5)5)5) The battery should be exchanged if the reading is less than 2.75The battery should be exchanged if the reading is less than 2.75The battery should be exchanged if the reading is less than 2.75The battery should be exchanged if the reading is less than 2.75The battery should be exchanged if the reading is less than 2.75
VDC. VDC. VDC. VDC. VDC. The R&P part number for the battery is 12-002049.The R&P part number for the battery is 12-002049.The R&P part number for the battery is 12-002049.The R&P part number for the battery is 12-002049.The R&P part number for the battery is 12-002049.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.1.4.1. REPLACING THE CPU BATTERY

Follow these steps to replace the CPU battery:Follow these steps to replace the CPU battery:Follow these steps to replace the CPU battery:Follow these steps to replace the CPU battery:Follow these steps to replace the CPU battery:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel of the control unit.Remove the top panel of the control unit.Remove the top panel of the control unit.Remove the top panel of the control unit.Remove the top panel of the control unit.
33333))))) Using a pair of needle nose pliers, slightly lift the clip holding theUsing a pair of needle nose pliers, slightly lift the clip holding theUsing a pair of needle nose pliers, slightly lift the clip holding theUsing a pair of needle nose pliers, slightly lift the clip holding theUsing a pair of needle nose pliers, slightly lift the clip holding the

battery in place.battery in place.battery in place.battery in place.battery in place.
44444))))) Pop the battery out of it’s housing with a small flat blade screw-Pop the battery out of it’s housing with a small flat blade screw-Pop the battery out of it’s housing with a small flat blade screw-Pop the battery out of it’s housing with a small flat blade screw-Pop the battery out of it’s housing with a small flat blade screw-

driver.driver.driver.driver.driver.
55555))))) Place the new battery (12-002049) in the housing using a similarPlace the new battery (12-002049) in the housing using a similarPlace the new battery (12-002049) in the housing using a similarPlace the new battery (12-002049) in the housing using a similarPlace the new battery (12-002049) in the housing using a similar

method.method.method.method.method.
66666))))) Replace the top panel on the control unit.Replace the top panel on the control unit.Replace the top panel on the control unit.Replace the top panel on the control unit.Replace the top panel on the control unit.
77777))))) Reload the system software according to Section 3.1.10, if neces-Reload the system software according to Section 3.1.10, if neces-Reload the system software according to Section 3.1.10, if neces-Reload the system software according to Section 3.1.10, if neces-Reload the system software according to Section 3.1.10, if neces-

sary.sary.sary.sary.sary.

3.1.5.3.1.5.3.1.5.3.1.5.3.1.5. PPPPPUMPUMPUMPUMPUMP T T T T TESTESTESTESTEST

This section is intended to help the user determine whether their pump is still capable
of providing adequate vacuum to run the Series 1400a monitor. The average lifetime
for provided pumps is 1 to 1 1/2 years.

R&PR&PR&PR&PR&P recommends that you perform this test every 6 months  recommends that you perform this test every 6 months  recommends that you perform this test every 6 months  recommends that you perform this test every 6 months  recommends that you perform this test every 6 months or if any the
following is true:

• The main flow drops off at filter loadings less than 90%
• The ACCU filters do not seem to get properly loaded,
   but a negative volume is displayed.
• The filter loading percentage fluctuates.

3.1.5.1. CHECKING THE STATUS OF THE PUMP

Follow these steps to check the pump:Follow these steps to check the pump:Follow these steps to check the pump:Follow these steps to check the pump:Follow these steps to check the pump:

1)1)1)1)1) Operate the Series 1400a monitor in the usual fashion with theOperate the Series 1400a monitor in the usual fashion with theOperate the Series 1400a monitor in the usual fashion with theOperate the Series 1400a monitor in the usual fashion with theOperate the Series 1400a monitor in the usual fashion with the
sample pump running.sample pump running.sample pump running.sample pump running.sample pump running.

2)2)2)2)2) Remove the TEOM filter from the mass transducer according toRemove the TEOM filter from the mass transducer according toRemove the TEOM filter from the mass transducer according toRemove the TEOM filter from the mass transducer according toRemove the TEOM filter from the mass transducer according to
the instructions in Section 3 of the Series 1400a Operatingthe instructions in Section 3 of the Series 1400a Operatingthe instructions in Section 3 of the Series 1400a Operatingthe instructions in Section 3 of the Series 1400a Operatingthe instructions in Section 3 of the Series 1400a Operating
Manual.Manual.Manual.Manual.Manual.
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3)3)3)3)3) Remove the size-selective inlet from the flow splitter and replaceRemove the size-selective inlet from the flow splitter and replaceRemove the size-selective inlet from the flow splitter and replaceRemove the size-selective inlet from the flow splitter and replaceRemove the size-selective inlet from the flow splitter and replace
it with the flow audit adapter contained in the Flow Audit Adapterit with the flow audit adapter contained in the Flow Audit Adapterit with the flow audit adapter contained in the Flow Audit Adapterit with the flow audit adapter contained in the Flow Audit Adapterit with the flow audit adapter contained in the Flow Audit Adapter
Kit (57-001243) supplied with the instrument. Refer to Figure 2-11Kit (57-001243) supplied with the instrument. Refer to Figure 2-11Kit (57-001243) supplied with the instrument. Refer to Figure 2-11Kit (57-001243) supplied with the instrument. Refer to Figure 2-11Kit (57-001243) supplied with the instrument. Refer to Figure 2-11
of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.

4)4)4)4)4) Display the main and auxiliary flows on the Main Screen of theDisplay the main and auxiliary flows on the Main Screen of theDisplay the main and auxiliary flows on the Main Screen of theDisplay the main and auxiliary flows on the Main Screen of theDisplay the main and auxiliary flows on the Main Screen of the
four line display.four line display.four line display.four line display.four line display.

5)5)5)5)5) Begin slowly closing the valve on the flow audit adapter so thatBegin slowly closing the valve on the flow audit adapter so thatBegin slowly closing the valve on the flow audit adapter so thatBegin slowly closing the valve on the flow audit adapter so thatBegin slowly closing the valve on the flow audit adapter so that
the incoming flow is restricted.the incoming flow is restricted.the incoming flow is restricted.the incoming flow is restricted.the incoming flow is restricted.

6)6)6)6)6) Watch the filter loading percentage and the main and auxiliaryWatch the filter loading percentage and the main and auxiliaryWatch the filter loading percentage and the main and auxiliaryWatch the filter loading percentage and the main and auxiliaryWatch the filter loading percentage and the main and auxiliary
flow readings. Note at what percentage either or both flows beginflow readings. Note at what percentage either or both flows beginflow readings. Note at what percentage either or both flows beginflow readings. Note at what percentage either or both flows beginflow readings. Note at what percentage either or both flows begin
decreasing.decreasing.decreasing.decreasing.decreasing.

7)7)7)7)7) If either or both flows decrease at a filter percentage of less thanIf either or both flows decrease at a filter percentage of less thanIf either or both flows decrease at a filter percentage of less thanIf either or both flows decrease at a filter percentage of less thanIf either or both flows decrease at a filter percentage of less than
90%, the pump should be replaced or rebuilt.90%, the pump should be replaced or rebuilt.90%, the pump should be replaced or rebuilt.90%, the pump should be replaced or rebuilt.90%, the pump should be replaced or rebuilt.
If the pump is found to be defective, the following are the corresponding R&P
part numbers:

10-001403 Piston Pump, 120V, 60 Hz

10-001404 Piston Pump, 240V, 50 Hz

59-001741 Piston Pump Rebuild Kit

3.1.6.3.1.6.3.1.6.3.1.6.3.1.6. CCCCCLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANING     THETHETHETHETHE A A A A AIRIRIRIRIR I I I I INLETNLETNLETNLETNLET S S S S SYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEM

The heated air inlet in the Series 1400a monitor must be cleaned periodically to
remove the build-up of particulate on its inner walls.

Follow these steps to clean the air inlet system:Follow these steps to clean the air inlet system:Follow these steps to clean the air inlet system:Follow these steps to clean the air inlet system:Follow these steps to clean the air inlet system:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) With the mass transducer in its closed (upright) position, carefullyWith the mass transducer in its closed (upright) position, carefullyWith the mass transducer in its closed (upright) position, carefullyWith the mass transducer in its closed (upright) position, carefullyWith the mass transducer in its closed (upright) position, carefully

remove the air thermistor from the “cap” of the TEOM massremove the air thermistor from the “cap” of the TEOM massremove the air thermistor from the “cap” of the TEOM massremove the air thermistor from the “cap” of the TEOM massremove the air thermistor from the “cap” of the TEOM mass
transducer by pressing in on the metal locking clip. The cap istransducer by pressing in on the metal locking clip. The cap istransducer by pressing in on the metal locking clip. The cap istransducer by pressing in on the metal locking clip. The cap istransducer by pressing in on the metal locking clip. The cap is
located immediately above the part of the mass transducer thatlocated immediately above the part of the mass transducer thatlocated immediately above the part of the mass transducer thatlocated immediately above the part of the mass transducer thatlocated immediately above the part of the mass transducer that
swivels downward.swivels downward.swivels downward.swivels downward.swivels downward.

3)3)3)3)3) Open the mass transducer by pulling upward on its silver handle.Open the mass transducer by pulling upward on its silver handle.Open the mass transducer by pulling upward on its silver handle.Open the mass transducer by pulling upward on its silver handle.Open the mass transducer by pulling upward on its silver handle.
4)4)4)4)4) Place a plastic sheet, or some other protective material, over thePlace a plastic sheet, or some other protective material, over thePlace a plastic sheet, or some other protective material, over thePlace a plastic sheet, or some other protective material, over thePlace a plastic sheet, or some other protective material, over the

exposed part of the mass transducer.exposed part of the mass transducer.exposed part of the mass transducer.exposed part of the mass transducer.exposed part of the mass transducer.
5)5)5)5)5) Using a soapy water, alcohol or freon solution, clean the air inlet.Using a soapy water, alcohol or freon solution, clean the air inlet.Using a soapy water, alcohol or freon solution, clean the air inlet.Using a soapy water, alcohol or freon solution, clean the air inlet.Using a soapy water, alcohol or freon solution, clean the air inlet.
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You also may use a soft brush to remove particulate matter onYou also may use a soft brush to remove particulate matter onYou also may use a soft brush to remove particulate matter onYou also may use a soft brush to remove particulate matter onYou also may use a soft brush to remove particulate matter on
the inside walls of the inlet.the inside walls of the inlet.the inside walls of the inlet.the inside walls of the inlet.the inside walls of the inlet.

6)6)6)6)6) Allow the air inlet to dry.Allow the air inlet to dry.Allow the air inlet to dry.Allow the air inlet to dry.Allow the air inlet to dry.
7)7)7)7)7) Remove the plastic sheet, or other protective material, from theRemove the plastic sheet, or other protective material, from theRemove the plastic sheet, or other protective material, from theRemove the plastic sheet, or other protective material, from theRemove the plastic sheet, or other protective material, from the

exposed part of the microbalance.exposed part of the microbalance.exposed part of the microbalance.exposed part of the microbalance.exposed part of the microbalance.
8)8)8)8)8) Pivot the mass transducer into its closed position by pressing thePivot the mass transducer into its closed position by pressing thePivot the mass transducer into its closed position by pressing thePivot the mass transducer into its closed position by pressing thePivot the mass transducer into its closed position by pressing the

closing mechanism.closing mechanism.closing mechanism.closing mechanism.closing mechanism.
9)9)9)9)9) Carefully reinsert the air thermistor into the cap of the massCarefully reinsert the air thermistor into the cap of the massCarefully reinsert the air thermistor into the cap of the massCarefully reinsert the air thermistor into the cap of the massCarefully reinsert the air thermistor into the cap of the mass

transducer assembly.transducer assembly.transducer assembly.transducer assembly.transducer assembly.
10)10)10)10)10) Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.

3.1.7.3.1.7.3.1.7.3.1.7.3.1.7. EEEEEXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGING F F F F FUSESUSESUSESUSESUSES

There are seven fuses used in the Series 1400a monitor located in the control unit.

Fuse R&P P/N Location
1A @ 230V 04-003267 Corcom – 230V Units Only
2A @ 115V 04-003268 Corcom – 115V Units Only
0.5A @ 250V 04-003417 Voltage Select Switch (F! & F2) – 230V Units
1A @ 250V 04-003267 Voltage Select Switch (F! & F2) – 115V Units
2A @ 250V 04-004628 F302 on Interface Board
5A @ 250V 04-003576 F301 on Interface Board
2A @ 250V 04-003419 Between Signal Xfmer and CPU
0.1A @ 250V 04-003642 F303 on Interface Board

3.1.8.3.1.8.3.1.8.3.1.8.3.1.8. CCCCCLOCKLOCKLOCKLOCKLOCK A A A A ADJUSTMENTDJUSTMENTDJUSTMENTDJUSTMENTDJUSTMENT P P P P PROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDURE

This procedure should be used performed if the clock in the Series 1400a monitor
drifts significantly over time.

Follow these steps to adjust the clock:Follow these steps to adjust the clock:Follow these steps to adjust the clock:Follow these steps to adjust the clock:Follow these steps to adjust the clock:

1)1)1)1)1) Download software version 3.009 or later into the instrumentDownload software version 3.009 or later into the instrumentDownload software version 3.009 or later into the instrumentDownload software version 3.009 or later into the instrumentDownload software version 3.009 or later into the instrument
using the procedure described in Section 3.1.10.using the procedure described in Section 3.1.10.using the procedure described in Section 3.1.10.using the procedure described in Section 3.1.10.using the procedure described in Section 3.1.10.

2)2)2)2)2) Set the time to match a reference time according to Section 4.10Set the time to match a reference time according to Section 4.10Set the time to match a reference time according to Section 4.10Set the time to match a reference time according to Section 4.10Set the time to match a reference time according to Section 4.10
in the Series 1400a (AB Serial Numbers) Monitor Operatingin the Series 1400a (AB Serial Numbers) Monitor Operatingin the Series 1400a (AB Serial Numbers) Monitor Operatingin the Series 1400a (AB Serial Numbers) Monitor Operatingin the Series 1400a (AB Serial Numbers) Monitor Operating
Manual.Manual.Manual.Manual.Manual.

3)3)3)3)3) Allow the unit to run for at least 48 hours.Allow the unit to run for at least 48 hours.Allow the unit to run for at least 48 hours.Allow the unit to run for at least 48 hours.Allow the unit to run for at least 48 hours.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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4)4)4)4)4) If, after at least 48 hours, the clock has drifted from the referenceIf, after at least 48 hours, the clock has drifted from the referenceIf, after at least 48 hours, the clock has drifted from the referenceIf, after at least 48 hours, the clock has drifted from the referenceIf, after at least 48 hours, the clock has drifted from the reference
time, press the <DATA STOP> key on the instrument keypad totime, press the <DATA STOP> key on the instrument keypad totime, press the <DATA STOP> key on the instrument keypad totime, press the <DATA STOP> key on the instrument keypad totime, press the <DATA STOP> key on the instrument keypad to
enter Setup Mode.enter Setup Mode.enter Setup Mode.enter Setup Mode.enter Setup Mode.

5)5)5)5)5) Press the <TIME/DATE> key  on the instrument keypad to enterPress the <TIME/DATE> key  on the instrument keypad to enterPress the <TIME/DATE> key  on the instrument keypad to enterPress the <TIME/DATE> key  on the instrument keypad to enterPress the <TIME/DATE> key  on the instrument keypad to enter
the Set Time Screen.the Set Time Screen.the Set Time Screen.the Set Time Screen.the Set Time Screen.

6)6)6)6)6) Press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on the instru-Press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on the instru-Press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on the instru-Press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on the instru-Press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on the instru-
ment keypad. An asterisk will appear in the upper left corner ofment keypad. An asterisk will appear in the upper left corner ofment keypad. An asterisk will appear in the upper left corner ofment keypad. An asterisk will appear in the upper left corner ofment keypad. An asterisk will appear in the upper left corner of
the screen.the screen.the screen.the screen.the screen.

7)7)7)7)7) Set the hour, minute and second variables to a time one minuteSet the hour, minute and second variables to a time one minuteSet the hour, minute and second variables to a time one minuteSet the hour, minute and second variables to a time one minuteSet the hour, minute and second variables to a time one minute
later than the reference time.later than the reference time.later than the reference time.later than the reference time.later than the reference time.

8)8)8)8)8) At the very moment the reference time reaches the time set on theAt the very moment the reference time reaches the time set on theAt the very moment the reference time reaches the time set on theAt the very moment the reference time reaches the time set on theAt the very moment the reference time reaches the time set on the
instrument, press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously oninstrument, press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously oninstrument, press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously oninstrument, press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously oninstrument, press the <CTRL> and <INIT> keys simultaneously on
the instrument keypad.the instrument keypad.the instrument keypad.the instrument keypad.the instrument keypad.

9)9)9)9)9) The system then calculates the rate of change constants (“SoftThe system then calculates the rate of change constants (“SoftThe system then calculates the rate of change constants (“SoftThe system then calculates the rate of change constants (“SoftThe system then calculates the rate of change constants (“Soft
Rate” and “Hard Rate”) for the clock. These constants can beRate” and “Hard Rate”) for the clock. These constants can beRate” and “Hard Rate”) for the clock. These constants can beRate” and “Hard Rate”) for the clock. These constants can beRate” and “Hard Rate”) for the clock. These constants can be
viewed from the Setup Screen.viewed from the Setup Screen.viewed from the Setup Screen.viewed from the Setup Screen.viewed from the Setup Screen.

10)10)10)10)10) Return the instrument to normal operation.Return the instrument to normal operation.Return the instrument to normal operation.Return the instrument to normal operation.Return the instrument to normal operation.

3.1.9.3.1.9.3.1.9.3.1.9.3.1.9. RRRRRESETTINGESETTINGESETTINGESETTINGESETTING     THETHETHETHETHE S S S S SYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEM

Follow these steps to remove the existing program from the CPU boardFollow these steps to remove the existing program from the CPU boardFollow these steps to remove the existing program from the CPU boardFollow these steps to remove the existing program from the CPU boardFollow these steps to remove the existing program from the CPU board
memory:memory:memory:memory:memory:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top cover from the control unit.Remove the top cover from the control unit.Remove the top cover from the control unit.Remove the top cover from the control unit.Remove the top cover from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unit

and has two ‘daughter’ boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two ‘daughter’ boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two ‘daughter’ boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two ‘daughter’ boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two ‘daughter’ boards (the analog and counter boards)
mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.

4)4)4)4)4) Locate the two banks of dip switches (red) on the left side of theLocate the two banks of dip switches (red) on the left side of theLocate the two banks of dip switches (red) on the left side of theLocate the two banks of dip switches (red) on the left side of theLocate the two banks of dip switches (red) on the left side of the
CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.

5)5)5)5)5) Change the positions of all switches to their open (upward) posi-Change the positions of all switches to their open (upward) posi-Change the positions of all switches to their open (upward) posi-Change the positions of all switches to their open (upward) posi-Change the positions of all switches to their open (upward) posi-
tion.tion.tion.tion.tion.

6)6)6)6)6) Turn on the control unit for approximately 15 seconds. The LEDTurn on the control unit for approximately 15 seconds. The LEDTurn on the control unit for approximately 15 seconds. The LEDTurn on the control unit for approximately 15 seconds. The LEDTurn on the control unit for approximately 15 seconds. The LED
labeled “XMIT” should flash rapidly.labeled “XMIT” should flash rapidly.labeled “XMIT” should flash rapidly.labeled “XMIT” should flash rapidly.labeled “XMIT” should flash rapidly.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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7)7)7)7)7) Turn off the control unit and reset the switches to their defaultTurn off the control unit and reset the switches to their defaultTurn off the control unit and reset the switches to their defaultTurn off the control unit and reset the switches to their defaultTurn off the control unit and reset the switches to their default
positions:positions:positions:positions:positions:

Switch Bank 1 (SW1)Switch Bank 1 (SW1)Switch Bank 1 (SW1)Switch Bank 1 (SW1)Switch Bank 1 (SW1) Switch Bank 2 (SW2)Switch Bank 2 (SW2)Switch Bank 2 (SW2)Switch Bank 2 (SW2)Switch Bank 2 (SW2)

Switch Position Switch Position

SW1-1 Down SW2-1 Down
SW1-2 Up SW2-2 Down
SW1-3 Down SW2-3 Up
SW1-4 Down SW2-4 Down
SW1-5 Down SW2-5 Down
SW1-6 Down SW2-6 Down
SW1-7 Down SW2-7 Down
SW1-8 Up SW2-8 Down
SW1-9 Down SW2-9 Down
SW1-10 Down SW2-10 Down

8)8)8)8)8) Turn on the control unit and observe the LED on the CPU boardTurn on the control unit and observe the LED on the CPU boardTurn on the control unit and observe the LED on the CPU boardTurn on the control unit and observe the LED on the CPU boardTurn on the control unit and observe the LED on the CPU board
labeled “XMIT.” This LED should be blinking in sets of four. Iflabeled “XMIT.” This LED should be blinking in sets of four. Iflabeled “XMIT.” This LED should be blinking in sets of four. Iflabeled “XMIT.” This LED should be blinking in sets of four. Iflabeled “XMIT.” This LED should be blinking in sets of four. If
not, perform the reset again.not, perform the reset again.not, perform the reset again.not, perform the reset again.not, perform the reset again.

9)9)9)9)9) Download the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions in
Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.

3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10. DDDDDOWNLOADINGOWNLOADINGOWNLOADINGOWNLOADINGOWNLOADING S S S S SYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEMYSTEM S S S S SOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWARE

To download new systems software, you must first connect your personal computer
(PC) to the TEOM control unit (Section 3.1.10.1). After the PC and control unit are
connected, follow the instructions in Section 3.1.10.2.

3.1.10.1. CONNECTING THE CONTROL UNIT TO THE PC

Follow these steps to connect the computer to the control unit:Follow these steps to connect the computer to the control unit:Follow these steps to connect the computer to the control unit:Follow these steps to connect the computer to the control unit:Follow these steps to connect the computer to the control unit:

1)1)1)1)1) Connect one end of the 9-to-9 pin computer cable (gray) to one ofConnect one end of the 9-to-9 pin computer cable (gray) to one ofConnect one end of the 9-to-9 pin computer cable (gray) to one ofConnect one end of the 9-to-9 pin computer cable (gray) to one ofConnect one end of the 9-to-9 pin computer cable (gray) to one of
the RS232 ports on the control unit.the RS232 ports on the control unit.the RS232 ports on the control unit.the RS232 ports on the control unit.the RS232 ports on the control unit.

2)2)2)2)2) Ensure that there is nothing connected to the other RS232 port onEnsure that there is nothing connected to the other RS232 port onEnsure that there is nothing connected to the other RS232 port onEnsure that there is nothing connected to the other RS232 port onEnsure that there is nothing connected to the other RS232 port on
the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.

3)3)3)3)3) If the computer to be used is equipped with a 9-pin serial (RS232)If the computer to be used is equipped with a 9-pin serial (RS232)If the computer to be used is equipped with a 9-pin serial (RS232)If the computer to be used is equipped with a 9-pin serial (RS232)If the computer to be used is equipped with a 9-pin serial (RS232)
port, plug the other end of the computer cable into it. If the com-port, plug the other end of the computer cable into it. If the com-port, plug the other end of the computer cable into it. If the com-port, plug the other end of the computer cable into it. If the com-port, plug the other end of the computer cable into it. If the com-
puter is equipped with a 25-pin serial port, use the 9-to-9 pinputer is equipped with a 25-pin serial port, use the 9-to-9 pinputer is equipped with a 25-pin serial port, use the 9-to-9 pinputer is equipped with a 25-pin serial port, use the 9-to-9 pinputer is equipped with a 25-pin serial port, use the 9-to-9 pin
computer cable in conjunction with the 9-to-25 pin computercomputer cable in conjunction with the 9-to-25 pin computercomputer cable in conjunction with the 9-to-25 pin computercomputer cable in conjunction with the 9-to-25 pin computercomputer cable in conjunction with the 9-to-25 pin computer
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adapter to form the connection between the two units. Do NOTadapter to form the connection between the two units. Do NOTadapter to form the connection between the two units. Do NOTadapter to form the connection between the two units. Do NOTadapter to form the connection between the two units. Do NOT
use the 9-to-25 pin serial cable to make this connection since thisuse the 9-to-25 pin serial cable to make this connection since thisuse the 9-to-25 pin serial cable to make this connection since thisuse the 9-to-25 pin serial cable to make this connection since thisuse the 9-to-25 pin serial cable to make this connection since this
is configured to be used with a modem and will not work.is configured to be used with a modem and will not work.is configured to be used with a modem and will not work.is configured to be used with a modem and will not work.is configured to be used with a modem and will not work.

3.1.10.2. DOWNLOADING THE SOFTWARE

Follow these steps to dFollow these steps to dFollow these steps to dFollow these steps to dFollow these steps to download the Series 1400a software:ownload the Series 1400a software:ownload the Series 1400a software:ownload the Series 1400a software:ownload the Series 1400a software:

1)1)1)1)1) Type the following at the MS-DOS command line:Type the following at the MS-DOS command line:Type the following at the MS-DOS command line:Type the following at the MS-DOS command line:Type the following at the MS-DOS command line:
LOADALL [i] [p] [bbbbb] <Enter>

where:where:where:where:where:
[i] is an optional parameter specifying the revision level of the Series

1400a monitor. The default value , B, represents the AB version of
the interment. Enter “A” for this parameter in the case of an AA
revision of the monitor. Enter “T” for this parameter in the case of an
AA revision of the monitor utilizing the real-time monitoring of the
ambient temperature and pressure

[p] is an optional parameter specifying the serial port (i.e., COM1 or
COM2) used on the personal computer connected to the control unit.
This parameter does not need to be entered if COM1
is being used.

[bbbbb]is an optional parameter for the baud rate at which the RS-232 port
of the control unit is configured. The possible baud rates are 1200,
2400, 4800, 9600 and 19200.

NOTE: If an MS-DOS “environmental error” occurs during the execution of the
software loading command, add the following statement to the CONFIG.SYS
file of your computer:

“SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /P /E:768.”

2)2)2)2)2) Once the introductory screen has disappeared from the displayOnce the introductory screen has disappeared from the displayOnce the introductory screen has disappeared from the displayOnce the introductory screen has disappeared from the displayOnce the introductory screen has disappeared from the display
on the control unit, press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.on the control unit, press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.on the control unit, press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.on the control unit, press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.on the control unit, press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.

3)3)3)3)3) Switch to the Set Hardware Screen by selecting “Set Hardware”Switch to the Set Hardware Screen by selecting “Set Hardware”Switch to the Set Hardware Screen by selecting “Set Hardware”Switch to the Set Hardware Screen by selecting “Set Hardware”Switch to the Set Hardware Screen by selecting “Set Hardware”
from the Menu Screen.from the Menu Screen.from the Menu Screen.from the Menu Screen.from the Menu Screen.

4)4)4)4)4) Change the value of the calibration constant using the <EDIT> keyChange the value of the calibration constant using the <EDIT> keyChange the value of the calibration constant using the <EDIT> keyChange the value of the calibration constant using the <EDIT> keyChange the value of the calibration constant using the <EDIT> key
to the value shown on the nameplate visible when the massto the value shown on the nameplate visible when the massto the value shown on the nameplate visible when the massto the value shown on the nameplate visible when the massto the value shown on the nameplate visible when the mass
transducer is in its open position. Change the value of the serialtransducer is in its open position. Change the value of the serialtransducer is in its open position. Change the value of the serialtransducer is in its open position. Change the value of the serialtransducer is in its open position. Change the value of the serial
number, if necessary.number, if necessary.number, if necessary.number, if necessary.number, if necessary.
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5)5)5)5)5) Press <STEP SCREEN> to enter the Set Temps/Flows Screen.Press <STEP SCREEN> to enter the Set Temps/Flows Screen.Press <STEP SCREEN> to enter the Set Temps/Flows Screen.Press <STEP SCREEN> to enter the Set Temps/Flows Screen.Press <STEP SCREEN> to enter the Set Temps/Flows Screen.
Enter the average pressure and seasonal average temperature onEnter the average pressure and seasonal average temperature onEnter the average pressure and seasonal average temperature onEnter the average pressure and seasonal average temperature onEnter the average pressure and seasonal average temperature on
the lines labeled “P-A/S” and “T-A/S.” Only the left hand numberthe lines labeled “P-A/S” and “T-A/S.” Only the left hand numberthe lines labeled “P-A/S” and “T-A/S.” Only the left hand numberthe lines labeled “P-A/S” and “T-A/S.” Only the left hand numberthe lines labeled “P-A/S” and “T-A/S.” Only the left hand number
on these lines should be edited.on these lines should be edited.on these lines should be edited.on these lines should be edited.on these lines should be edited.

6)6)6)6)6) Press <MAIN/STATUS> to display the Main Screen.Press <MAIN/STATUS> to display the Main Screen.Press <MAIN/STATUS> to display the Main Screen.Press <MAIN/STATUS> to display the Main Screen.Press <MAIN/STATUS> to display the Main Screen.
7)7)7)7)7) Change other optional system parameters such as the time,Change other optional system parameters such as the time,Change other optional system parameters such as the time,Change other optional system parameters such as the time,Change other optional system parameters such as the time,

analog output settings and RS232 settings.analog output settings and RS232 settings.analog output settings and RS232 settings.analog output settings and RS232 settings.analog output settings and RS232 settings.
8)8)8)8)8) Press <RUN> to return to normal operation.Press <RUN> to return to normal operation.Press <RUN> to return to normal operation.Press <RUN> to return to normal operation.Press <RUN> to return to normal operation.

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. CCCCCALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION P P P P PROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES

This section contains the procedures needed to perform calibrations on the Series
1400a monitor. Calibrations should be performed according to the table on page 3-1.

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: R&P strongly advises that the calibrations
described in this section be performed in the order presented.

3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1. AAAAANALOGNALOGNALOGNALOGNALOG B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION

The following equipment is required to calibrate the instrument’s analog input and
output sections:

Calibrated 3 1/2 digital multimeter
30 cm jumper wire (12")

You must first set up the hardware (Section 3.2.1.1), calibrate the analog output (D/
A) section of the analog card (Section 3.2.1.2) and then calibrate the analog input (A/
D) section of the analog card (Section 3.2.1.3).

3.2.1.1. SETTING UP THE HARDWARE

Follow these steps to set up the hardware:Follow these steps to set up the hardware:Follow these steps to set up the hardware:Follow these steps to set up the hardware:Follow these steps to set up the hardware:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the external cables from the “SENSOR” and “ACCU”Remove the external cables from the “SENSOR” and “ACCU”Remove the external cables from the “SENSOR” and “ACCU”Remove the external cables from the “SENSOR” and “ACCU”Remove the external cables from the “SENSOR” and “ACCU”

connectors on the back of the control unit.connectors on the back of the control unit.connectors on the back of the control unit.connectors on the back of the control unit.connectors on the back of the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the cover of the control unit.Remove the cover of the control unit.Remove the cover of the control unit.Remove the cover of the control unit.Remove the cover of the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Detach the ribbon cables connected to P2, P3 and P4 on the L-Detach the ribbon cables connected to P2, P3 and P4 on the L-Detach the ribbon cables connected to P2, P3 and P4 on the L-Detach the ribbon cables connected to P2, P3 and P4 on the L-Detach the ribbon cables connected to P2, P3 and P4 on the L-

shaped analog input/output board (refer to the Operating Manual,shaped analog input/output board (refer to the Operating Manual,shaped analog input/output board (refer to the Operating Manual,shaped analog input/output board (refer to the Operating Manual,shaped analog input/output board (refer to the Operating Manual,
Figure 8-1).Figure 8-1).Figure 8-1).Figure 8-1).Figure 8-1).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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5)5)5)5)5) Note which channels are set for 0-2 VDC and 0-10 VDC (checkNote which channels are set for 0-2 VDC and 0-10 VDC (checkNote which channels are set for 0-2 VDC and 0-10 VDC (checkNote which channels are set for 0-2 VDC and 0-10 VDC (checkNote which channels are set for 0-2 VDC and 0-10 VDC (check
jumpers W40-W47) on the analog output section, and which arejumpers W40-W47) on the analog output section, and which arejumpers W40-W47) on the analog output section, and which arejumpers W40-W47) on the analog output section, and which arejumpers W40-W47) on the analog output section, and which are
set for ±2 VDC and ±10 VDC (check jumpers W1-W15) on theset for ±2 VDC and ±10 VDC (check jumpers W1-W15) on theset for ±2 VDC and ±10 VDC (check jumpers W1-W15) on theset for ±2 VDC and ±10 VDC (check jumpers W1-W15) on theset for ±2 VDC and ±10 VDC (check jumpers W1-W15) on the
analog input section.analog input section.analog input section.analog input section.analog input section.

6)6)6)6)6) Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.
7)7)7)7)7) Press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.Press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.Press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.Press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.Press <DATA STOP> to enter the Setup Mode.
8)8)8)8)8) Select “Analog Calibration” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>,Select “Analog Calibration” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>,Select “Analog Calibration” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>,Select “Analog Calibration” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>,Select “Analog Calibration” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>,

<1> and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Analog<1> and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Analog<1> and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Analog<1> and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Analog<1> and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Analog
Calibration Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-2) on the four-lineCalibration Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-2) on the four-lineCalibration Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-2) on the four-lineCalibration Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-2) on the four-lineCalibration Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-2) on the four-line
display.display.display.display.display.

9)9)9)9)9) Enter “YES” on the “Calibrate” line by pressing <EDIT>, and thenEnter “YES” on the “Calibrate” line by pressing <EDIT>, and thenEnter “YES” on the “Calibrate” line by pressing <EDIT>, and thenEnter “YES” on the “Calibrate” line by pressing <EDIT>, and thenEnter “YES” on the “Calibrate” line by pressing <EDIT>, and then
<YES>.<YES>.<YES>.<YES>.<YES>.

10)10)10)10)10) Move the cursor to the “A/O Value” line.Move the cursor to the “A/O Value” line.Move the cursor to the “A/O Value” line.Move the cursor to the “A/O Value” line.Move the cursor to the “A/O Value” line.
11)11)11)11)11) Place the “+” lead of the multimeter on the white analog outputPlace the “+” lead of the multimeter on the white analog outputPlace the “+” lead of the multimeter on the white analog outputPlace the “+” lead of the multimeter on the white analog outputPlace the “+” lead of the multimeter on the white analog output

test point 0, and the “-” lead on a black GND (ground) test point.test point 0, and the “-” lead on a black GND (ground) test point.test point 0, and the “-” lead on a black GND (ground) test point.test point 0, and the “-” lead on a black GND (ground) test point.test point 0, and the “-” lead on a black GND (ground) test point.
NOTE: The readings on the Analog Calibration Screen are in percent of full scale
(% FS) for both the inputs and outputs. Therefore, to output 6.500 VDC on a 0-
10 VDC output channel, enter “65.00” on the “A/O Value” line. For a ±2 VDC
input with 1 VDC applied to the channel, you would see “50.00” on the display
for the analog input channel, indicating 50% of full scale.

NOTE: The potentiometers labeled TEMP and ALL GAIN should not be
adjusted. They are preset at R&P.

3.2.1.2. CALIBRATING THE ANALOG OUTPUT (D/A)

Follow these steps to calibrate the analog output (D/A) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog output (D/A) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog output (D/A) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog output (D/A) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog output (D/A) section of the
analog card:analog card:analog card:analog card:analog card:

1)1)1)1)1) Set the “A/O Value” to “90.00” by pressing <EDIT>, <9>, <0> andSet the “A/O Value” to “90.00” by pressing <EDIT>, <9>, <0> andSet the “A/O Value” to “90.00” by pressing <EDIT>, <9>, <0> andSet the “A/O Value” to “90.00” by pressing <EDIT>, <9>, <0> andSet the “A/O Value” to “90.00” by pressing <EDIT>, <9>, <0> and
<ENTER>. This causes the output on all installed analog output<ENTER>. This causes the output on all installed analog output<ENTER>. This causes the output on all installed analog output<ENTER>. This causes the output on all installed analog output<ENTER>. This causes the output on all installed analog output
channels to be 90% of full scale. Monitor the multimeter for thechannels to be 90% of full scale. Monitor the multimeter for thechannels to be 90% of full scale. Monitor the multimeter for thechannels to be 90% of full scale. Monitor the multimeter for thechannels to be 90% of full scale. Monitor the multimeter for the
proper readout while adjusting the appropriate GAIN ADJUST-proper readout while adjusting the appropriate GAIN ADJUST-proper readout while adjusting the appropriate GAIN ADJUST-proper readout while adjusting the appropriate GAIN ADJUST-proper readout while adjusting the appropriate GAIN ADJUST-
MENT potentiometer for the analog output channel beingMENT potentiometer for the analog output channel beingMENT potentiometer for the analog output channel beingMENT potentiometer for the analog output channel beingMENT potentiometer for the analog output channel being
calibrated.calibrated.calibrated.calibrated.calibrated.

2)2)2)2)2) Move the “+” lead of the meter to successive analog output chan-Move the “+” lead of the meter to successive analog output chan-Move the “+” lead of the meter to successive analog output chan-Move the “+” lead of the meter to successive analog output chan-Move the “+” lead of the meter to successive analog output chan-
nels, and adjust the appropriate potentiometer if necessary. Benels, and adjust the appropriate potentiometer if necessary. Benels, and adjust the appropriate potentiometer if necessary. Benels, and adjust the appropriate potentiometer if necessary. Benels, and adjust the appropriate potentiometer if necessary. Be
careful to note which channels are set for 2 VDC or 10 VDC out-careful to note which channels are set for 2 VDC or 10 VDC out-careful to note which channels are set for 2 VDC or 10 VDC out-careful to note which channels are set for 2 VDC or 10 VDC out-careful to note which channels are set for 2 VDC or 10 VDC out-
put.put.put.put.put.
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3)3)3)3)3) After the analog outputs are calibrated set the “A/O Value” toAfter the analog outputs are calibrated set the “A/O Value” toAfter the analog outputs are calibrated set the “A/O Value” toAfter the analog outputs are calibrated set the “A/O Value” toAfter the analog outputs are calibrated set the “A/O Value” to
“0.00.”“0.00.”“0.00.”“0.00.”“0.00.”

3.2.1.3. CALIBRATING THE ANALOG INPUT (A/D)

Follow these steps to calibrate the analog input (A/D) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog input (A/D) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog input (A/D) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog input (A/D) section of theFollow these steps to calibrate the analog input (A/D) section of the
analog card:analog card:analog card:analog card:analog card:

1)1)1)1)1) Place the “+” lead of the meter on the “0” test point of the analogPlace the “+” lead of the meter on the “0” test point of the analogPlace the “+” lead of the meter on the “0” test point of the analogPlace the “+” lead of the meter on the “0” test point of the analogPlace the “+” lead of the meter on the “0” test point of the analog
outputsoutputsoutputsoutputsoutputs. Also, place the jumper from the 0 test point of analog. Also, place the jumper from the 0 test point of analog. Also, place the jumper from the 0 test point of analog. Also, place the jumper from the 0 test point of analog. Also, place the jumper from the 0 test point of analog
outputsoutputsoutputsoutputsoutputs to the red 0 test point of the analog inputs. to the red 0 test point of the analog inputs. to the red 0 test point of the analog inputs. to the red 0 test point of the analog inputs. to the red 0 test point of the analog inputs.

2)2)2)2)2) Select the analog input channel 0 on the Analog CalibrationSelect the analog input channel 0 on the Analog CalibrationSelect the analog input channel 0 on the Analog CalibrationSelect the analog input channel 0 on the Analog CalibrationSelect the analog input channel 0 on the Analog Calibration
Screen by typing <EDIT>, <0> and <ENTER> when the cursor isScreen by typing <EDIT>, <0> and <ENTER> when the cursor isScreen by typing <EDIT>, <0> and <ENTER> when the cursor isScreen by typing <EDIT>, <0> and <ENTER> when the cursor isScreen by typing <EDIT>, <0> and <ENTER> when the cursor is
on the “A/I Chan” line. Enter a 90% of full scale output on the “A/on the “A/I Chan” line. Enter a 90% of full scale output on the “A/on the “A/I Chan” line. Enter a 90% of full scale output on the “A/on the “A/I Chan” line. Enter a 90% of full scale output on the “A/on the “A/I Chan” line. Enter a 90% of full scale output on the “A/
O Value” line appropriate for the analog input channel beingO Value” line appropriate for the analog input channel beingO Value” line appropriate for the analog input channel beingO Value” line appropriate for the analog input channel beingO Value” line appropriate for the analog input channel being
calibrated (either 90% of ±2 VDC, or 90% of ±10 VDC). Monitor thecalibrated (either 90% of ±2 VDC, or 90% of ±10 VDC). Monitor thecalibrated (either 90% of ±2 VDC, or 90% of ±10 VDC). Monitor thecalibrated (either 90% of ±2 VDC, or 90% of ±10 VDC). Monitor thecalibrated (either 90% of ±2 VDC, or 90% of ±10 VDC). Monitor the
multimeter to ensure that the proper voltage is being applied, andmultimeter to ensure that the proper voltage is being applied, andmultimeter to ensure that the proper voltage is being applied, andmultimeter to ensure that the proper voltage is being applied, andmultimeter to ensure that the proper voltage is being applied, and
look at the 4-line display to see what percentage of full scale thelook at the 4-line display to see what percentage of full scale thelook at the 4-line display to see what percentage of full scale thelook at the 4-line display to see what percentage of full scale thelook at the 4-line display to see what percentage of full scale the
analog input is measuring. Adjust the appropriate potentiometeranalog input is measuring. Adjust the appropriate potentiometeranalog input is measuring. Adjust the appropriate potentiometeranalog input is measuring. Adjust the appropriate potentiometeranalog input is measuring. Adjust the appropriate potentiometer
for the channel being calibrated to achieve the proper percentagefor the channel being calibrated to achieve the proper percentagefor the channel being calibrated to achieve the proper percentagefor the channel being calibrated to achieve the proper percentagefor the channel being calibrated to achieve the proper percentage
of full scale.of full scale.of full scale.of full scale.of full scale.

3)3)3)3)3) Repeat step 2 for each analog input channel populated on theRepeat step 2 for each analog input channel populated on theRepeat step 2 for each analog input channel populated on theRepeat step 2 for each analog input channel populated on theRepeat step 2 for each analog input channel populated on the
board. Remember to move the jumper to the new analog inputboard. Remember to move the jumper to the new analog inputboard. Remember to move the jumper to the new analog inputboard. Remember to move the jumper to the new analog inputboard. Remember to move the jumper to the new analog input
channel.channel.channel.channel.channel.

4)4)4)4)4) Once the analog input calibration is complete, turn off the powerOnce the analog input calibration is complete, turn off the powerOnce the analog input calibration is complete, turn off the powerOnce the analog input calibration is complete, turn off the powerOnce the analog input calibration is complete, turn off the power
to the instrument and replace all cables, connectors and the topto the instrument and replace all cables, connectors and the topto the instrument and replace all cables, connectors and the topto the instrument and replace all cables, connectors and the topto the instrument and replace all cables, connectors and the top
panel before restarting normal operation.panel before restarting normal operation.panel before restarting normal operation.panel before restarting normal operation.panel before restarting normal operation.

3.2.2.3.2.2.3.2.2.3.2.2.3.2.2. AAAAAMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIER B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD T T T T TUNINGUNINGUNINGUNINGUNING P P P P PROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDUREROCEDURE

The following equipment is required to tune the amplifier board:
Calibrated 3 1/2 digital multimeter
Oscilloscope

NOTE: You may substitute a multimeter with RMS capa-
bilities for the oscilloscope. RMS values are noted in
parenthesis, where applicable.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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Follow these steps to tune the amplifier board:Follow these steps to tune the amplifier board:Follow these steps to tune the amplifier board:Follow these steps to tune the amplifier board:Follow these steps to tune the amplifier board:

1)1)1)1)1) Ensure that a TEOM filter is installed in the mass transducer.Ensure that a TEOM filter is installed in the mass transducer.Ensure that a TEOM filter is installed in the mass transducer.Ensure that a TEOM filter is installed in the mass transducer.Ensure that a TEOM filter is installed in the mass transducer.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.
33333))))) Turn on the instrument. Wait until the unit is at approximateTurn on the instrument. Wait until the unit is at approximateTurn on the instrument. Wait until the unit is at approximateTurn on the instrument. Wait until the unit is at approximateTurn on the instrument. Wait until the unit is at approximate

operating temperature before proceeding.operating temperature before proceeding.operating temperature before proceeding.operating temperature before proceeding.operating temperature before proceeding.
44444))))) Place the multimeter probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the multimeter probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the multimeter probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the multimeter probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the multimeter probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). A

signal of approximately -4.2 VDC should be present. There is nosignal of approximately -4.2 VDC should be present. There is nosignal of approximately -4.2 VDC should be present. There is nosignal of approximately -4.2 VDC should be present. There is nosignal of approximately -4.2 VDC should be present. There is no
adjustment.adjustment.adjustment.adjustment.adjustment.

55555))))) Place the oscilloscope probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP0 (green) and GND (black). A
smooth sine wave of approximately 0.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 Vrms)smooth sine wave of approximately 0.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 Vrms)smooth sine wave of approximately 0.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 Vrms)smooth sine wave of approximately 0.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 Vrms)smooth sine wave of approximately 0.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 Vrms)
should be present. If not, adjust pot R3 until the wave amplitudeshould be present. If not, adjust pot R3 until the wave amplitudeshould be present. If not, adjust pot R3 until the wave amplitudeshould be present. If not, adjust pot R3 until the wave amplitudeshould be present. If not, adjust pot R3 until the wave amplitude
is correct.is correct.is correct.is correct.is correct.

66666))))) Place the oscilloscope probe on TP1 (red) and GND (black). A sinePlace the oscilloscope probe on TP1 (red) and GND (black). A sinePlace the oscilloscope probe on TP1 (red) and GND (black). A sinePlace the oscilloscope probe on TP1 (red) and GND (black). A sinePlace the oscilloscope probe on TP1 (red) and GND (black). A sine
wave of approximately 9 V peak-to-peak (3 Vrms) should bewave of approximately 9 V peak-to-peak (3 Vrms) should bewave of approximately 9 V peak-to-peak (3 Vrms) should bewave of approximately 9 V peak-to-peak (3 Vrms) should bewave of approximately 9 V peak-to-peak (3 Vrms) should be
present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.

77777))))) Place the oscilloscope probe on TP2 (orange) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP2 (orange) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP2 (orange) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP2 (orange) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP2 (orange) and GND (black). A
sine wave of 20V peak-to-peak (7 Vrms) should be present. If not,sine wave of 20V peak-to-peak (7 Vrms) should be present. If not,sine wave of 20V peak-to-peak (7 Vrms) should be present. If not,sine wave of 20V peak-to-peak (7 Vrms) should be present. If not,sine wave of 20V peak-to-peak (7 Vrms) should be present. If not,
adjust pot R6 until the wave amplitude is correct.adjust pot R6 until the wave amplitude is correct.adjust pot R6 until the wave amplitude is correct.adjust pot R6 until the wave amplitude is correct.adjust pot R6 until the wave amplitude is correct.

88888))))) Place the oscilloscope probe on TP3 (yellow) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP3 (yellow) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP3 (yellow) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP3 (yellow) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP3 (yellow) and GND (black). A
sine wave of  0.6 to 1.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 to 0.8 Vrms) should besine wave of  0.6 to 1.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 to 0.8 Vrms) should besine wave of  0.6 to 1.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 to 0.8 Vrms) should besine wave of  0.6 to 1.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 to 0.8 Vrms) should besine wave of  0.6 to 1.5 V peak-to-peak (0.2 to 0.8 Vrms) should be
present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.present. There is no adjustment.

99999))))) Place the multimeter probe on TP4 (blue) and GND (black). A -1.0Place the multimeter probe on TP4 (blue) and GND (black). A -1.0Place the multimeter probe on TP4 (blue) and GND (black). A -1.0Place the multimeter probe on TP4 (blue) and GND (black). A -1.0Place the multimeter probe on TP4 (blue) and GND (black). A -1.0
±0.1 VDC signal should be present. If not, adjust pot R29 until the0.1 VDC signal should be present. If not, adjust pot R29 until the0.1 VDC signal should be present. If not, adjust pot R29 until the0.1 VDC signal should be present. If not, adjust pot R29 until the0.1 VDC signal should be present. If not, adjust pot R29 until the
signal is correct.signal is correct.signal is correct.signal is correct.signal is correct.

1010101010))))) Place the oscilloscope probe on TP5 (white) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP5 (white) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP5 (white) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP5 (white) and GND (black). APlace the oscilloscope probe on TP5 (white) and GND (black). A
16V peak-to-peak square wave (8 Vrms) should be present.16V peak-to-peak square wave (8 Vrms) should be present.16V peak-to-peak square wave (8 Vrms) should be present.16V peak-to-peak square wave (8 Vrms) should be present.16V peak-to-peak square wave (8 Vrms) should be present.

11)11)11)11)11) Repeat the above procedure until the test points are within theRepeat the above procedure until the test points are within theRepeat the above procedure until the test points are within theRepeat the above procedure until the test points are within theRepeat the above procedure until the test points are within the
specified values without further adjustment.specified values without further adjustment.specified values without further adjustment.specified values without further adjustment.specified values without further adjustment.

12)12)12)12)12) Replace the top cover of the control unit.Replace the top cover of the control unit.Replace the top cover of the control unit.Replace the top cover of the control unit.Replace the top cover of the control unit.

3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3. AAAAAMBIENTMBIENTMBIENTMBIENTMBIENT A A A A AIRIRIRIRIR T T T T TEMPERATUREEMPERATUREEMPERATUREEMPERATUREEMPERATURE C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION

Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient temperature sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient temperature sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient temperature sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient temperature sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient temperature sensor:

1)1)1)1)1) Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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2)2)2)2)2) Obtain the current temperature at the ambient temperature probeObtain the current temperature at the ambient temperature probeObtain the current temperature at the ambient temperature probeObtain the current temperature at the ambient temperature probeObtain the current temperature at the ambient temperature probe
in degrees Celsius (in degrees Celsius (in degrees Celsius (in degrees Celsius (in degrees Celsius (°C).C).C).C).C).

3)3)3)3)3) Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Display the ambient temperature reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient temperature reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient temperature reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient temperature reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient temperature reading in the Set Temps/Flows

Screen.Screen.Screen.Screen.Screen.
5)5)5)5)5) Locate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on top

of the CPU.of the CPU.of the CPU.of the CPU.of the CPU.
6)6)6)6)6) Adjust the potentiometer for analog input 8 on the analog boardAdjust the potentiometer for analog input 8 on the analog boardAdjust the potentiometer for analog input 8 on the analog boardAdjust the potentiometer for analog input 8 on the analog boardAdjust the potentiometer for analog input 8 on the analog board

until the ambient temperature matches the actual temperatureuntil the ambient temperature matches the actual temperatureuntil the ambient temperature matches the actual temperatureuntil the ambient temperature matches the actual temperatureuntil the ambient temperature matches the actual temperature
reading.reading.reading.reading.reading.

7)7)7)7)7) Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-
sary.sary.sary.sary.sary.

8)8)8)8)8) Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.

3.2.4.3.2.4.3.2.4.3.2.4.3.2.4. AAAAAMBIENTMBIENTMBIENTMBIENTMBIENT P P P P PRESSURERESSURERESSURERESSURERESSURE C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION

Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient pressure sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient pressure sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient pressure sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient pressure sensor:Follow these steps to calibrate the ambient pressure sensor:

1)1)1)1)1) Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).Perform the analog calibration procedure (Section 3.2.1).
2)2)2)2)2) Obtain the current barometric pressure (absolute pressure, NOTObtain the current barometric pressure (absolute pressure, NOTObtain the current barometric pressure (absolute pressure, NOTObtain the current barometric pressure (absolute pressure, NOTObtain the current barometric pressure (absolute pressure, NOT

corrected to sea level) in Atmospheres (atm).corrected to sea level) in Atmospheres (atm).corrected to sea level) in Atmospheres (atm).corrected to sea level) in Atmospheres (atm).corrected to sea level) in Atmospheres (atm).
To convert from mm Hg at 0°C to atmospheres, multiply by 0.001316.

To convert from in Hg at 32°F to atmospheres, multiply by 0.03342.

To convert from millibars to atmospheres, multiply by 0.000987.

3)3)3)3)3) Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Locate the interface board on the back panel of the control unit.Locate the interface board on the back panel of the control unit.Locate the interface board on the back panel of the control unit.Locate the interface board on the back panel of the control unit.Locate the interface board on the back panel of the control unit.
5)5)5)5)5) Place the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test point

labeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GND
(black).(black).(black).(black).(black).

6)6)6)6)6) Locate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading is
10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.

7)7)7)7)7) Display the ambient pressure reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient pressure reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient pressure reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient pressure reading in the Set Temps/FlowsDisplay the ambient pressure reading in the Set Temps/Flows
Screen.Screen.Screen.Screen.Screen.

8)8)8)8)8) Adjust potentiometer R509 until the display matches the actualAdjust potentiometer R509 until the display matches the actualAdjust potentiometer R509 until the display matches the actualAdjust potentiometer R509 until the display matches the actualAdjust potentiometer R509 until the display matches the actual
pressure reading.pressure reading.pressure reading.pressure reading.pressure reading.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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9)9)9)9)9) Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-Wait 30 seconds for the reading to stabilize and readjust, if neces-
sary.sary.sary.sary.sary.

10)10)10)10)10) Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.

3.2.5.3.2.5.3.2.5.3.2.5.3.2.5. MMMMMASSASSASSASSASS T T T T TRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCER C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION V V V V VERIFICATIONERIFICATIONERIFICATIONERIFICATIONERIFICATION

The calibration of the TEOM mass transducer in the Series 1400a monitor is
determined by the mass transducer’s physical mechanical properties. Under normal
circumstances the calibration does not change materially over the life of the instru-
ment. Contact R&P if the results of the verification procedure described in this section
indicate a calibration constant that differs by more than 2.5% from the original R&P
calibration constant.

The Series 1400a monitor is calibrated using an entire TEOM filter as a calibration
weight. Because the mass of the filter cartridge with particulate matter differs from
the mass of a new TEOM filter by only a small fraction, calibrating the system with
a calibration mass equivalent to the filter mass allows all measurements to be made
at essentially the same operating point as the original calibration.

A detailed explanation of how the calibration constant, Ko, is derived can be found in
Section 1.4.2 of the Series 1400a Operating Manual.

NOTE: A Calibration Verification Kit (59-002017) consist-
ing of a pre-weighed calibration filter, filter exchange tool,
desiccant for humidity protection and a humidity indicator
is available from R&P. Refill kits (59-002019) for this
product also are available.

The K0 Confirmation Screen (Operating Manual, Figure 8-5), which is accessible
through the Menu Screen of the instrument, allows the user to verify the calibration
of the TEOM monitor without having to perform any computations. Enter the K0
Confirmation Screen by selecting “K0 Confirmation” from the Main Menu or by
entering <1>, <7> and <ENTER> from any screen.

Follow these steps to confirm the system’s mass calibration:Follow these steps to confirm the system’s mass calibration:Follow these steps to confirm the system’s mass calibration:Follow these steps to confirm the system’s mass calibration:Follow these steps to confirm the system’s mass calibration:

1)1)1)1)1) When in the K0 Confirmation Screen, input the weight of the pre-When in the K0 Confirmation Screen, input the weight of the pre-When in the K0 Confirmation Screen, input the weight of the pre-When in the K0 Confirmation Screen, input the weight of the pre-When in the K0 Confirmation Screen, input the weight of the pre-
weighed calibration filter on the “Filt Wght” line.weighed calibration filter on the “Filt Wght” line.weighed calibration filter on the “Filt Wght” line.weighed calibration filter on the “Filt Wght” line.weighed calibration filter on the “Filt Wght” line.

2)2)2)2)2) Operate the system without a filter and wait for the oscillatingOperate the system without a filter and wait for the oscillatingOperate the system without a filter and wait for the oscillatingOperate the system without a filter and wait for the oscillatingOperate the system without a filter and wait for the oscillating
frequency shown in the upper right-hand corner of the screen tofrequency shown in the upper right-hand corner of the screen tofrequency shown in the upper right-hand corner of the screen tofrequency shown in the upper right-hand corner of the screen tofrequency shown in the upper right-hand corner of the screen to
reach a maximum value.reach a maximum value.reach a maximum value.reach a maximum value.reach a maximum value.
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3)3)3)3)3) Press the <FIRST/LAST> key to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key to record the frequency, “fooooo.”.”.”.”.”
4)4)4)4)4) Install the calibration verification filter in the instrument, and waitInstall the calibration verification filter in the instrument, and waitInstall the calibration verification filter in the instrument, and waitInstall the calibration verification filter in the instrument, and waitInstall the calibration verification filter in the instrument, and wait

for the frequency to reach a new maximum value.for the frequency to reach a new maximum value.for the frequency to reach a new maximum value.for the frequency to reach a new maximum value.for the frequency to reach a new maximum value.
5)5)5)5)5) Press the <FIRST/LAST> key again to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key again to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key again to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key again to record the frequency, “fPress the <FIRST/LAST> key again to record the frequency, “f11111.”.”.”.”.”
6)6)6)6)6) The instrument then automatically computes and displays theThe instrument then automatically computes and displays theThe instrument then automatically computes and displays theThe instrument then automatically computes and displays theThe instrument then automatically computes and displays the

audit value of the calibration constant, Kaudit value of the calibration constant, Kaudit value of the calibration constant, Kaudit value of the calibration constant, Kaudit value of the calibration constant, Ko,o,o,o,o, on the “Audit K0” line. on the “Audit K0” line. on the “Audit K0” line. on the “Audit K0” line. on the “Audit K0” line.
The K0 Confirmation Screen also displays the current Ko value entered in the
monitor, as well as the percentage difference between the audit and currently
entered Ko values.

If you make any mistakes while executing any of these steps, exit from the K0
Confirmation Screen and re-enter it. All values are shown as “0” upon re-
entering the screen.

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3. RRRRREMOVEEMOVEEMOVEEMOVEEMOVE/R/R/R/R/REPLACEEPLACEEPLACEEPLACEEPLACE P P P P PROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES

This section explains how to remove and replace instrument components.

3.3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1.3.3.1. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE A A A A AMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIER B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD

3.3.1.1. REMOVING THE AMPLIFIER BOARD

Follow these steps to remove the amplifier board:Follow these steps to remove the amplifier board:Follow these steps to remove the amplifier board:Follow these steps to remove the amplifier board:Follow these steps to remove the amplifier board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Open the sensor unit door. The amplifier board is located on theOpen the sensor unit door. The amplifier board is located on theOpen the sensor unit door. The amplifier board is located on theOpen the sensor unit door. The amplifier board is located on theOpen the sensor unit door. The amplifier board is located on the

left side of the sensor unit’s enclosure.left side of the sensor unit’s enclosure.left side of the sensor unit’s enclosure.left side of the sensor unit’s enclosure.left side of the sensor unit’s enclosure.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the retaining clips from all cable connectors. The retain-Remove the retaining clips from all cable connectors. The retain-Remove the retaining clips from all cable connectors. The retain-Remove the retaining clips from all cable connectors. The retain-Remove the retaining clips from all cable connectors. The retain-

ing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable
connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.

4)4)4)4)4) Disconnect the cable connectors at positions P25 and P21. Dis-Disconnect the cable connectors at positions P25 and P21. Dis-Disconnect the cable connectors at positions P25 and P21. Dis-Disconnect the cable connectors at positions P25 and P21. Dis-Disconnect the cable connectors at positions P25 and P21. Dis-
connect the connector at P35, if applicable.connect the connector at P35, if applicable.connect the connector at P35, if applicable.connect the connector at P35, if applicable.connect the connector at P35, if applicable.

5)5)5)5)5) Carefully remove the amplifier board from the standoffs (locatedCarefully remove the amplifier board from the standoffs (locatedCarefully remove the amplifier board from the standoffs (locatedCarefully remove the amplifier board from the standoffs (locatedCarefully remove the amplifier board from the standoffs (located
at each corner) by squeezing the clip.at each corner) by squeezing the clip.at each corner) by squeezing the clip.at each corner) by squeezing the clip.at each corner) by squeezing the clip.
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3.3.1.2. INSTALLING THE AMPLIFIER BOARD

Follow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to install the amplifier board:nstall the amplifier board:nstall the amplifier board:nstall the amplifier board:nstall the amplifier board:

1)1)1)1)1) Place the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensor
unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.

2)2)2)2)2) Connect the cable connectors in positions P25 and P21. ConnectConnect the cable connectors in positions P25 and P21. ConnectConnect the cable connectors in positions P25 and P21. ConnectConnect the cable connectors in positions P25 and P21. ConnectConnect the cable connectors in positions P25 and P21. Connect
the connector at P35, if applicable.the connector at P35, if applicable.the connector at P35, if applicable.the connector at P35, if applicable.the connector at P35, if applicable.

P25 - Cable from mass transducer

P21 - Cable to interconnecting cable outside of enclosure

P35 - Optional

3)3)3)3)3) Replace the retaining clips onto connectors P25 and P21.Replace the retaining clips onto connectors P25 and P21.Replace the retaining clips onto connectors P25 and P21.Replace the retaining clips onto connectors P25 and P21.Replace the retaining clips onto connectors P25 and P21.
4)4)4)4)4) Turn the instrument on and allow it to warm up for at least 30Turn the instrument on and allow it to warm up for at least 30Turn the instrument on and allow it to warm up for at least 30Turn the instrument on and allow it to warm up for at least 30Turn the instrument on and allow it to warm up for at least 30

minutes.minutes.minutes.minutes.minutes.
5)5)5)5)5) Perform the amplifier board tuning procedure (Section 3.2.2).Perform the amplifier board tuning procedure (Section 3.2.2).Perform the amplifier board tuning procedure (Section 3.2.2).Perform the amplifier board tuning procedure (Section 3.2.2).Perform the amplifier board tuning procedure (Section 3.2.2).

3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE A A A A ANALOGNALOGNALOGNALOGNALOG B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD

3.3.2.1. REMOVING THE ANALOG BOARD

Follow these steps to remove the analog board:Follow these steps to remove the analog board:Follow these steps to remove the analog board:Follow these steps to remove the analog board:Follow these steps to remove the analog board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on topLocate the analog board. It is the L-shaped board mounted on top

of the CPU board.of the CPU board.of the CPU board.of the CPU board.of the CPU board.
4)4)4)4)4) Remove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cable

connectors from the analog board: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Retain-connectors from the analog board: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Retain-connectors from the analog board: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Retain-connectors from the analog board: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Retain-connectors from the analog board: P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. Retain-
ing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cableing clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable
connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.connectors to the electronics boards.

5)5)5)5)5) Carefully remove the analog board from the CPU board by remov-Carefully remove the analog board from the CPU board by remov-Carefully remove the analog board from the CPU board by remov-Carefully remove the analog board from the CPU board by remov-Carefully remove the analog board from the CPU board by remov-
ing the five screws that hold it in place.ing the five screws that hold it in place.ing the five screws that hold it in place.ing the five screws that hold it in place.ing the five screws that hold it in place.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.3.2.1. INSTALLING THE ANALOG BOARD

Follow these steps to install the analog board:Follow these steps to install the analog board:Follow these steps to install the analog board:Follow these steps to install the analog board:Follow these steps to install the analog board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Install the analog board on the CPU board and tighten the screwsInstall the analog board on the CPU board and tighten the screwsInstall the analog board on the CPU board and tighten the screwsInstall the analog board on the CPU board and tighten the screwsInstall the analog board on the CPU board and tighten the screws

that hold it in place.that hold it in place.that hold it in place.that hold it in place.that hold it in place.
44444))))) Reconnect the cable connectors P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 and replaceReconnect the cable connectors P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 and replaceReconnect the cable connectors P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 and replaceReconnect the cable connectors P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 and replaceReconnect the cable connectors P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5 and replace

the retaining clips.the retaining clips.the retaining clips.the retaining clips.the retaining clips.
55555))))) Adjust the jumpers on the analog board for the proper analogAdjust the jumpers on the analog board for the proper analogAdjust the jumpers on the analog board for the proper analogAdjust the jumpers on the analog board for the proper analogAdjust the jumpers on the analog board for the proper analog

input and output voltages, if desired.input and output voltages, if desired.input and output voltages, if desired.input and output voltages, if desired.input and output voltages, if desired.
66666))))) If you have just received the analog board from R&P, it shouldIf you have just received the analog board from R&P, it shouldIf you have just received the analog board from R&P, it shouldIf you have just received the analog board from R&P, it shouldIf you have just received the analog board from R&P, it should

have been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shipping
stress and differences between systems, the factory calibrationstress and differences between systems, the factory calibrationstress and differences between systems, the factory calibrationstress and differences between systems, the factory calibrationstress and differences between systems, the factory calibration
should be checked (Section 3.2.1).should be checked (Section 3.2.1).should be checked (Section 3.2.1).should be checked (Section 3.2.1).should be checked (Section 3.2.1).

77777))))) Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the system toReplace the top panel on the control unit and return the system toReplace the top panel on the control unit and return the system toReplace the top panel on the control unit and return the system toReplace the top panel on the control unit and return the system to
its normal operating configuration.its normal operating configuration.its normal operating configuration.its normal operating configuration.its normal operating configuration.

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE C C C C COUNTEROUNTEROUNTEROUNTEROUNTER B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD

3.3.3.1. REMOVING THE COUNTER BOARD

Follow these steps to remove the counter board:Follow these steps to remove the counter board:Follow these steps to remove the counter board:Follow these steps to remove the counter board:Follow these steps to remove the counter board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the counter board. It is a small board mounted on top ofLocate the counter board. It is a small board mounted on top ofLocate the counter board. It is a small board mounted on top ofLocate the counter board. It is a small board mounted on top ofLocate the counter board. It is a small board mounted on top of

the CPU board in the area not taken by the analog (L-shaped)the CPU board in the area not taken by the analog (L-shaped)the CPU board in the area not taken by the analog (L-shaped)the CPU board in the area not taken by the analog (L-shaped)the CPU board in the area not taken by the analog (L-shaped)
board.board.board.board.board.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the two screws that hold the counter board to the CPURemove the two screws that hold the counter board to the CPURemove the two screws that hold the counter board to the CPURemove the two screws that hold the counter board to the CPURemove the two screws that hold the counter board to the CPU
board.board.board.board.board.

5)5)5)5)5) Carefully remove the counter board from the CPU board.Carefully remove the counter board from the CPU board.Carefully remove the counter board from the CPU board.Carefully remove the counter board from the CPU board.Carefully remove the counter board from the CPU board.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.3.3.2. INSTALLING THE COUNTER BOARD

Follow these steps to install the counter board:Follow these steps to install the counter board:Follow these steps to install the counter board:Follow these steps to install the counter board:Follow these steps to install the counter board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Install the counter board into the correct position on the CPUInstall the counter board into the correct position on the CPUInstall the counter board into the correct position on the CPUInstall the counter board into the correct position on the CPUInstall the counter board into the correct position on the CPU

board.board.board.board.board.
44444))))) Secure the counter board.Secure the counter board.Secure the counter board.Secure the counter board.Secure the counter board.
55555))))) Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-

ment to its normal operating configuration.ment to its normal operating configuration.ment to its normal operating configuration.ment to its normal operating configuration.ment to its normal operating configuration.

3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE CPU B CPU B CPU B CPU B CPU BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD

3.3.4.1. REMOVING THE CPU BOARD

Follow these steps to remove the CPU board:Follow these steps to remove the CPU board:Follow these steps to remove the CPU board:Follow these steps to remove the CPU board:Follow these steps to remove the CPU board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unitLocate the CPU board. It is the largest board in the control unit

and has two “daughter” boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two “daughter” boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two “daughter” boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two “daughter” boards (the analog and counter boards)and has two “daughter” boards (the analog and counter boards)
mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.mounted to it.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the four screws that secure each corner of the CPU boardRemove the four screws that secure each corner of the CPU boardRemove the four screws that secure each corner of the CPU boardRemove the four screws that secure each corner of the CPU boardRemove the four screws that secure each corner of the CPU board
to the control unit.to the control unit.to the control unit.to the control unit.to the control unit.

5)5)5)5)5) Remove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cable
connectors on the CPU board: P9, P7, P6 and P10. Retaining clipsconnectors on the CPU board: P9, P7, P6 and P10. Retaining clipsconnectors on the CPU board: P9, P7, P6 and P10. Retaining clipsconnectors on the CPU board: P9, P7, P6 and P10. Retaining clipsconnectors on the CPU board: P9, P7, P6 and P10. Retaining clips
are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable connec-are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable connec-are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable connec-are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable connec-are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure the cable connec-
tors to the electronics boards.tors to the electronics boards.tors to the electronics boards.tors to the electronics boards.tors to the electronics boards.

6)6)6)6)6) Remove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cable
connectors from the analog (‘L’-shaped) board: P2, P4 and P3.connectors from the analog (‘L’-shaped) board: P2, P4 and P3.connectors from the analog (‘L’-shaped) board: P2, P4 and P3.connectors from the analog (‘L’-shaped) board: P2, P4 and P3.connectors from the analog (‘L’-shaped) board: P2, P4 and P3.

7)7)7)7)7) Carefully remove the CPU board by sliding the board away fromCarefully remove the CPU board by sliding the board away fromCarefully remove the CPU board by sliding the board away fromCarefully remove the CPU board by sliding the board away fromCarefully remove the CPU board by sliding the board away from
the interface board until it is clear and lifting out.the interface board until it is clear and lifting out.the interface board until it is clear and lifting out.the interface board until it is clear and lifting out.the interface board until it is clear and lifting out.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.3.4.2. INSTALLING THE CPU BOARD

Install the CPU board into the control unit according to the followingInstall the CPU board into the control unit according to the followingInstall the CPU board into the control unit according to the followingInstall the CPU board into the control unit according to the followingInstall the CPU board into the control unit according to the following
steps:steps:steps:steps:steps:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) If the CPU board being installed has an analog (“L”-shaped) boardIf the CPU board being installed has an analog (“L”-shaped) boardIf the CPU board being installed has an analog (“L”-shaped) boardIf the CPU board being installed has an analog (“L”-shaped) boardIf the CPU board being installed has an analog (“L”-shaped) board

attached, go to step 6. If the CPU board being installed does notattached, go to step 6. If the CPU board being installed does notattached, go to step 6. If the CPU board being installed does notattached, go to step 6. If the CPU board being installed does notattached, go to step 6. If the CPU board being installed does not
have an analog (“L”-shaped) board attached, go to step 4.have an analog (“L”-shaped) board attached, go to step 4.have an analog (“L”-shaped) board attached, go to step 4.have an analog (“L”-shaped) board attached, go to step 4.have an analog (“L”-shaped) board attached, go to step 4.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the analog board from the “old” CPU board.Remove the analog board from the “old” CPU board.Remove the analog board from the “old” CPU board.Remove the analog board from the “old” CPU board.Remove the analog board from the “old” CPU board.
5)5)5)5)5) Install the analog board onto the replacement CPU board alongInstall the analog board onto the replacement CPU board alongInstall the analog board onto the replacement CPU board alongInstall the analog board onto the replacement CPU board alongInstall the analog board onto the replacement CPU board along

with any cables that are needed.with any cables that are needed.with any cables that are needed.with any cables that are needed.with any cables that are needed.
6)6)6)6)6) Remove all cables from the “old” CPU board that were NOT in-Remove all cables from the “old” CPU board that were NOT in-Remove all cables from the “old” CPU board that were NOT in-Remove all cables from the “old” CPU board that were NOT in-Remove all cables from the “old” CPU board that were NOT in-

cluded with the replacement board. For example, remove thecluded with the replacement board. For example, remove thecluded with the replacement board. For example, remove thecluded with the replacement board. For example, remove thecluded with the replacement board. For example, remove the
cable that connects P1 on the CPU board to P5 of the analogcable that connects P1 on the CPU board to P5 of the analogcable that connects P1 on the CPU board to P5 of the analogcable that connects P1 on the CPU board to P5 of the analogcable that connects P1 on the CPU board to P5 of the analog
board.board.board.board.board.

7)7)7)7)7) Remove the counter board from the “old” CPU board and install itRemove the counter board from the “old” CPU board and install itRemove the counter board from the “old” CPU board and install itRemove the counter board from the “old” CPU board and install itRemove the counter board from the “old” CPU board and install it
on the replacement board.on the replacement board.on the replacement board.on the replacement board.on the replacement board.

8)8)8)8)8) Ensure that the dip switches are set to their proper configurationEnsure that the dip switches are set to their proper configurationEnsure that the dip switches are set to their proper configurationEnsure that the dip switches are set to their proper configurationEnsure that the dip switches are set to their proper configuration
(reference the “old” board). The dip switches are located on the(reference the “old” board). The dip switches are located on the(reference the “old” board). The dip switches are located on the(reference the “old” board). The dip switches are located on the(reference the “old” board). The dip switches are located on the
CPU board in two red banks.CPU board in two red banks.CPU board in two red banks.CPU board in two red banks.CPU board in two red banks.

9)9)9)9)9) Ensure that the COM1 jumper (main communication) is properlyEnsure that the COM1 jumper (main communication) is properlyEnsure that the COM1 jumper (main communication) is properlyEnsure that the COM1 jumper (main communication) is properlyEnsure that the COM1 jumper (main communication) is properly
set for your application.set for your application.set for your application.set for your application.set for your application.

1010101010))))) Install the assembly into the control unit by sliding the board intoInstall the assembly into the control unit by sliding the board intoInstall the assembly into the control unit by sliding the board intoInstall the assembly into the control unit by sliding the board intoInstall the assembly into the control unit by sliding the board into
the interface board connector.the interface board connector.the interface board connector.the interface board connector.the interface board connector.

1111111111))))) Tighten the board to the control unit.Tighten the board to the control unit.Tighten the board to the control unit.Tighten the board to the control unit.Tighten the board to the control unit.
1212121212))))) Reconnect all the required cables and retaining clips. All connec-Reconnect all the required cables and retaining clips. All connec-Reconnect all the required cables and retaining clips. All connec-Reconnect all the required cables and retaining clips. All connec-Reconnect all the required cables and retaining clips. All connec-

tors on the CPU and analog boards should be used except P8 ontors on the CPU and analog boards should be used except P8 ontors on the CPU and analog boards should be used except P8 ontors on the CPU and analog boards should be used except P8 ontors on the CPU and analog boards should be used except P8 on
CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.CPU board.

1313131313))))) Replace the top panel on the control unit and restore power to theReplace the top panel on the control unit and restore power to theReplace the top panel on the control unit and restore power to theReplace the top panel on the control unit and restore power to theReplace the top panel on the control unit and restore power to the
instrument.instrument.instrument.instrument.instrument.

1414141414))))) Download the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions inDownload the system software according to the instructions in
Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.Section 3.1.10.

1515151515))))) Enter the proper calibration constant into the instrument (SectionEnter the proper calibration constant into the instrument (SectionEnter the proper calibration constant into the instrument (SectionEnter the proper calibration constant into the instrument (SectionEnter the proper calibration constant into the instrument (Section
3.1.10.2).3.1.10.2).3.1.10.2).3.1.10.2).3.1.10.2).

1616161616))))) Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE D D D D DISPLAYISPLAYISPLAYISPLAYISPLAY/K/K/K/K/KEYPADEYPADEYPADEYPADEYPAD

3.3.5.1. REMOVING THE DISPLAY/KEYPAD

Follow these steps to remove the display/keypad:Follow these steps to remove the display/keypad:Follow these steps to remove the display/keypad:Follow these steps to remove the display/keypad:Follow these steps to remove the display/keypad:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the retaining clip and disconnect the keypad connectorRemove the retaining clip and disconnect the keypad connectorRemove the retaining clip and disconnect the keypad connectorRemove the retaining clip and disconnect the keypad connectorRemove the retaining clip and disconnect the keypad connector

from the CPU board (P9). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flex-from the CPU board (P9). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flex-from the CPU board (P9). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flex-from the CPU board (P9). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flex-from the CPU board (P9). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flex-
ible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the electronicsible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the electronicsible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the electronicsible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the electronicsible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the electronics
boards.boards.boards.boards.boards.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the two holddown bars that secure the display/keypad toRemove the two holddown bars that secure the display/keypad toRemove the two holddown bars that secure the display/keypad toRemove the two holddown bars that secure the display/keypad toRemove the two holddown bars that secure the display/keypad to
the front panel of the control unit.the front panel of the control unit.the front panel of the control unit.the front panel of the control unit.the front panel of the control unit.

5)5)5)5)5) Carefully remove the display/keypad and cable from the controlCarefully remove the display/keypad and cable from the controlCarefully remove the display/keypad and cable from the controlCarefully remove the display/keypad and cable from the controlCarefully remove the display/keypad and cable from the control
unit.unit.unit.unit.unit.

6)6)6)6)6) Remove the cable from the display/keypad and reuse unless aRemove the cable from the display/keypad and reuse unless aRemove the cable from the display/keypad and reuse unless aRemove the cable from the display/keypad and reuse unless aRemove the cable from the display/keypad and reuse unless a
new cable has been also received.new cable has been also received.new cable has been also received.new cable has been also received.new cable has been also received.

3.3.5.2. INSTALLING THE DISPLAY/KEYPAD

Follow these steps to install the display/keypad:Follow these steps to install the display/keypad:Follow these steps to install the display/keypad:Follow these steps to install the display/keypad:Follow these steps to install the display/keypad:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Connect the display/keypad cable to the base of the display/Connect the display/keypad cable to the base of the display/Connect the display/keypad cable to the base of the display/Connect the display/keypad cable to the base of the display/Connect the display/keypad cable to the base of the display/

keypad.keypad.keypad.keypad.keypad.
44444))))) Position the keypad onto the front panel of the control unit suchPosition the keypad onto the front panel of the control unit suchPosition the keypad onto the front panel of the control unit suchPosition the keypad onto the front panel of the control unit suchPosition the keypad onto the front panel of the control unit such

that it fits securely into the grooves. The display/keypad shouldthat it fits securely into the grooves. The display/keypad shouldthat it fits securely into the grooves. The display/keypad shouldthat it fits securely into the grooves. The display/keypad shouldthat it fits securely into the grooves. The display/keypad should
not shift in any direction.not shift in any direction.not shift in any direction.not shift in any direction.not shift in any direction.

55555))))) Place the holddown bars into position across the back of thePlace the holddown bars into position across the back of thePlace the holddown bars into position across the back of thePlace the holddown bars into position across the back of thePlace the holddown bars into position across the back of the
display/keypad and tighten them.display/keypad and tighten them.display/keypad and tighten them.display/keypad and tighten them.display/keypad and tighten them.

66666))))) Connect the display/keypad cable into P9 on the CPU board andConnect the display/keypad cable into P9 on the CPU board andConnect the display/keypad cable into P9 on the CPU board andConnect the display/keypad cable into P9 on the CPU board andConnect the display/keypad cable into P9 on the CPU board and
replace the retaining clip.replace the retaining clip.replace the retaining clip.replace the retaining clip.replace the retaining clip.

77777))))) Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-Replace the top panel on the control unit and return the instru-
ment to normal operating configuration.ment to normal operating configuration.ment to normal operating configuration.ment to normal operating configuration.ment to normal operating configuration.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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3.3.6.3.3.6.3.3.6.3.3.6.3.3.6. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE I I I I INTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACE B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD

3.3.6.1. REMOVING THE INTERFACE BOARD

Follow these steps to remove the interface board:Follow these steps to remove the interface board:Follow these steps to remove the interface board:Follow these steps to remove the interface board:Follow these steps to remove the interface board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Follow the instructions in Section 3.3.4.1 to remove the CPUFollow the instructions in Section 3.3.4.1 to remove the CPUFollow the instructions in Section 3.3.4.1 to remove the CPUFollow the instructions in Section 3.3.4.1 to remove the CPUFollow the instructions in Section 3.3.4.1 to remove the CPU

board from the control unit.board from the control unit.board from the control unit.board from the control unit.board from the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Locate the interface board. It is the board that is mounted to theLocate the interface board. It is the board that is mounted to theLocate the interface board. It is the board that is mounted to theLocate the interface board. It is the board that is mounted to theLocate the interface board. It is the board that is mounted to the

back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.
5)5)5)5)5) Remove all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andRemove all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andRemove all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andRemove all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andRemove all outside cables, including the interconnect cable and

ACCU cable, from the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, from the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, from the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, from the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, from the back panel of the control unit.
6)6)6)6)6) Remove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cableRemove the retaining clips and disconnect the following cable

connectors from the interface board: P503, P202, P501, P402,connectors from the interface board: P503, P202, P501, P402,connectors from the interface board: P503, P202, P501, P402,connectors from the interface board: P503, P202, P501, P402,connectors from the interface board: P503, P202, P501, P402,
P403, P404, P302 and P301. Retaining clips are pieces of thinP403, P404, P302 and P301. Retaining clips are pieces of thinP403, P404, P302 and P301. Retaining clips are pieces of thinP403, P404, P302 and P301. Retaining clips are pieces of thinP403, P404, P302 and P301. Retaining clips are pieces of thin
flexible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the elec-flexible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the elec-flexible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the elec-flexible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the elec-flexible metal used to secure the cable connectors to the elec-
tronics boards.tronics boards.tronics boards.tronics boards.tronics boards.

7)7)7)7)7) Disconnect the hose from the pressure transducer on the inter-Disconnect the hose from the pressure transducer on the inter-Disconnect the hose from the pressure transducer on the inter-Disconnect the hose from the pressure transducer on the inter-Disconnect the hose from the pressure transducer on the inter-
face board. The pressure transducer is located in the lowerface board. The pressure transducer is located in the lowerface board. The pressure transducer is located in the lowerface board. The pressure transducer is located in the lowerface board. The pressure transducer is located in the lower
right-hand corner of the interface board.right-hand corner of the interface board.right-hand corner of the interface board.right-hand corner of the interface board.right-hand corner of the interface board.

8)8)8)8)8) Remove the female lock screws from each of the connectors onRemove the female lock screws from each of the connectors onRemove the female lock screws from each of the connectors onRemove the female lock screws from each of the connectors onRemove the female lock screws from each of the connectors on
the back of the control unit. These lock screws secure the inter-the back of the control unit. These lock screws secure the inter-the back of the control unit. These lock screws secure the inter-the back of the control unit. These lock screws secure the inter-the back of the control unit. These lock screws secure the inter-
face board to the mounting plate.face board to the mounting plate.face board to the mounting plate.face board to the mounting plate.face board to the mounting plate.

9)9)9)9)9) Remove the interface board from the control unit.Remove the interface board from the control unit.Remove the interface board from the control unit.Remove the interface board from the control unit.Remove the interface board from the control unit.

3.3.6.2. INSTALLING THE INTERFACE BOARD

Follow these steps to install the interface board:Follow these steps to install the interface board:Follow these steps to install the interface board:Follow these steps to install the interface board:Follow these steps to install the interface board:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Place the interface board onto its proper position on the back ofPlace the interface board onto its proper position on the back ofPlace the interface board onto its proper position on the back ofPlace the interface board onto its proper position on the back ofPlace the interface board onto its proper position on the back of

the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.the control unit.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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44444))))) Install the female lock screws for each of the connectors on theInstall the female lock screws for each of the connectors on theInstall the female lock screws for each of the connectors on theInstall the female lock screws for each of the connectors on theInstall the female lock screws for each of the connectors on the
back of the control unit.back of the control unit.back of the control unit.back of the control unit.back of the control unit.

55555))))) Connect the hose to the pressure transducer on the interfaceConnect the hose to the pressure transducer on the interfaceConnect the hose to the pressure transducer on the interfaceConnect the hose to the pressure transducer on the interfaceConnect the hose to the pressure transducer on the interface
board. The pressure transducer is located in the lower right-handboard. The pressure transducer is located in the lower right-handboard. The pressure transducer is located in the lower right-handboard. The pressure transducer is located in the lower right-handboard. The pressure transducer is located in the lower right-hand
corner of the interface board.corner of the interface board.corner of the interface board.corner of the interface board.corner of the interface board.

66666))))) Connect the following cable connectors on the interface board:Connect the following cable connectors on the interface board:Connect the following cable connectors on the interface board:Connect the following cable connectors on the interface board:Connect the following cable connectors on the interface board:
P503, P202, P501, P402, P403, P404, P302 and P301. Replace theP503, P202, P501, P402, P403, P404, P302 and P301. Replace theP503, P202, P501, P402, P403, P404, P302 and P301. Replace theP503, P202, P501, P402, P403, P404, P302 and P301. Replace theP503, P202, P501, P402, P403, P404, P302 and P301. Replace the
retaining clips.retaining clips.retaining clips.retaining clips.retaining clips.

77777))))) Connect all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andConnect all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andConnect all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andConnect all outside cables, including the interconnect cable andConnect all outside cables, including the interconnect cable and
ACCU cable, to the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, to the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, to the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, to the back panel of the control unit.ACCU cable, to the back panel of the control unit.

8)8)8)8)8) Install the CPU board (Section 3.3.4.2).Install the CPU board (Section 3.3.4.2).Install the CPU board (Section 3.3.4.2).Install the CPU board (Section 3.3.4.2).Install the CPU board (Section 3.3.4.2).
9)9)9)9)9) Perform the pressure transducer calibration (Section 3.2.4).Perform the pressure transducer calibration (Section 3.2.4).Perform the pressure transducer calibration (Section 3.2.4).Perform the pressure transducer calibration (Section 3.2.4).Perform the pressure transducer calibration (Section 3.2.4).
1010101010))))) Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.
1111111111))))) Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.

3.3.7.3.3.7.3.3.7.3.3.7.3.3.7. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS T T T T TRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCERRANSDUCER

The following equipment is required to remove/replace the mass transducer:
Philips-head screwdriver
7/16-inch or adjustable wrench

3.3.7.1. REMOVING THE MASS TRANSDUCER

Follow these steps to remove the mass transducer:Follow these steps to remove the mass transducer:Follow these steps to remove the mass transducer:Follow these steps to remove the mass transducer:Follow these steps to remove the mass transducer:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit. If the instrument has been operating, theTurn off the control unit. If the instrument has been operating, theTurn off the control unit. If the instrument has been operating, theTurn off the control unit. If the instrument has been operating, theTurn off the control unit. If the instrument has been operating, the
mass transducer will be warm (normally 50mass transducer will be warm (normally 50mass transducer will be warm (normally 50mass transducer will be warm (normally 50mass transducer will be warm (normally 50°C). Allow the unit toC). Allow the unit toC). Allow the unit toC). Allow the unit toC). Allow the unit to
cool down before removing the mass transducer.cool down before removing the mass transducer.cool down before removing the mass transducer.cool down before removing the mass transducer.cool down before removing the mass transducer.

2)2)2)2)2) Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit to the sensorDisconnect the cable that connects the control unit to the sensorDisconnect the cable that connects the control unit to the sensorDisconnect the cable that connects the control unit to the sensorDisconnect the cable that connects the control unit to the sensor
unit.unit.unit.unit.unit.

3)3)3)3)3) Open the sensor unit door.Open the sensor unit door.Open the sensor unit door.Open the sensor unit door.Open the sensor unit door.
4)4)4)4)4) Locate the amplifier board inside the sensor unit enclosure. It isLocate the amplifier board inside the sensor unit enclosure. It isLocate the amplifier board inside the sensor unit enclosure. It isLocate the amplifier board inside the sensor unit enclosure. It isLocate the amplifier board inside the sensor unit enclosure. It is

located on the left-hand side of the sensor unit enclosure. Dis-located on the left-hand side of the sensor unit enclosure. Dis-located on the left-hand side of the sensor unit enclosure. Dis-located on the left-hand side of the sensor unit enclosure. Dis-located on the left-hand side of the sensor unit enclosure. Dis-
connect connector P21 from the amplifier board. Remove theconnect connector P21 from the amplifier board. Remove theconnect connector P21 from the amplifier board. Remove theconnect connector P21 from the amplifier board. Remove theconnect connector P21 from the amplifier board. Remove the
ribbon cable connecting P25 on the amplifier board to P100 onribbon cable connecting P25 on the amplifier board to P100 onribbon cable connecting P25 on the amplifier board to P100 onribbon cable connecting P25 on the amplifier board to P100 onribbon cable connecting P25 on the amplifier board to P100 on
the head interface board.the head interface board.the head interface board.the head interface board.the head interface board.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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5)5)5)5)5) Remove the air hose from the bottom of the mass transducer.Remove the air hose from the bottom of the mass transducer.Remove the air hose from the bottom of the mass transducer.Remove the air hose from the bottom of the mass transducer.Remove the air hose from the bottom of the mass transducer.
6)6)6)6)6) Remove the amplifier board from the nylon supports by pressingRemove the amplifier board from the nylon supports by pressingRemove the amplifier board from the nylon supports by pressingRemove the amplifier board from the nylon supports by pressingRemove the amplifier board from the nylon supports by pressing

in on each latch and pulling the corresponding corner outward.in on each latch and pulling the corresponding corner outward.in on each latch and pulling the corresponding corner outward.in on each latch and pulling the corresponding corner outward.in on each latch and pulling the corresponding corner outward.
Place the amplifier board aside.Place the amplifier board aside.Place the amplifier board aside.Place the amplifier board aside.Place the amplifier board aside.

7)7)7)7)7) Remove the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofRemove the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofRemove the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofRemove the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofRemove the four screws that secure the black flange to the top of
the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.

8)8)8)8)8) Locate the air probe thermistor assembly. This assembly isLocate the air probe thermistor assembly. This assembly isLocate the air probe thermistor assembly. This assembly isLocate the air probe thermistor assembly. This assembly isLocate the air probe thermistor assembly. This assembly is
mounted on the left-hand side of the mass transducer and con-mounted on the left-hand side of the mass transducer and con-mounted on the left-hand side of the mass transducer and con-mounted on the left-hand side of the mass transducer and con-mounted on the left-hand side of the mass transducer and con-
tains two yellow wires that connect to the head interface board attains two yellow wires that connect to the head interface board attains two yellow wires that connect to the head interface board attains two yellow wires that connect to the head interface board attains two yellow wires that connect to the head interface board at
the rear of the mass transducer.the rear of the mass transducer.the rear of the mass transducer.the rear of the mass transducer.the rear of the mass transducer.

9)9)9)9)9) Remove the air probe thermistor assembly. Push down on theRemove the air probe thermistor assembly. Push down on theRemove the air probe thermistor assembly. Push down on theRemove the air probe thermistor assembly. Push down on theRemove the air probe thermistor assembly. Push down on the
latch at the top of the assembly’s base and pull the assemblylatch at the top of the assembly’s base and pull the assemblylatch at the top of the assembly’s base and pull the assemblylatch at the top of the assembly’s base and pull the assemblylatch at the top of the assembly’s base and pull the assembly
straight out.straight out.straight out.straight out.straight out.

10)10)10)10)10) Unplug the thermistor from the head interface board. Set theUnplug the thermistor from the head interface board. Set theUnplug the thermistor from the head interface board. Set theUnplug the thermistor from the head interface board. Set theUnplug the thermistor from the head interface board. Set the
thermistor aside.thermistor aside.thermistor aside.thermistor aside.thermistor aside.

11)11)11)11)11) Remove the black knob from the front of the mass transducer byRemove the black knob from the front of the mass transducer byRemove the black knob from the front of the mass transducer byRemove the black knob from the front of the mass transducer byRemove the black knob from the front of the mass transducer by
turning it counter-clockwise.turning it counter-clockwise.turning it counter-clockwise.turning it counter-clockwise.turning it counter-clockwise.

12)12)12)12)12) Carefully lift the mass transducer assembly (consisting of theCarefully lift the mass transducer assembly (consisting of theCarefully lift the mass transducer assembly (consisting of theCarefully lift the mass transducer assembly (consisting of theCarefully lift the mass transducer assembly (consisting of the
mass transducer and the black air tube section on the top of themass transducer and the black air tube section on the top of themass transducer and the black air tube section on the top of themass transducer and the black air tube section on the top of themass transducer and the black air tube section on the top of the
enclosure) out of the enclosure. Be careful to clear the headenclosure) out of the enclosure. Be careful to clear the headenclosure) out of the enclosure. Be careful to clear the headenclosure) out of the enclosure. Be careful to clear the headenclosure) out of the enclosure. Be careful to clear the head
interface board.interface board.interface board.interface board.interface board.

13)13)13)13)13) While supporting the mass transducer, remove the four hex boltsWhile supporting the mass transducer, remove the four hex boltsWhile supporting the mass transducer, remove the four hex boltsWhile supporting the mass transducer, remove the four hex boltsWhile supporting the mass transducer, remove the four hex bolts
that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.

14)14)14)14)14) Pull straight down on the mass transducer to remove it from thePull straight down on the mass transducer to remove it from thePull straight down on the mass transducer to remove it from thePull straight down on the mass transducer to remove it from thePull straight down on the mass transducer to remove it from the
air tube just under the black flange.air tube just under the black flange.air tube just under the black flange.air tube just under the black flange.air tube just under the black flange.

15)15)15)15)15) Examine the air tube and the top of the mass transducer to deter-Examine the air tube and the top of the mass transducer to deter-Examine the air tube and the top of the mass transducer to deter-Examine the air tube and the top of the mass transducer to deter-Examine the air tube and the top of the mass transducer to deter-
mine where the O-ring is located. If the O-ring is still on the airmine where the O-ring is located. If the O-ring is still on the airmine where the O-ring is located. If the O-ring is still on the airmine where the O-ring is located. If the O-ring is still on the airmine where the O-ring is located. If the O-ring is still on the air
tube, remove it and install it in the mass transducer.tube, remove it and install it in the mass transducer.tube, remove it and install it in the mass transducer.tube, remove it and install it in the mass transducer.tube, remove it and install it in the mass transducer.

16)16)16)16)16) Both the amplifier board and the mass transducer must be sentBoth the amplifier board and the mass transducer must be sentBoth the amplifier board and the mass transducer must be sentBoth the amplifier board and the mass transducer must be sentBoth the amplifier board and the mass transducer must be sent
back to R&P.back to R&P.back to R&P.back to R&P.back to R&P.

3.3.7.2. INSTALLING THE MASS TRANSDUCER

Follow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to iFollow these steps to install the mass transducer:nstall the mass transducer:nstall the mass transducer:nstall the mass transducer:nstall the mass transducer:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
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2)2)2)2)2) Examine the replacement mass transducer. If an air probe ther-Examine the replacement mass transducer. If an air probe ther-Examine the replacement mass transducer. If an air probe ther-Examine the replacement mass transducer. If an air probe ther-Examine the replacement mass transducer. If an air probe ther-
mistor has been provided with the replacement mass transducer,mistor has been provided with the replacement mass transducer,mistor has been provided with the replacement mass transducer,mistor has been provided with the replacement mass transducer,mistor has been provided with the replacement mass transducer,
remove it. The air probe thermistor would be mounted in the sideremove it. The air probe thermistor would be mounted in the sideremove it. The air probe thermistor would be mounted in the sideremove it. The air probe thermistor would be mounted in the sideremove it. The air probe thermistor would be mounted in the side
of the mass transducer.of the mass transducer.of the mass transducer.of the mass transducer.of the mass transducer.

3)3)3)3)3) Position the replacement mass transducer so that, when as-Position the replacement mass transducer so that, when as-Position the replacement mass transducer so that, when as-Position the replacement mass transducer so that, when as-Position the replacement mass transducer so that, when as-
sembled, the latch will be pointing forward and the air probe basesembled, the latch will be pointing forward and the air probe basesembled, the latch will be pointing forward and the air probe basesembled, the latch will be pointing forward and the air probe basesembled, the latch will be pointing forward and the air probe base
is pointing left.is pointing left.is pointing left.is pointing left.is pointing left.

4)4)4)4)4) Begin sliding the mass transducer so that the air tube will enterBegin sliding the mass transducer so that the air tube will enterBegin sliding the mass transducer so that the air tube will enterBegin sliding the mass transducer so that the air tube will enterBegin sliding the mass transducer so that the air tube will enter
the hole at the top. Ensure that the alignment of the mountingthe hole at the top. Ensure that the alignment of the mountingthe hole at the top. Ensure that the alignment of the mountingthe hole at the top. Ensure that the alignment of the mountingthe hole at the top. Ensure that the alignment of the mounting
holes and the rear head interface board is correct and that theholes and the rear head interface board is correct and that theholes and the rear head interface board is correct and that theholes and the rear head interface board is correct and that theholes and the rear head interface board is correct and that the
head interface board is facing the rear. There is an O-ring locatedhead interface board is facing the rear. There is an O-ring locatedhead interface board is facing the rear. There is an O-ring locatedhead interface board is facing the rear. There is an O-ring locatedhead interface board is facing the rear. There is an O-ring located
at the top of the mass transducer that must fit around the airat the top of the mass transducer that must fit around the airat the top of the mass transducer that must fit around the airat the top of the mass transducer that must fit around the airat the top of the mass transducer that must fit around the air
tube. To ease assembly, you may choose to remove this O-ringtube. To ease assembly, you may choose to remove this O-ringtube. To ease assembly, you may choose to remove this O-ringtube. To ease assembly, you may choose to remove this O-ringtube. To ease assembly, you may choose to remove this O-ring
from the mass transducer and pre-install it onto the air tube (upfrom the mass transducer and pre-install it onto the air tube (upfrom the mass transducer and pre-install it onto the air tube (upfrom the mass transducer and pre-install it onto the air tube (upfrom the mass transducer and pre-install it onto the air tube (up
as far as it can go). This may avoid damaging the O-ring.as far as it can go). This may avoid damaging the O-ring.as far as it can go). This may avoid damaging the O-ring.as far as it can go). This may avoid damaging the O-ring.as far as it can go). This may avoid damaging the O-ring.

5)5)5)5)5) Push the mass transducer upward until the top is flat against thePush the mass transducer upward until the top is flat against thePush the mass transducer upward until the top is flat against thePush the mass transducer upward until the top is flat against thePush the mass transducer upward until the top is flat against the
mating flange. Ensure that there is no insulation between the twomating flange. Ensure that there is no insulation between the twomating flange. Ensure that there is no insulation between the twomating flange. Ensure that there is no insulation between the twomating flange. Ensure that there is no insulation between the two
flanges.flanges.flanges.flanges.flanges.

6)6)6)6)6) While supporting the bottom of the mass transducer, tighten theWhile supporting the bottom of the mass transducer, tighten theWhile supporting the bottom of the mass transducer, tighten theWhile supporting the bottom of the mass transducer, tighten theWhile supporting the bottom of the mass transducer, tighten the
hex bolts that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.hex bolts that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.hex bolts that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.hex bolts that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.hex bolts that secure the mass transducer to the air tube.

7)7)7)7)7) Carefully install the assembly back into the enclosure.Carefully install the assembly back into the enclosure.Carefully install the assembly back into the enclosure.Carefully install the assembly back into the enclosure.Carefully install the assembly back into the enclosure.
8)8)8)8)8) Install the black knob onto the front of the mass transducer.Install the black knob onto the front of the mass transducer.Install the black knob onto the front of the mass transducer.Install the black knob onto the front of the mass transducer.Install the black knob onto the front of the mass transducer.
9)9)9)9)9) Tighten the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofTighten the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofTighten the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofTighten the four screws that secure the black flange to the top ofTighten the four screws that secure the black flange to the top of

the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.the sensor unit enclosure.
10)10)10)10)10) Replace the air probe thermistor. Be sure to hold the thermistorReplace the air probe thermistor. Be sure to hold the thermistorReplace the air probe thermistor. Be sure to hold the thermistorReplace the air probe thermistor. Be sure to hold the thermistorReplace the air probe thermistor. Be sure to hold the thermistor

straight while it is being installed (so that the end of the ther-straight while it is being installed (so that the end of the ther-straight while it is being installed (so that the end of the ther-straight while it is being installed (so that the end of the ther-straight while it is being installed (so that the end of the ther-
mistor does not scrape the walls). The thermistor base shouldmistor does not scrape the walls). The thermistor base shouldmistor does not scrape the walls). The thermistor base shouldmistor does not scrape the walls). The thermistor base shouldmistor does not scrape the walls). The thermistor base should
“click” when properly installed. Plug the air probe thermistor“click” when properly installed. Plug the air probe thermistor“click” when properly installed. Plug the air probe thermistor“click” when properly installed. Plug the air probe thermistor“click” when properly installed. Plug the air probe thermistor
connector into the head interface board.connector into the head interface board.connector into the head interface board.connector into the head interface board.connector into the head interface board.

11)11)11)11)11) Connect the air hose to the base of the mass transducer.Connect the air hose to the base of the mass transducer.Connect the air hose to the base of the mass transducer.Connect the air hose to the base of the mass transducer.Connect the air hose to the base of the mass transducer.
12)12)12)12)12) Place the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensorPlace the amplifier board in its proper position inside the sensor

unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.unit so that the words “Rupprecht & Patashnick” are at the top.
13)13)13)13)13) Connect the two ribbon cables in their proper positions.Connect the two ribbon cables in their proper positions.Connect the two ribbon cables in their proper positions.Connect the two ribbon cables in their proper positions.Connect the two ribbon cables in their proper positions.
14)14)14)14)14) Connect the cable between the sensor unit and control unit.Connect the cable between the sensor unit and control unit.Connect the cable between the sensor unit and control unit.Connect the cable between the sensor unit and control unit.Connect the cable between the sensor unit and control unit.
15)15)15)15)15) Turn on the instrument.Turn on the instrument.Turn on the instrument.Turn on the instrument.Turn on the instrument.
16)16)16)16)16) Open the mass transducer (as you would to change a TEOM filter)Open the mass transducer (as you would to change a TEOM filter)Open the mass transducer (as you would to change a TEOM filter)Open the mass transducer (as you would to change a TEOM filter)Open the mass transducer (as you would to change a TEOM filter)

and note the calibration constant (Kand note the calibration constant (Kand note the calibration constant (Kand note the calibration constant (Kand note the calibration constant (K00000) of the tapered element. The) of the tapered element. The) of the tapered element. The) of the tapered element. The) of the tapered element. The

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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KKKKK00000 is located on a silver tag that is visible when the mass trans- is located on a silver tag that is visible when the mass trans- is located on a silver tag that is visible when the mass trans- is located on a silver tag that is visible when the mass trans- is located on a silver tag that is visible when the mass trans-
ducer is open.ducer is open.ducer is open.ducer is open.ducer is open.

17)17)17)17)17) From the Main Screen, press <STEP SCREEN> on the controlFrom the Main Screen, press <STEP SCREEN> on the controlFrom the Main Screen, press <STEP SCREEN> on the controlFrom the Main Screen, press <STEP SCREEN> on the controlFrom the Main Screen, press <STEP SCREEN> on the control
unit’s display/keypad to go to the Menu Screen.unit’s display/keypad to go to the Menu Screen.unit’s display/keypad to go to the Menu Screen.unit’s display/keypad to go to the Menu Screen.unit’s display/keypad to go to the Menu Screen.

18)18)18)18)18) When in the Menu Screen, position the cursor next to “Set Hard-When in the Menu Screen, position the cursor next to “Set Hard-When in the Menu Screen, position the cursor next to “Set Hard-When in the Menu Screen, position the cursor next to “Set Hard-When in the Menu Screen, position the cursor next to “Set Hard-
ware Screen” and press <ENTER>.ware Screen” and press <ENTER>.ware Screen” and press <ENTER>.ware Screen” and press <ENTER>.ware Screen” and press <ENTER>.

19)19)19)19)19) Press the <DATA STOP> key to put the system into Setup Mode.Press the <DATA STOP> key to put the system into Setup Mode.Press the <DATA STOP> key to put the system into Setup Mode.Press the <DATA STOP> key to put the system into Setup Mode.Press the <DATA STOP> key to put the system into Setup Mode.
20)20)20)20)20) Press the <EDIT> key and change the KPress the <EDIT> key and change the KPress the <EDIT> key and change the KPress the <EDIT> key and change the KPress the <EDIT> key and change the K00000 (labeled “Cal Const”) to (labeled “Cal Const”) to (labeled “Cal Const”) to (labeled “Cal Const”) to (labeled “Cal Const”) to

the correct value.the correct value.the correct value.the correct value.the correct value.
21)21)21)21)21) Press the <RUN> key and return the instrument to its normalPress the <RUN> key and return the instrument to its normalPress the <RUN> key and return the instrument to its normalPress the <RUN> key and return the instrument to its normalPress the <RUN> key and return the instrument to its normal

operating configuration.operating configuration.operating configuration.operating configuration.operating configuration.

3.4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3.4. OOOOORIGINALRIGINALRIGINALRIGINALRIGINAL F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER D D D D DESIGNESIGNESIGNESIGNESIGN — M — M — M — M — MAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCE     ANDANDANDANDAND
 C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION P P P P PROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES

As of February 2001, R&P began manufacturing the Series 1400a monitor with newly
designed mass flow controllers (“Second-Generation Flow Controller Design”) in the
control unit. If you purchased your Series 1400a monitor before February 2001, or if
the serial number on your monitor is 140AB234170011 or below, your control unit
has the original version mass flow controllers. If you purchased a monitor with the
original mass flow controller design, follow the instructions in this section. If your
monitor has the “Second-Generation” mass flow controllers installed, refer to Section
3.5. Also, if you purchased the Flow Controller Upgrade Kit (55-7758) and installed
the Second-Generation mass flow controllers in your Series 1400a monitor, refer to
Section 3.5.

3.4.1.3.4.1.3.4.1.3.4.1.3.4.1. EEEEEXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGINGXCHANGING     THETHETHETHETHE F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER F F F F FILTERSILTERSILTERSILTERSILTERS

The flow controller filters (30-003097) attached to the mass flow controllers in the
control unit provide a particle free air supply to the flow regulation hardware, and are
essential for reliable, long-term instrument operation.  It is most effective to replace
the filters immediately following an exchange of the TEOM filter. This allows for the
exchange to be carried out during the one-half hour flow and temperature stabilization
period following the instrument reset.

To replace the filters, unscrew and remove the existing filters from the mass flow
controllers in the TEOM control unit, and assemble the new filters to the mass flow
controllers.
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3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2. CCCCCLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER O O O O ORIFICESRIFICESRIFICESRIFICESRIFICES

NOTE: You should exchange the mass flow controller filters
and clean the mass flow controller at the same time that you
clean the orifices.

NOTE: You must use an ultrasonic cleaner to perform this
procedure. If an ultrasonic cleaner is not available, you
should purchase new orifices (32-003339) and replace the
existing ones (Section 3.4.7).

Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller orifices:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller orifices:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller orifices:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller orifices:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller orifices:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the instrument and unplug it from the electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from the electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from the electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from the electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from the electrical outlet.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Locate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner of

the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

Figure 3-2.  Mass flow
controller removed from
control unit.

Mass flow
controller board

Upper block

Mass flow
controller filter

5)5)5)5)5) Disconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controller
board.board.board.board.board.

6)6)6)6)6) Remove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs on
the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.
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7)7)7)7)7) Once the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the mass
flow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny silicone
tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3.  Mass flow
controller with board and
one valve removed.

Auxiliary mass
flow sensor

Main mass
flow sensor

Orifice

Main flow
valve

Auxiliary
flow valve

Silicone tubing
(removed from orifice)

8)8)8)8)8) Remove each orifice from the mass flow controller block using aRemove each orifice from the mass flow controller block using aRemove each orifice from the mass flow controller block using aRemove each orifice from the mass flow controller block using aRemove each orifice from the mass flow controller block using a
1/4-inch open-end or adjustable wrench.1/4-inch open-end or adjustable wrench.1/4-inch open-end or adjustable wrench.1/4-inch open-end or adjustable wrench.1/4-inch open-end or adjustable wrench.

9)9)9)9)9) Clean the orifices in an ultrasonic cleaner using a mild detergentClean the orifices in an ultrasonic cleaner using a mild detergentClean the orifices in an ultrasonic cleaner using a mild detergentClean the orifices in an ultrasonic cleaner using a mild detergentClean the orifices in an ultrasonic cleaner using a mild detergent
for 10 minutes.for 10 minutes.for 10 minutes.for 10 minutes.for 10 minutes.

10)10)10)10)10) Dry the orifices using clean compressed air. This will help ensureDry the orifices using clean compressed air. This will help ensureDry the orifices using clean compressed air. This will help ensureDry the orifices using clean compressed air. This will help ensureDry the orifices using clean compressed air. This will help ensure
that all dirt has been removed. Ensure that the orifices are com-that all dirt has been removed. Ensure that the orifices are com-that all dirt has been removed. Ensure that the orifices are com-that all dirt has been removed. Ensure that the orifices are com-that all dirt has been removed. Ensure that the orifices are com-
pletely dry before installing them back into the mass flowpletely dry before installing them back into the mass flowpletely dry before installing them back into the mass flowpletely dry before installing them back into the mass flowpletely dry before installing them back into the mass flow
controller block.controller block.controller block.controller block.controller block.

11)11)11)11)11) Install the orifices and tighten them with a wrench. Be careful notInstall the orifices and tighten them with a wrench. Be careful notInstall the orifices and tighten them with a wrench. Be careful notInstall the orifices and tighten them with a wrench. Be careful notInstall the orifices and tighten them with a wrench. Be careful not
to over-tighten the orifices. They should be tightened until theyto over-tighten the orifices. They should be tightened until theyto over-tighten the orifices. They should be tightened until theyto over-tighten the orifices. They should be tightened until theyto over-tighten the orifices. They should be tightened until they
are flush with the block.are flush with the block.are flush with the block.are flush with the block.are flush with the block.

12)12)12)12)12) Connect the tiny silicone tubing and replace the mass flow con-Connect the tiny silicone tubing and replace the mass flow con-Connect the tiny silicone tubing and replace the mass flow con-Connect the tiny silicone tubing and replace the mass flow con-Connect the tiny silicone tubing and replace the mass flow con-
troller board onto the four standoffs.troller board onto the four standoffs.troller board onto the four standoffs.troller board onto the four standoffs.troller board onto the four standoffs.

13)13)13)13)13) Connect all five connectors to the mass flow controller board andConnect all five connectors to the mass flow controller board andConnect all five connectors to the mass flow controller board andConnect all five connectors to the mass flow controller board andConnect all five connectors to the mass flow controller board and
restore power to the instrument.restore power to the instrument.restore power to the instrument.restore power to the instrument.restore power to the instrument.

14)14)14)14)14) Connect the vacuum line to the control unit or turn on the pump.Connect the vacuum line to the control unit or turn on the pump.Connect the vacuum line to the control unit or turn on the pump.Connect the vacuum line to the control unit or turn on the pump.Connect the vacuum line to the control unit or turn on the pump.
The flows should begin to increase within 15 seconds.The flows should begin to increase within 15 seconds.The flows should begin to increase within 15 seconds.The flows should begin to increase within 15 seconds.The flows should begin to increase within 15 seconds.
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15)15)15)15)15) Perform a  flow audit and leak test to ensure that the orifices havePerform a  flow audit and leak test to ensure that the orifices havePerform a  flow audit and leak test to ensure that the orifices havePerform a  flow audit and leak test to ensure that the orifices havePerform a  flow audit and leak test to ensure that the orifices have
a proper seal. The audit also will verify if calibration is necessary.a proper seal. The audit also will verify if calibration is necessary.a proper seal. The audit also will verify if calibration is necessary.a proper seal. The audit also will verify if calibration is necessary.a proper seal. The audit also will verify if calibration is necessary.
R&P recommends that you perform an analog calibration beforeR&P recommends that you perform an analog calibration beforeR&P recommends that you perform an analog calibration beforeR&P recommends that you perform an analog calibration beforeR&P recommends that you perform an analog calibration before
performing a flow controller hardware calibration.performing a flow controller hardware calibration.performing a flow controller hardware calibration.performing a flow controller hardware calibration.performing a flow controller hardware calibration.

16)16)16)16)16) Replace the cover on the control unit.Replace the cover on the control unit.Replace the cover on the control unit.Replace the cover on the control unit.Replace the cover on the control unit.

3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3. CCCCCLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANINGLEANING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER

3.4.3.1. CLEANING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLER LOWER BLOCK

NOTE: You should exchange the mass flow controller filters
and clean the mass flow controller orifices at the same time
that you clean the mass flow controller lower block.

Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller lower block:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller lower block:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller lower block:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller lower block:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller lower block:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the instrument and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off the instrument and unplug it from its electrical outlet.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Locate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner of

the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).
5)5)5)5)5) Disconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controller

board.board.board.board.board.
6)6)6)6)6) Remove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs on

the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.
7)7)7)7)7) Once the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the massOnce the board is removed, locate the two orifices on the mass

flow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny siliconeflow controller upper block. Carefully remove the tiny silicone
tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).tubing from each orifice (Figure 3-3).

8)8)8)8)8) Remove the six screws that hold the upper mass flow controllerRemove the six screws that hold the upper mass flow controllerRemove the six screws that hold the upper mass flow controllerRemove the six screws that hold the upper mass flow controllerRemove the six screws that hold the upper mass flow controller
block to the lower block.block to the lower block.block to the lower block.block to the lower block.block to the lower block.

9)9)9)9)9) Remove the metal plate (diaphragm) that is exposed when theRemove the metal plate (diaphragm) that is exposed when theRemove the metal plate (diaphragm) that is exposed when theRemove the metal plate (diaphragm) that is exposed when theRemove the metal plate (diaphragm) that is exposed when the
upper block is lifted off of the lower block.upper block is lifted off of the lower block.upper block is lifted off of the lower block.upper block is lifted off of the lower block.upper block is lifted off of the lower block.

10)10)10)10)10) Clean the holes in the lower block using a cotton swab and alco-Clean the holes in the lower block using a cotton swab and alco-Clean the holes in the lower block using a cotton swab and alco-Clean the holes in the lower block using a cotton swab and alco-Clean the holes in the lower block using a cotton swab and alco-
hol (Figure 3-4).hol (Figure 3-4).hol (Figure 3-4).hol (Figure 3-4).hol (Figure 3-4).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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11)11)11)11)11) Remove and inspect the seals for dryness, cracks or other dam-Remove and inspect the seals for dryness, cracks or other dam-Remove and inspect the seals for dryness, cracks or other dam-Remove and inspect the seals for dryness, cracks or other dam-Remove and inspect the seals for dryness, cracks or other dam-
age. Replace the seals and apply a very light coat of siliconeage. Replace the seals and apply a very light coat of siliconeage. Replace the seals and apply a very light coat of siliconeage. Replace the seals and apply a very light coat of siliconeage. Replace the seals and apply a very light coat of silicone
lubricating grease to the seals.lubricating grease to the seals.lubricating grease to the seals.lubricating grease to the seals.lubricating grease to the seals.

12)12)12)12)12) Clean the diaphragm with alcohol and place it onto the lowerClean the diaphragm with alcohol and place it onto the lowerClean the diaphragm with alcohol and place it onto the lowerClean the diaphragm with alcohol and place it onto the lowerClean the diaphragm with alcohol and place it onto the lower
block when it is completely dry.block when it is completely dry.block when it is completely dry.block when it is completely dry.block when it is completely dry.

13)13)13)13)13) Install the upper block onto the lower block and secure it.Install the upper block onto the lower block and secure it.Install the upper block onto the lower block and secure it.Install the upper block onto the lower block and secure it.Install the upper block onto the lower block and secure it.
14)14)14)14)14) Attach the tiny silicone tubes to the orifices and install the massAttach the tiny silicone tubes to the orifices and install the massAttach the tiny silicone tubes to the orifices and install the massAttach the tiny silicone tubes to the orifices and install the massAttach the tiny silicone tubes to the orifices and install the mass

flow controller board.flow controller board.flow controller board.flow controller board.flow controller board.
15)15)15)15)15) Attach all five connectors to the mass flow controller board.Attach all five connectors to the mass flow controller board.Attach all five connectors to the mass flow controller board.Attach all five connectors to the mass flow controller board.Attach all five connectors to the mass flow controller board.
16)16)16)16)16) Install the top cover of the control unit and resume normal opera-Install the top cover of the control unit and resume normal opera-Install the top cover of the control unit and resume normal opera-Install the top cover of the control unit and resume normal opera-Install the top cover of the control unit and resume normal opera-

tion.tion.tion.tion.tion.

3.4.3.2. CLEANING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLER VALVES

NOTE: Perform this procedure only if the instrument has
been run without the large in-line filters installed.

Because the mass flow controller was operated without the large in-line filter(s)
installed, the mass flow sensor(s) must be replaced (it cannot be cleaned). If the main
flow line was run without the large in-line filter, order R&P part number 10-003312
(air flow sensor, 5 l/min). If the auxiliary flow line was run without the large in-line

Figure 3-4.  Mass flow
controller lower block.

Lower block

Holes to be
cleaned

Seal
Cotton swab
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✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

filter, order R&P part number 10-002415 (air flow sensor, 20 l/min). If both flow lines
were run without the large in-line filters, you must order both parts.

Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller valves:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller valves:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller valves:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller valves:Follow these steps to clean the mass flow controller valves:

11111))))) Turn off instrument power and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off instrument power and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off instrument power and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off instrument power and unplug it from its electrical outlet.Turn off instrument power and unplug it from its electrical outlet.
22222))))) Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.Remove the vacuum line or turn the pump off.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Clean the lower block of the mass flow controller (Section 3.4.3.1).Clean the lower block of the mass flow controller (Section 3.4.3.1).Clean the lower block of the mass flow controller (Section 3.4.3.1).Clean the lower block of the mass flow controller (Section 3.4.3.1).Clean the lower block of the mass flow controller (Section 3.4.3.1).
5)5)5)5)5) Locate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner ofLocate the mass flow controller in the rear, right-hand corner of

the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).the control unit (Figure 3-2).
6)6)6)6)6) Remove the mass flow controller from the control unit (SectionRemove the mass flow controller from the control unit (SectionRemove the mass flow controller from the control unit (SectionRemove the mass flow controller from the control unit (SectionRemove the mass flow controller from the control unit (Section

3.4.6).3.4.6).3.4.6).3.4.6).3.4.6).
7)7)7)7)7) Disconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controllerDisconnect all five connectors from the mass flow controller

board.board.board.board.board.
8)8)8)8)8) Remove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs on

the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.
9)9)9)9)9) Remove the screws that secure both of the mass flow sensors toRemove the screws that secure both of the mass flow sensors toRemove the screws that secure both of the mass flow sensors toRemove the screws that secure both of the mass flow sensors toRemove the screws that secure both of the mass flow sensors to

the base plate of the mass flow controller (Figure 3-3).the base plate of the mass flow controller (Figure 3-3).the base plate of the mass flow controller (Figure 3-3).the base plate of the mass flow controller (Figure 3-3).the base plate of the mass flow controller (Figure 3-3).
10)10)10)10)10) Remove the upper and lower blocks from the base plate of theRemove the upper and lower blocks from the base plate of theRemove the upper and lower blocks from the base plate of theRemove the upper and lower blocks from the base plate of theRemove the upper and lower blocks from the base plate of the

mass flow controller. This assembly is secured on the bottommass flow controller. This assembly is secured on the bottommass flow controller. This assembly is secured on the bottommass flow controller. This assembly is secured on the bottommass flow controller. This assembly is secured on the bottom
side of the base plate.side of the base plate.side of the base plate.side of the base plate.side of the base plate.

11)11)11)11)11) Determine which mass flow sensor(s) need to be replaced. If onlyDetermine which mass flow sensor(s) need to be replaced. If onlyDetermine which mass flow sensor(s) need to be replaced. If onlyDetermine which mass flow sensor(s) need to be replaced. If onlyDetermine which mass flow sensor(s) need to be replaced. If only
the main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only thethe main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only thethe main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only thethe main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only thethe main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the
main flow sensor needs to be replaced. If the auxiliary flow linemain flow sensor needs to be replaced. If the auxiliary flow linemain flow sensor needs to be replaced. If the auxiliary flow linemain flow sensor needs to be replaced. If the auxiliary flow linemain flow sensor needs to be replaced. If the auxiliary flow line
was run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow sen-was run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow sen-was run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow sen-was run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow sen-was run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow sen-
sor needs to be replaced. If both flow lines were run without asor needs to be replaced. If both flow lines were run without asor needs to be replaced. If both flow lines were run without asor needs to be replaced. If both flow lines were run without asor needs to be replaced. If both flow lines were run without a
large in-line filter, both sensors need to be replaced.large in-line filter, both sensors need to be replaced.large in-line filter, both sensors need to be replaced.large in-line filter, both sensors need to be replaced.large in-line filter, both sensors need to be replaced.

12)12)12)12)12) Remove the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced from the lowerRemove the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced from the lowerRemove the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced from the lowerRemove the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced from the lowerRemove the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced from the lower
block.block.block.block.block.

13)13)13)13)13) Remove all fittings from the mass flow sensor(s) being replacedRemove all fittings from the mass flow sensor(s) being replacedRemove all fittings from the mass flow sensor(s) being replacedRemove all fittings from the mass flow sensor(s) being replacedRemove all fittings from the mass flow sensor(s) being replaced
and install them onto the new mass flow sensor(s).and install them onto the new mass flow sensor(s).and install them onto the new mass flow sensor(s).and install them onto the new mass flow sensor(s).and install them onto the new mass flow sensor(s).
IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: Take extra care to avoid twisting the end of the flow sensor
while tightening the elbow fittings. If the flow sensor twists, the internal O-ring
requires 24 hours to completely reseal.

14)14)14)14)14) Install the mass flow sensor onto the lower block and secure theInstall the mass flow sensor onto the lower block and secure theInstall the mass flow sensor onto the lower block and secure theInstall the mass flow sensor onto the lower block and secure theInstall the mass flow sensor onto the lower block and secure the
upper and lower blocks to the base plate.upper and lower blocks to the base plate.upper and lower blocks to the base plate.upper and lower blocks to the base plate.upper and lower blocks to the base plate.
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15)15)15)15)15) Secure the mass flow sensors to the base plate.Secure the mass flow sensors to the base plate.Secure the mass flow sensors to the base plate.Secure the mass flow sensors to the base plate.Secure the mass flow sensors to the base plate.
16)16)16)16)16) Determine which valves(s) need to be replaced. Again, if only theDetermine which valves(s) need to be replaced. Again, if only theDetermine which valves(s) need to be replaced. Again, if only theDetermine which valves(s) need to be replaced. Again, if only theDetermine which valves(s) need to be replaced. Again, if only the

main flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the mainmain flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the mainmain flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the mainmain flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the mainmain flow line was run without a large in-line filter, only the main
flow valve needs to be cleaned. If only the auxiliary flow line wasflow valve needs to be cleaned. If only the auxiliary flow line wasflow valve needs to be cleaned. If only the auxiliary flow line wasflow valve needs to be cleaned. If only the auxiliary flow line wasflow valve needs to be cleaned. If only the auxiliary flow line was
run without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow valverun without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow valverun without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow valverun without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow valverun without a large in-line filter, only the auxiliary flow valve
needs to be cleaned. If both flow lines were run without a largeneeds to be cleaned. If both flow lines were run without a largeneeds to be cleaned. If both flow lines were run without a largeneeds to be cleaned. If both flow lines were run without a largeneeds to be cleaned. If both flow lines were run without a large
in-line filter, both valves need to be cleaned.in-line filter, both valves need to be cleaned.in-line filter, both valves need to be cleaned.in-line filter, both valves need to be cleaned.in-line filter, both valves need to be cleaned.

17)17)17)17)17) Examine the valves on the upper block. Notice the three holes inExamine the valves on the upper block. Notice the three holes inExamine the valves on the upper block. Notice the three holes inExamine the valves on the upper block. Notice the three holes inExamine the valves on the upper block. Notice the three holes in
the base of the valve. Place a small hex wrench into one of thesethe base of the valve. Place a small hex wrench into one of thesethe base of the valve. Place a small hex wrench into one of thesethe base of the valve. Place a small hex wrench into one of thesethe base of the valve. Place a small hex wrench into one of these
holes and use the wrench to loosen the valve from the upperholes and use the wrench to loosen the valve from the upperholes and use the wrench to loosen the valve from the upperholes and use the wrench to loosen the valve from the upperholes and use the wrench to loosen the valve from the upper
block.block.block.block.block.

18)18)18)18)18) Remove the valve from the upper block (Figures 3-3 and 3-5).Remove the valve from the upper block (Figures 3-3 and 3-5).Remove the valve from the upper block (Figures 3-3 and 3-5).Remove the valve from the upper block (Figures 3-3 and 3-5).Remove the valve from the upper block (Figures 3-3 and 3-5).

Figure 3-5.  Mass flow
controller valve.

19)19)19)19)19) Locate the knurled section on the valve (Figure 3-5).Locate the knurled section on the valve (Figure 3-5).Locate the knurled section on the valve (Figure 3-5).Locate the knurled section on the valve (Figure 3-5).Locate the knurled section on the valve (Figure 3-5).
20)20)20)20)20) While holding the valve upright, loosen the knurled section untilWhile holding the valve upright, loosen the knurled section untilWhile holding the valve upright, loosen the knurled section untilWhile holding the valve upright, loosen the knurled section untilWhile holding the valve upright, loosen the knurled section until

the valve separates into two pieces. Be careful not to lose thethe valve separates into two pieces. Be careful not to lose thethe valve separates into two pieces. Be careful not to lose thethe valve separates into two pieces. Be careful not to lose thethe valve separates into two pieces. Be careful not to lose the
small parts inside the valve when the valve is separated (Figuresmall parts inside the valve when the valve is separated (Figuresmall parts inside the valve when the valve is separated (Figuresmall parts inside the valve when the valve is separated (Figuresmall parts inside the valve when the valve is separated (Figure
3-6).3-6).3-6).3-6).3-6).

Knurled section
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21)21)21)21)21) Clean all parts of the valve using a soft cotton swab and alcohol.Clean all parts of the valve using a soft cotton swab and alcohol.Clean all parts of the valve using a soft cotton swab and alcohol.Clean all parts of the valve using a soft cotton swab and alcohol.Clean all parts of the valve using a soft cotton swab and alcohol.
22)22)22)22)22) Examine all seals for damage.Examine all seals for damage.Examine all seals for damage.Examine all seals for damage.Examine all seals for damage.
23)23)23)23)23) Reassemble the valve and install it onto upper block. Ensure thatReassemble the valve and install it onto upper block. Ensure thatReassemble the valve and install it onto upper block. Ensure thatReassemble the valve and install it onto upper block. Ensure thatReassemble the valve and install it onto upper block. Ensure that

its orientation is correct. The valve connector should be pointingits orientation is correct. The valve connector should be pointingits orientation is correct. The valve connector should be pointingits orientation is correct. The valve connector should be pointingits orientation is correct. The valve connector should be pointing
toward the mass flow sensors (Figure 3-2). If the orientation oftoward the mass flow sensors (Figure 3-2). If the orientation oftoward the mass flow sensors (Figure 3-2). If the orientation oftoward the mass flow sensors (Figure 3-2). If the orientation oftoward the mass flow sensors (Figure 3-2). If the orientation of
the valve needs adjustment, loosen the knurled section of thethe valve needs adjustment, loosen the knurled section of thethe valve needs adjustment, loosen the knurled section of thethe valve needs adjustment, loosen the knurled section of thethe valve needs adjustment, loosen the knurled section of the
valve and adjust it.valve and adjust it.valve and adjust it.valve and adjust it.valve and adjust it.

24)24)24)24)24) Install the mass flow controller board onto mass flow controllerInstall the mass flow controller board onto mass flow controllerInstall the mass flow controller board onto mass flow controllerInstall the mass flow controller board onto mass flow controllerInstall the mass flow controller board onto mass flow controller
and connect all connectors.and connect all connectors.and connect all connectors.and connect all connectors.and connect all connectors.

25)25)25)25)25) Install the mass flow controller into the control unit.Install the mass flow controller into the control unit.Install the mass flow controller into the control unit.Install the mass flow controller into the control unit.Install the mass flow controller into the control unit.
26)26)26)26)26) Replace the top panel of the control unit and return the instrumentReplace the top panel of the control unit and return the instrumentReplace the top panel of the control unit and return the instrumentReplace the top panel of the control unit and return the instrumentReplace the top panel of the control unit and return the instrument

to its normal operation.to its normal operation.to its normal operation.to its normal operation.to its normal operation.

3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4. FFFFFLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION (S (S (S (S (SOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWARE)))))

The software procedure allows the user to calibrate the sample and bypass flow rates
without having to adjust any hardware.

Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Disconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections on

the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.

Figure 3-6.  Mass flow
controller valve disas-
sembled.

Knurled section
Upper valve

Valve base (location
of small parts)
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4)4)4)4)4) Turn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warm
up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has just
been operated.been operated.been operated.been operated.been operated.

5)5)5)5)5) Select “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>, <9>Select “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>, <9>Select “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>, <9>Select “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>, <9>Select “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or type <1>, <9>
and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Set Temps/and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Set Temps/and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Set Temps/and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Set Temps/and <ENTER> when in any screen, to display the Set Temps/
Flows Screen. Then press <Flows Screen. Then press <Flows Screen. Then press <Flows Screen. Then press <Flows Screen. Then press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so
that “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the set
points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.

6)6)6)6)6) Press <Press <Press <Press <Press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and
“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for
Average Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on the
left).left).left).left).left).

7)7)7)7)7) If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.
Then set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the
current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions at the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meter (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure
reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)
NOTE: Do NOT leave the temperature and pressure settings at 99°°°°° C and 9 atm
(respectively) during a mass flow controller calibration.

8)8)8)8)8) Press <Press <Press <Press <Press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”
and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.

9)9)9)9)9) Attach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “Sensor
Flow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach the
flow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any
system components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. The
reference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to a
primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.

10)10)10)10)10) Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5
with the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set point
indication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meter
is being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature and
pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

11)11)11)11)11) If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-
ric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set point
recorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incremented
and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-
ing.ing.ing.ing.ing.

12)12)12)12)12) If a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrate
the mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flow
controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).
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13)13)13)13)13) If your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 to
12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary
(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-
pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.

14)14)14)14)14) Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-
sure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the values
for automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperature
and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).

15)15)15)15)15) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
16)16)16)16)16) Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.
17)17)17)17)17) Reconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
18)18)18)18)18) Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.
19)19)19)19)19) Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.

3.4.5.3.4.5.3.4.5.3.4.5.3.4.5. FFFFFLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION (H (H (H (H (HARDWAREARDWAREARDWAREARDWAREARDWARE)))))

Follow these steps to calibrate the hardware of the main and auxiliaryFollow these steps to calibrate the hardware of the main and auxiliaryFollow these steps to calibrate the hardware of the main and auxiliaryFollow these steps to calibrate the hardware of the main and auxiliaryFollow these steps to calibrate the hardware of the main and auxiliary
mass flow controllers:mass flow controllers:mass flow controllers:mass flow controllers:mass flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).
2)2)2)2)2) Turn the instrument off.Turn the instrument off.Turn the instrument off.Turn the instrument off.Turn the instrument off.
3)3)3)3)3) Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-

sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.
5)5)5)5)5) Ensure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flow

controller board.controller board.controller board.controller board.controller board.
6)6)6)6)6) Turn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument to

warm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has
just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.

7)7)7)7)7) Place the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test point
labeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point GND
(black).(black).(black).(black).(black).

8)8)8)8)8) Locate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading isLocate potentiometer R304, and adjust it until the reading is
10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.

9)9)9)9)9) Note the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average Pressure

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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shown on the “Set Temps/Flows” Screen. Press <DATA STOP>shown on the “Set Temps/Flows” Screen. Press <DATA STOP>shown on the “Set Temps/Flows” Screen. Press <DATA STOP>shown on the “Set Temps/Flows” Screen. Press <DATA STOP>shown on the “Set Temps/Flows” Screen. Press <DATA STOP>
on the instrument’s display/keypad to place the instrument in theon the instrument’s display/keypad to place the instrument in theon the instrument’s display/keypad to place the instrument in theon the instrument’s display/keypad to place the instrument in theon the instrument’s display/keypad to place the instrument in the
Setup Mode.Setup Mode.Setup Mode.Setup Mode.Setup Mode.

10)10)10)10)10) Set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the current
local conditions local conditions local conditions local conditions local conditions at the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meter (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading
should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The mass
flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.
NOTE: Do NOT leave the temperature and pressure settings at 99°°°°° C and 9 atm
(respectively) during a mass flow controller calibration.

11)11)11)11)11) Reset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controller’s byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controller’s byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controller’s byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controller’s byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controller’s by
changing the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Set
Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”

12)12)12)12)12) Connect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flow
fitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to the
large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-
nents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flow
meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-
dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.
NOTE: If a mass flow meter is being used, its reading must be adjusted for
temperature and pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

13)13)13)13)13) Set the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unit
and observe the actual reading on the flow meter.  After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter.  After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter.  After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter.  After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter.  After approxi-
mately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R101 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R101 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R101 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R101 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R101 on the mass flow
controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.

14)14)14)14)14) Set the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unit
and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-
mately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R105 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R105 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R105 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R105 on the mass flowmately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R105 on the mass flow
controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within controller board until the flow is correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.

15)15)15)15)15) Repeat steps 9-11 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 9-11 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 9-11 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 9-11 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 9-11 until both conditions are met.
16)16)16)16)16) Set the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on the

front panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading on
the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-
ometer R101 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R101 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R101 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R101 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R101 on the mass flow controller board until the flow is
correct within correct within correct within correct within correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.

17)17)17)17)17) Connect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flow
fitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to the
large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-
nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.
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NOTE: If a mass flow meter is being used, its reading must be adjusted for
temperature and pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

18)18)18)18)18) Set the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the control
unit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After
approximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R201 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R201 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R201 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R201 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R201 on the
mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/
min.min.min.min.min.

19)19)19)19)19) Set the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the control
unit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After
approximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R205 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R205 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R205 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R205 on theapproximately 10 seconds, adjust potentiometer R205 on the
mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within mass flow controller board until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/
min.min.min.min.min.

20)20)20)20)20) Repeat steps 16 and 17 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 16 and 17 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 16 and 17 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 16 and 17 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 16 and 17 until both conditions are met.
21)21)21)21)21) Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/

min) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actual
reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,
adjust potentiometer R201 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R201 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R201 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R201 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R201 on the mass flow controller board
until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.

22)22)22)22)22) Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-
sure back to their original values recorded in step 9 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 9 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 9 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 9 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 9 (the values
for automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperature
and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).

23)23)23)23)23) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
24)24)24)24)24) Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.
25)25)25)25)25) Reconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
26)26)26)26)26) Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.
27)27)27)27)27) Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.

3.4.6.3.4.6.3.4.6.3.4.6.3.4.6. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERS

3.4.6.1. REMOVING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLERS

Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
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✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from theLocate the flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from theLocate the flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from theLocate the flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from theLocate the flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from the

cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-
ler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to
secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the tubing and elbow fittings from the main and bypassRemove the tubing and elbow fittings from the main and bypassRemove the tubing and elbow fittings from the main and bypassRemove the tubing and elbow fittings from the main and bypassRemove the tubing and elbow fittings from the main and bypass
connections on the back panel of the control unit.connections on the back panel of the control unit.connections on the back panel of the control unit.connections on the back panel of the control unit.connections on the back panel of the control unit.

5)5)5)5)5) Disconnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowDisconnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowDisconnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowDisconnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowDisconnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flow
controller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the back
panel.panel.panel.panel.panel.

6)6)6)6)6) Disconnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducerDisconnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducerDisconnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducerDisconnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducerDisconnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer
on the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) toon the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) toon the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) toon the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) toon the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to
the mass flow controller.the mass flow controller.the mass flow controller.the mass flow controller.the mass flow controller.

7)7)7)7)7) Remove the two screws that secure the mass flow controllerRemove the two screws that secure the mass flow controllerRemove the two screws that secure the mass flow controllerRemove the two screws that secure the mass flow controllerRemove the two screws that secure the mass flow controller
assembly to the control unit.assembly to the control unit.assembly to the control unit.assembly to the control unit.assembly to the control unit.

8)8)8)8)8) Slide the assembly away from back panel and lift it out of theSlide the assembly away from back panel and lift it out of theSlide the assembly away from back panel and lift it out of theSlide the assembly away from back panel and lift it out of theSlide the assembly away from back panel and lift it out of the
control unit.control unit.control unit.control unit.control unit.

3.4.6.2. INSTALLING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLERS

Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Place the mass flow controller assembly in its proper place andPlace the mass flow controller assembly in its proper place andPlace the mass flow controller assembly in its proper place andPlace the mass flow controller assembly in its proper place andPlace the mass flow controller assembly in its proper place and

slide it toward the back panel of the control unit, so that theslide it toward the back panel of the control unit, so that theslide it toward the back panel of the control unit, so that theslide it toward the back panel of the control unit, so that theslide it toward the back panel of the control unit, so that the
fittings extend through the appropriate holes.fittings extend through the appropriate holes.fittings extend through the appropriate holes.fittings extend through the appropriate holes.fittings extend through the appropriate holes.

4)4)4)4)4) Tighten the elbow fittings of the main and bypass lines on theTighten the elbow fittings of the main and bypass lines on theTighten the elbow fittings of the main and bypass lines on theTighten the elbow fittings of the main and bypass lines on theTighten the elbow fittings of the main and bypass lines on the
back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.back panel of the control unit.
IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: Take extra care to avoid twisting the end of the flow sensor
while tightening the elbow fittings. If the flow sensor twists, the internal O-ring
will need 24 hours to completely reseal.

5)5)5)5)5) Secure the mass flow controller assembly to the control unit.Secure the mass flow controller assembly to the control unit.Secure the mass flow controller assembly to the control unit.Secure the mass flow controller assembly to the control unit.Secure the mass flow controller assembly to the control unit.
6)6)6)6)6) Connect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowConnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowConnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowConnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flowConnect the tube that extends from the side of the mass flow

controller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the backcontroller block to the pump fitting on the inside of the back
panel.panel.panel.panel.panel.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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7)7)7)7)7) Connect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer onConnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer onConnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer onConnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer onConnect the hose that extends from the pressure transducer on
the interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to thethe interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to thethe interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to thethe interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to thethe interface board (located in the lower right-hand corner) to the
mass flow controller.mass flow controller.mass flow controller.mass flow controller.mass flow controller.

8)8)8)8)8) Connect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controller
board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.

9)9)9)9)9) If you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, the massIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, the massIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, the massIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, the massIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, the mass
flow controller should have been calibrated at the factory. How-flow controller should have been calibrated at the factory. How-flow controller should have been calibrated at the factory. How-flow controller should have been calibrated at the factory. How-flow controller should have been calibrated at the factory. How-
ever, due to shipping stress and differences between systems,ever, due to shipping stress and differences between systems,ever, due to shipping stress and differences between systems,ever, due to shipping stress and differences between systems,ever, due to shipping stress and differences between systems,
you should check the calibration (Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).you should check the calibration (Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).you should check the calibration (Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).you should check the calibration (Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).you should check the calibration (Section 3.4.4 and 3.4.5).

10)10)10)10)10) Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.
11)11)11)11)11) Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.

3.4.7.3.4.7.3.4.7.3.4.7.3.4.7. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER O O O O ORIFICERIFICERIFICERIFICERIFICE

NOTE: You should exchange the mass flow controller filters
and clean the mass flow controller at the same time that you
replace the orifice.

3.4.7.1. REMOVING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLER ORIFICE

Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controller orifice:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controller orifice:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controller orifice:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controller orifice:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controller orifice:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the mass flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip fromLocate the mass flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip fromLocate the mass flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip fromLocate the mass flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip fromLocate the mass flow controllers. Remove the retaining clip from

cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-cable connector P1 and disconnect it from the mass flow control-
ler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used toler board. Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to
secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs onRemove the mass flow controller board from the four standoffs on
the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.the flow controller assembly.

5)5)5)5)5) Locate the two orifices on the mass flow controller block. TheyLocate the two orifices on the mass flow controller block. TheyLocate the two orifices on the mass flow controller block. TheyLocate the two orifices on the mass flow controller block. TheyLocate the two orifices on the mass flow controller block. They
have small pieces of silicone tubing attached to them.have small pieces of silicone tubing attached to them.have small pieces of silicone tubing attached to them.have small pieces of silicone tubing attached to them.have small pieces of silicone tubing attached to them.

6)6)6)6)6) Carefully disconnect the tubing from the orifice that is beingCarefully disconnect the tubing from the orifice that is beingCarefully disconnect the tubing from the orifice that is beingCarefully disconnect the tubing from the orifice that is beingCarefully disconnect the tubing from the orifice that is being
removed.removed.removed.removed.removed.

7)7)7)7)7) Using a 1/4-inch, open-end or adjustable wrench, remove theUsing a 1/4-inch, open-end or adjustable wrench, remove theUsing a 1/4-inch, open-end or adjustable wrench, remove theUsing a 1/4-inch, open-end or adjustable wrench, remove theUsing a 1/4-inch, open-end or adjustable wrench, remove the
orifice.orifice.orifice.orifice.orifice.
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3.4.7.2. INSTALLING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLER ORIFICE

Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers orifice:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers orifice:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers orifice:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers orifice:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers orifice:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.Turn off the control unit and turn off the vacuum pump.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Install the new orifice into the mass flow controller block andInstall the new orifice into the mass flow controller block andInstall the new orifice into the mass flow controller block andInstall the new orifice into the mass flow controller block andInstall the new orifice into the mass flow controller block and

tighten the orifice until it is flush with the block. Be careful not totighten the orifice until it is flush with the block. Be careful not totighten the orifice until it is flush with the block. Be careful not totighten the orifice until it is flush with the block. Be careful not totighten the orifice until it is flush with the block. Be careful not to
over-tighten the orifice.over-tighten the orifice.over-tighten the orifice.over-tighten the orifice.over-tighten the orifice.

4)4)4)4)4) Connect the small silicone hose to the new orifice.Connect the small silicone hose to the new orifice.Connect the small silicone hose to the new orifice.Connect the small silicone hose to the new orifice.Connect the small silicone hose to the new orifice.
5)5)5)5)5) Replace the mass flow controller board onto the standoffs on theReplace the mass flow controller board onto the standoffs on theReplace the mass flow controller board onto the standoffs on theReplace the mass flow controller board onto the standoffs on theReplace the mass flow controller board onto the standoffs on the

flow controller assembly.flow controller assembly.flow controller assembly.flow controller assembly.flow controller assembly.
6)6)6)6)6) Connect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controllerConnect the cable connector to P1 on the mass flow controller

board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.board and replace the retaining clip.
7)7)7)7)7) Turn on the instrument and the vacuum pump. The flows shouldTurn on the instrument and the vacuum pump. The flows shouldTurn on the instrument and the vacuum pump. The flows shouldTurn on the instrument and the vacuum pump. The flows shouldTurn on the instrument and the vacuum pump. The flows should

come on within 15 seconds.come on within 15 seconds.come on within 15 seconds.come on within 15 seconds.come on within 15 seconds.
8)8)8)8)8) Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.
9)9)9)9)9) If you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, it shouldIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, it shouldIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, it shouldIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, it shouldIf you just received the mass flow controller from R&P, it should

have been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shippinghave been calibrated at the factory. However, due to shipping
stress and differences between systems, you should perform astress and differences between systems, you should perform astress and differences between systems, you should perform astress and differences between systems, you should perform astress and differences between systems, you should perform a
flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a flow audit andflow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a flow audit andflow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a flow audit andflow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a flow audit andflow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a flow audit and
find that you must perform a flow calibration, you should firstfind that you must perform a flow calibration, you should firstfind that you must perform a flow calibration, you should firstfind that you must perform a flow calibration, you should firstfind that you must perform a flow calibration, you should first
perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before performingperform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before performingperform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before performingperform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before performingperform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before performing
the flow calibration.the flow calibration.the flow calibration.the flow calibration.the flow calibration.

10)10)10)10)10) Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.Replace the top cover on the control unit.
11)11)11)11)11) Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.

3.5.3.5.3.5.3.5.3.5. SSSSSECONDECONDECONDECONDECOND-G-G-G-G-GENERATIONENERATIONENERATIONENERATIONENERATION F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER D D D D DESIGNESIGNESIGNESIGNESIGN — M — M — M — M — MAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCEAINTENANCE
          ANDANDANDANDAND C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION P P P P PROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES

As of February 2001, R&P began manufacturing the Series 1400a monitor with newly
designed mass flow controllers (the “Second-Generation Flow Controller Design”) in
the control unit. If you purchased your Series 1400a monitor before February 2001,
or if the serial number on your monitor is 140AB234170011 or below, your control
unit has the original version mass flow controllers. If you purchased a monitor with
the original mass flow controller design, follow the instructions in Section 3.4. If your
monitor has the “Second-Generation” mass flow controllers installed, follow the
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instructions in this section. Also, if you purchased the Flow Controller Upgrade Kit
(55-7758) and installed the Second-Generation flow controllers in your Series 1400a
monitor, follow the instructions in this section.

3.5.1.3.5.1.3.5.1.3.5.1.3.5.1. FFFFFLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION (S (S (S (S (SOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWAREOFTWARE)))))

The software procedure allows the user to calibrate the sample and bypass flow rates
without having to adjust any hardware.

Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:Follow these steps to calibrate the software of the flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Disconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theDisconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Remove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections onRemove the main and bypass flow lines from their connections on

the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.the back panel of the control unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Turn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warmTurn on the control unit and pump. Allow the instrument to warm

up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has justup for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has just
been operated.been operated.been operated.been operated.been operated.

5)5)5)5)5) Display the Set Temps/Flows Screen on the instrument by select-Display the Set Temps/Flows Screen on the instrument by select-Display the Set Temps/Flows Screen on the instrument by select-Display the Set Temps/Flows Screen on the instrument by select-Display the Set Temps/Flows Screen on the instrument by select-
ing “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or by typing <19>ing “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or by typing <19>ing “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or by typing <19>ing “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or by typing <19>ing “Set Temps/Flows” from the Menu Screen, or by typing <19>
and <ENTER>. Then press <and <ENTER>. Then press <and <ENTER>. Then press <and <ENTER>. Then press <and <ENTER>. Then press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so> to position the screen so
that “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the setthat “F-Main” and “F-Aux” appear on the screen. Record the set
points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.points for the main and auxiliary flows.

6)6)6)6)6) Press <Press <Press <Press <Press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and> to position the cursor so that the “T-A/S” and
“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for“P-A/S” line appear on the screen. Note the existing settings for
Average Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on theAverage Temperature (on the left) and Average Pressure (on the
left).left).left).left).left).

7)7)7)7)7) If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.If the monitor is not in the Setup Mode, press <DATA STOP>.
Then set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to theThen set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the
current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions current local conditions at the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meter (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure (the average pressure
reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)reading should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level.)
NOTE: Do NOT leave the temperature and pressure settings at 99°°°°° C and 9 atm
(respectively) during a mass flow controller calibration.

8)8)8)8)8) Press <Press <Press <Press <Press <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”> to position the cursor so that the “FAdj Main”
and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.and “FAdj Aux” lines appear on the screen.
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9)9)9)9)9) Attach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “SensorAttach a reference flow meter to the location labeled “Sensor
Flow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach theFlow” on the back panel of the control unit. Do not attach the
flow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach anyflow meter to the large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any
system components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. Thesystem components to the air input side of the flow meter. The
reference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to areference flow meter should have been recently calibrated to a
primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.primary standard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.

10)10)10)10)10) Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5Compare the Series 1400a monitor’s set point recorded in step 5
with the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set pointwith the flow rate indicated by the flow meter. The set point
indication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meterindication is in volumetric liters per minute. If a mass flow meter
is being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature andis being used, its reading must be adjusted for temperature and
pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. Nopressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

11)11)11)11)11) If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-If necessary, edit the values for “FAdj Main” so that the volumet-
ric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set pointric flow rates indicated by the flow meter match the set point
recorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incrementedrecorded in step 5. The value for “FAdj Main” can be incremented
and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <and decremented by pressing the <↑> and <> and <> and <> and <> and <↓> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-> keys during edit-
ing.ing.ing.ing.ing.

12)12)12)12)12) If a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrateIf a step adjustment greater than ±10% is necessary to calibrate
the mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flowthe mass flow controller, you must perform a hardware flow
controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).controller calibration (Section 3.4.5).

13)13)13)13)13) If your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 toIf your system has an auxiliary flow controller, repeat steps 9 to
12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary12, replacing the references to the “Main Flow” with “Auxiliary
(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-(Bypass) Flow.” Connect the flow meter to the port labeled “By-
pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.pass Flow” on the rear panel of the control unit.

14)14)14)14)14) Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-
sure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 6 (the values
for automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperature
and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).

15)15)15)15)15) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
16)16)16)16)16) Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.
17)17)17)17)17) Reconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
18)18)18)18)18) Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.Turn on the control unit.
19)19)19)19)19) Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.
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3.5.2.3.5.2.3.5.2.3.5.2.3.5.2. FFFFFLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER C C C C CALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATIONALIBRATION (H (H (H (H (HARDWAREARDWAREARDWAREARDWAREARDWARE)))))

Follow these steps to perform a hardware calibration of the main andFollow these steps to perform a hardware calibration of the main andFollow these steps to perform a hardware calibration of the main andFollow these steps to perform a hardware calibration of the main andFollow these steps to perform a hardware calibration of the main and
auxiliary mass flow controllers:auxiliary mass flow controllers:auxiliary mass flow controllers:auxiliary mass flow controllers:auxiliary mass flow controllers:

1)1)1)1)1) Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).Perform an analog board calibration (Section 3.2.1).
2)2)2)2)2) Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.Turn off the instrument.
3)3)3)3)3) Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-Disconnect the cable that connects the control unit and the sen-

sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.sor unit.
4)4)4)4)4) Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.Remove the top cover of the control unit.
5)5)5)5)5) Ensure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flowEnsure that all connectors are fully seated on the mass flow

controller board.controller board.controller board.controller board.controller board.
6)6)6)6)6) Turn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument toTurn on the instrument and the pump. Allow the instrument to

warm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it haswarm up for 30 minutes from a cold start, or 5 minutes if it has
just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.just been operated.

7)7)7)7)7) Place the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test point
labeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGND
(black) on the main flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the main flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the main flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the main flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the main flow board (Figure 3-7).
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8)8)8)8)8) Locate potentiometer R116 on the main flow board, and adjust itLocate potentiometer R116 on the main flow board, and adjust itLocate potentiometer R116 on the main flow board, and adjust itLocate potentiometer R116 on the main flow board, and adjust itLocate potentiometer R116 on the main flow board, and adjust it
until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.

9)9)9)9)9) Place the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test pointPlace the positive lead of the digital multimeter on the test point
labeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGNDlabeled “+10 V” (red) and the negative lead on test point AGND
(black) on the bypass flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the bypass flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the bypass flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the bypass flow board (Figure 3-7).(black) on the bypass flow board (Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-7.  Schematic of
the mass flow controller
boards (main and bypass).
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10)10)10)10)10) Locate potentiometer R116 on the bypass flow board, and adjustLocate potentiometer R116 on the bypass flow board, and adjustLocate potentiometer R116 on the bypass flow board, and adjustLocate potentiometer R116 on the bypass flow board, and adjustLocate potentiometer R116 on the bypass flow board, and adjust
it until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.it until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.it until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.it until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.it until the reading is 10.000 VDC ± 0.001 V.

11)11)11)11)11) Note the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average PressureNote the settings for Average Temperature and Average Pressure
shown on the Set Temps/Flows Screen. Press <DATA STOP> toshown on the Set Temps/Flows Screen. Press <DATA STOP> toshown on the Set Temps/Flows Screen. Press <DATA STOP> toshown on the Set Temps/Flows Screen. Press <DATA STOP> toshown on the Set Temps/Flows Screen. Press <DATA STOP> to
place the instrument in the Setup Mode.place the instrument in the Setup Mode.place the instrument in the Setup Mode.place the instrument in the Setup Mode.place the instrument in the Setup Mode.

12)12)12)12)12) Set the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the currentSet the Average Temperature and Average Pressure to the current
local conditions local conditions local conditions local conditions local conditions at the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meterat the flow meter (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading (the average pressure reading
should be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The massshould be actual pressure NOT corrected to sea level). The mass
flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.flow controller provides volumetric flow at these conditions.
NOTE: Do NOT leave the temperature and pressure settings at 99°°°°° C and 9 atm
(respectively) during a mass flow controller calibration.

13)13)13)13)13) Reset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controllers byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controllers byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controllers byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controllers byReset the adjustment factors for both mass flow controllers by
changing the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Setchanging the settings for “FAdj Main” and “FAdj Aux” on the Set
Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”Temps/Flows Screen to “1.000.”

14)14)14)14)14) Connect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the sensor flow
fitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to the
large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-
nents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flownents to the air input side of the flow meter. The reference flow
meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-meter should have been recently calibrated to a primary stan-
dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.dard, and should have an accuracy of 1% at 3 l/min.
NOTE: If a mass flow meter is being used, its reading must be adjusted for
temperature and pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

15)15)15)15)15) Set the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 0.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unit
and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-
mately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on the
main flow board until the flow is correct within main flow board until the flow is correct within main flow board until the flow is correct within main flow board until the flow is correct within main flow board until the flow is correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.

16)16)16)16)16) Set the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unitSet the main flow to 4.5 l/min on the front panel of the control unit
and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After approxi-
mately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126 on themately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126 on the
bypass flow board until the flow is correct within bypass flow board until the flow is correct within bypass flow board until the flow is correct within bypass flow board until the flow is correct within bypass flow board until the flow is correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.

17)17)17)17)17) Repeat steps 13 and 14 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 13 and 14 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 13 and 14 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 13 and 14 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 13 and 14 until both conditions are met.
18)18)18)18)18) Set the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on theSet the main flow to its operational rate (3, 2 or 1 l/min) on the

front panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading onfront panel of the control unit and observe the actual reading on
the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds, adjust potenti-
ometer R119 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R119 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R119 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R119 on the mass flow controller board until the flow isometer R119 on the mass flow controller board until the flow is
correct within correct within correct within correct within correct within ±0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.0.03 l/min.
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19)19)19)19)19) Connect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flowConnect the reference flow meter directly to the bypass flow
fitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to thefitting on the control unit. Do not attach the flow meter to the
large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-large bypass in-line filter, and do not attach any system compo-
nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.nents to the air input side of the flow meter.
NOTE: If a mass flow meter is being used, its reading must be adjusted for
temperature and pressure to obtain volumetric flow under the test conditions. No
adjustment is necessary in the case of a volumetric flow meter.

20)20)20)20)20) Set the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 2.0 l/min on the front panel of the control
unit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After
approximately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 onapproximately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 onapproximately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 onapproximately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 onapproximately 10 seconds, adjust the zero potentiometer R119 on
the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.

21)21)21)21)21) Set the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the controlSet the bypass flow to 18.0 l/min on the front panel of the control
unit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. Afterunit and observe the actual reading on the flow meter. After
approximately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126approximately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126approximately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126approximately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126approximately 10 seconds, adjust the span potentiometer R126
on the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within on the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within on the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within on the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within on the bypass flow board until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/0.2 l/
min.min.min.min.min.

22)22)22)22)22) Repeat steps 18 and 19 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 18 and 19 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 18 and 19 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 18 and 19 until both conditions are met.Repeat steps 18 and 19 until both conditions are met.
23)23)23)23)23) Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/Set the main flow to its operational rate (13.67, 14.67 or 15.67 l/

min) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actualmin) on the front panel of the control unit and observe the actual
reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,reading on the flow meter. After approximately 10 seconds,
adjust potentiometer R119 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R119 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R119 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R119 on the mass flow controller boardadjust potentiometer R119 on the mass flow controller board
until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within until the flow is correct within ±0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.0.2 l/min.

24)24)24)24)24) Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-Change the values for Average Temperature and Average Pres-
sure back to their original values recorded in step 11 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 11 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 11 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 11 (the valuessure back to their original values recorded in step 11 (the values
for automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperaturefor automatic measurement, or the seasonal average temperature
and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).and barometric settings).

25)25)25)25)25) Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.Turn off the control unit.
26)26)26)26)26) Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.Reattach the air lines to the back panel of the control unit.
27)27)27)27)27) Reconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with theReconnect the electric cable that links the control unit with the

sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.sensor unit.
28)28)28)28)28) Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.
29)29)29)29)29) Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.Perform a system leak test.
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3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5.3.3.5.3. RRRRREMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVINGEMOVING/R/R/R/R/REPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACINGEPLACING     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERSONTROLLERS

3.5.3.1. REMOVING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLERS

Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to remove the mass flow controllers assembly:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Locate the mass flow controllers assembly at the rear, right-handLocate the mass flow controllers assembly at the rear, right-handLocate the mass flow controllers assembly at the rear, right-handLocate the mass flow controllers assembly at the rear, right-handLocate the mass flow controllers assembly at the rear, right-hand

corner of the control unit (Figure 3-8).corner of the control unit (Figure 3-8).corner of the control unit (Figure 3-8).corner of the control unit (Figure 3-8).corner of the control unit (Figure 3-8).

Figure 3-8.  Interior diagram
of the control unit.

4)4)4)4)4) Remove the retaining clips from and disconnect each arm of theRemove the retaining clips from and disconnect each arm of theRemove the retaining clips from and disconnect each arm of theRemove the retaining clips from and disconnect each arm of theRemove the retaining clips from and disconnect each arm of the
wiring harness from the connections on the bypass and sensorwiring harness from the connections on the bypass and sensorwiring harness from the connections on the bypass and sensorwiring harness from the connections on the bypass and sensorwiring harness from the connections on the bypass and sensor
boards of the mass flow controllers assembly (Figures 3-9 and 3-boards of the mass flow controllers assembly (Figures 3-9 and 3-boards of the mass flow controllers assembly (Figures 3-9 and 3-boards of the mass flow controllers assembly (Figures 3-9 and 3-boards of the mass flow controllers assembly (Figures 3-9 and 3-
10). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to10). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to10). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to10). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to10). Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to
secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.secure the cable connectors to the electronics boards.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.
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Figure 3-10.  Disconnecting
the wiring harness.

Figure 3-9.  Flow controller
boards with sensor and
bypass wiring connections
highlighted. Bypass wiring

connection
Sensor wiring

connection
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5)5)5)5)5) Disconnect the red and black power wires from the valve powerDisconnect the red and black power wires from the valve powerDisconnect the red and black power wires from the valve powerDisconnect the red and black power wires from the valve powerDisconnect the red and black power wires from the valve power
connections on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).connections on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).connections on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).connections on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).connections on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).

Figure 3-12.  Disconnecting
a valve power connector.

Figure 3-11.  Top of new
flow controller with vave
power connections high-
lighted.

Bypass board
power connection

Sensor board
power connection
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6)6)6)6)6) Disconnect the pump tubing from the pump fitting at the back ofDisconnect the pump tubing from the pump fitting at the back ofDisconnect the pump tubing from the pump fitting at the back ofDisconnect the pump tubing from the pump fitting at the back ofDisconnect the pump tubing from the pump fitting at the back of
the control unit (Figure 3-13).the control unit (Figure 3-13).the control unit (Figure 3-13).the control unit (Figure 3-13).the control unit (Figure 3-13).

Pump fitting

Pump tube

Figure 3-13.  Pump tube
connected to pump fitting.

7)7)7)7)7) Disconnect the pressure transducer hose from the mass flowDisconnect the pressure transducer hose from the mass flowDisconnect the pressure transducer hose from the mass flowDisconnect the pressure transducer hose from the mass flowDisconnect the pressure transducer hose from the mass flow
controllers assembly (Figure 3-14).controllers assembly (Figure 3-14).controllers assembly (Figure 3-14).controllers assembly (Figure 3-14).controllers assembly (Figure 3-14).
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8)8)8)8)8) Disconnect the bypass and sensor elbow connections (Figure 3-Disconnect the bypass and sensor elbow connections (Figure 3-Disconnect the bypass and sensor elbow connections (Figure 3-Disconnect the bypass and sensor elbow connections (Figure 3-Disconnect the bypass and sensor elbow connections (Figure 3-
15). Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit15). Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit15). Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit15). Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit15). Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit
and one outside (Figure 3-16)) to loosen the elbow connection soand one outside (Figure 3-16)) to loosen the elbow connection soand one outside (Figure 3-16)) to loosen the elbow connection soand one outside (Figure 3-16)) to loosen the elbow connection soand one outside (Figure 3-16)) to loosen the elbow connection so
that the end of the flow sensor does not twist.that the end of the flow sensor does not twist.that the end of the flow sensor does not twist.that the end of the flow sensor does not twist.that the end of the flow sensor does not twist.
IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: Take extra care to avoid twisting the end of the flow sensor
while disconnecting the elbow fittings. If the flow sensor twists, the internal O-
ring requires 24 hours to completely reseal.

Figure 3-14.  Pressure
transducer hose connected
to the main interface board.

Figure 3-15.  Disconnecting
the bypass and sensor
elbow connections on rear
of control unit.
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9)9)9)9)9) Unscrew the two screws that hold the mass flow controllersUnscrew the two screws that hold the mass flow controllersUnscrew the two screws that hold the mass flow controllersUnscrew the two screws that hold the mass flow controllersUnscrew the two screws that hold the mass flow controllers
assembly to the bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-assembly to the bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-assembly to the bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-assembly to the bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-assembly to the bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-
18).18).18).18).18).

Figure 3-16.  Use a wrench
to hold elbow fitting tight
inside the control unit.
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10)10)10)10)10) Remove the mass flow controllers assembly from the control unit.Remove the mass flow controllers assembly from the control unit.Remove the mass flow controllers assembly from the control unit.Remove the mass flow controllers assembly from the control unit.Remove the mass flow controllers assembly from the control unit.

Figure 3-18.  Disconnecting
the mass flow controllers
assembly from the control
unit.

Figure 3-17.  Mass flow
controllers assembly with
one installation screw
highlighted.

Installation screw
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3.5.3.2. INSTALLING THE MASS FLOW CONTROLLERS

Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers assembly:Follow these steps to install the mass flow controllers assembly:

1)1)1)1)1) Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.Turn off and unplug the control unit.
2)2)2)2)2) Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.Remove the top panel from the control unit.
3)3)3)3)3) Set the two installation screws into the slots of the mass flowSet the two installation screws into the slots of the mass flowSet the two installation screws into the slots of the mass flowSet the two installation screws into the slots of the mass flowSet the two installation screws into the slots of the mass flow

controllers assembly (Figures 3-19 and 3-20).controllers assembly (Figures 3-19 and 3-20).controllers assembly (Figures 3-19 and 3-20).controllers assembly (Figures 3-19 and 3-20).controllers assembly (Figures 3-19 and 3-20).

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Always wear appropriate
antistatic devices when
working with the system’s
electronics.

Figure 3-19.  Placing
installation screw in mass
flow controllers assembly
before inserting it into the
control unit.

Figure 3-20.  Mass flow
controllers assembly with
one installation screw
installed prior to placement
in control unit.
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4)4)4)4)4) Slide the mass flow controllers assembly into the control unitSlide the mass flow controllers assembly into the control unitSlide the mass flow controllers assembly into the control unitSlide the mass flow controllers assembly into the control unitSlide the mass flow controllers assembly into the control unit
(Figure 3-21), ensuring that the main and bypass connections line(Figure 3-21), ensuring that the main and bypass connections line(Figure 3-21), ensuring that the main and bypass connections line(Figure 3-21), ensuring that the main and bypass connections line(Figure 3-21), ensuring that the main and bypass connections line
up with the holes in the rear of the control unit.up with the holes in the rear of the control unit.up with the holes in the rear of the control unit.up with the holes in the rear of the control unit.up with the holes in the rear of the control unit.

5)5)5)5)5) Tighten the two screws that hold the mass flow controller to theTighten the two screws that hold the mass flow controller to theTighten the two screws that hold the mass flow controller to theTighten the two screws that hold the mass flow controller to theTighten the two screws that hold the mass flow controller to the
bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).bottom of the control unit (Figures 3-17 and 3-18).

6)6)6)6)6) Connect the main and bypass elbow connections (Figure 3-15).Connect the main and bypass elbow connections (Figure 3-15).Connect the main and bypass elbow connections (Figure 3-15).Connect the main and bypass elbow connections (Figure 3-15).Connect the main and bypass elbow connections (Figure 3-15).
Use two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit andUse two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit andUse two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit andUse two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit andUse two wrenches (one inside the body of the control unit and
one outside (Figure 3-16)) to tighten the elbow connection so thatone outside (Figure 3-16)) to tighten the elbow connection so thatone outside (Figure 3-16)) to tighten the elbow connection so thatone outside (Figure 3-16)) to tighten the elbow connection so thatone outside (Figure 3-16)) to tighten the elbow connection so that
the end of the flow sensor does not twist.the end of the flow sensor does not twist.the end of the flow sensor does not twist.the end of the flow sensor does not twist.the end of the flow sensor does not twist.
IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: Take extra care to avoid twisting the end of the flow sensor
while disconnecting the elbow fittings. If the flow sensor twists, the internal O-
ring requires 24 hours to completely reseal.

7)7)7)7)7) Connect the pressure transducer hose to the main interface boardConnect the pressure transducer hose to the main interface boardConnect the pressure transducer hose to the main interface boardConnect the pressure transducer hose to the main interface boardConnect the pressure transducer hose to the main interface board
(Figure 3-14).(Figure 3-14).(Figure 3-14).(Figure 3-14).(Figure 3-14).

8)8)8)8)8) Attach the pump tubing to the pump fitting at the back of theAttach the pump tubing to the pump fitting at the back of theAttach the pump tubing to the pump fitting at the back of theAttach the pump tubing to the pump fitting at the back of theAttach the pump tubing to the pump fitting at the back of the
control unit (Figure 3-13).control unit (Figure 3-13).control unit (Figure 3-13).control unit (Figure 3-13).control unit (Figure 3-13).

9)9)9)9)9) Attach the red and black power wires to the valve power connec-Attach the red and black power wires to the valve power connec-Attach the red and black power wires to the valve power connec-Attach the red and black power wires to the valve power connec-Attach the red and black power wires to the valve power connec-
tions on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).tions on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).tions on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).tions on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).tions on each board (Figures 3-11 and 3-12).

Figure 3-21.  Installing the
mass flow controllers
assembly in the control unit.
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10)10)10)10)10) Attach each arm of the wiring harness to the connections on theAttach each arm of the wiring harness to the connections on theAttach each arm of the wiring harness to the connections on theAttach each arm of the wiring harness to the connections on theAttach each arm of the wiring harness to the connections on the
bypass and sensor boards of the mass flow controller (Figures 3-bypass and sensor boards of the mass flow controller (Figures 3-bypass and sensor boards of the mass flow controller (Figures 3-bypass and sensor boards of the mass flow controller (Figures 3-bypass and sensor boards of the mass flow controller (Figures 3-
9 and 3-10). Secure the retaining clips on each wire connection.9 and 3-10). Secure the retaining clips on each wire connection.9 and 3-10). Secure the retaining clips on each wire connection.9 and 3-10). Secure the retaining clips on each wire connection.9 and 3-10). Secure the retaining clips on each wire connection.
Retaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secureRetaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secureRetaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secureRetaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secureRetaining clips are pieces of thin flexible metal used to secure
the cable connectors to the electronics boards.the cable connectors to the electronics boards.the cable connectors to the electronics boards.the cable connectors to the electronics boards.the cable connectors to the electronics boards.

11)11)11)11)11) Check the bypass and sensor board connections (Figure 3-9) toCheck the bypass and sensor board connections (Figure 3-9) toCheck the bypass and sensor board connections (Figure 3-9) toCheck the bypass and sensor board connections (Figure 3-9) toCheck the bypass and sensor board connections (Figure 3-9) to
ensure that they are properly connected.ensure that they are properly connected.ensure that they are properly connected.ensure that they are properly connected.ensure that they are properly connected.

12)12)12)12)12) If you just received the mass flow controllers assembly from R&P,If you just received the mass flow controllers assembly from R&P,If you just received the mass flow controllers assembly from R&P,If you just received the mass flow controllers assembly from R&P,If you just received the mass flow controllers assembly from R&P,
it should have been calibrated at the factory. However, due toit should have been calibrated at the factory. However, due toit should have been calibrated at the factory. However, due toit should have been calibrated at the factory. However, due toit should have been calibrated at the factory. However, due to
shipping stress and differences between systems, you shouldshipping stress and differences between systems, you shouldshipping stress and differences between systems, you shouldshipping stress and differences between systems, you shouldshipping stress and differences between systems, you should
perform a flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform aperform a flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform aperform a flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform aperform a flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform aperform a flow audit to verify the calibration. If you perform a
flow audit and find that you must perform a flow calibration, youflow audit and find that you must perform a flow calibration, youflow audit and find that you must perform a flow calibration, youflow audit and find that you must perform a flow calibration, youflow audit and find that you must perform a flow calibration, you
should first perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) beforeshould first perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) beforeshould first perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) beforeshould first perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) beforeshould first perform an analog calibration (Section 3.2.1) before
performing the flow calibration (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).performing the flow calibration (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).performing the flow calibration (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).performing the flow calibration (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).performing the flow calibration (Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).

13)13)13)13)13) Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.Replace the top cover and turn on the control unit.
14)14)14)14)14) Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.Return the instrument to its normal operating configuration.
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Section 4: Electronic Schematic DiagramsSection 4: Electronic Schematic DiagramsSection 4: Electronic Schematic DiagramsSection 4: Electronic Schematic DiagramsSection 4: Electronic Schematic Diagrams

This  section contains parts lists,  schematic diagrams and interconnect diagrams of
the major electronic components in the TEOM Series 1400a monitor.  Schematic
diagrams for the industrial microcomputer system (including the main computer
board, analog board and frequency counter board) are not included here, since they
are proprietary to the manufacturer of these boards.

4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1. EEEEELECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICAL S S S S SPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATIONS

The following are the specifications for the major electrical systems in the Series
1400a monitor:

ANALOG I/O
Input impedance: 24 Kohms
Input resolution: 14 bits including sign
Input voltage range: ±10VDC (default) or ±2VDC

(jumper selectable)

Output impedance: < 1 ohm
Output resolution: 12 bits including sign
Output current: 10 mA (maximum)
Output voltage range: 0-10 VDC (default), 0-5VDC, 0-2VDC or

0-1VDC (jumper selectable)

DIGITAL I/O
Contact closure: 0-100 VDC / peak AC at 0.5A

SERIAL OUTPUT
Format:RS-232
Baud rate: 1200-38400 (jumper selectable)
Data Bits: 8 (default) or 7
Stop Bits: 1 (default) or 2
Parity: None (default), Mark, Space, Odd or Even

DC POWER SUPPLY
Output: ±15VDC @ ±0.8 A
Type: Linear
AC input: 100-240 VAC ±10%, 47-440 Hz
Line reg: ±0.05% for 10% line change
Load reg: ±0.05% for 50% load change
Output ripple: 1 mV RMS, 3 mV peak to peak typical
Temperature range: 0-50°C full rating
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Temperature coefficient:±0.005% per °C typical, ±0.02% per°C max.
Transient response: 50ms for 50% load change
LxWxH: 6.5” (16.5cm) x 4.0” (10.2cm) x 2.0” (5.1cm)
Automatic current limit/foldback

TRANSFORMERS
Heater Transformer

Manufacturer: Signal
Model: A41-130-24
Input: 115/230 VAC @ 50/60 Hz
Output: 24V @ 5.4 A

Main Computer Board Power Transformer
Manufacturer: Signal
Model: A41-43-515
Input: 115/230 VAC @ 50/60 Hz
Output: +5V @ 2 A, ±15V @ 0.25 A

(after regulation)

POWER CONSUMPTION
115 VAC, 60 Hz: Peak = 1 A
230 VAC, 50 Hz: Peak = 0.5 A

4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2. EEEEELECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICALLECTRICAL S S S S SCHEMATICSCHEMATICSCHEMATICSCHEMATICSCHEMATICS

Schematic Schematic Schematic Number
Description Part Number Revision of Pages
Amplifier Board 81-002820 B 2
Interface Board 81-003232 C 6
Mass Flow Controller Board 81-003257 E 1
Head Interface Board 81-003114 - 1
Voltage Select Board 81-004690 - 1
Interconnection Diagrams 81-003264 A 9
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4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1. AAAAAMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIERMPLIFIER B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD S S S S SCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATIC
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4.2.2.4.2.2.4.2.2.4.2.2.4.2.2. IIIIINTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACE B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD S S S S SCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATIC
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4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3. MMMMMASSASSASSASSASS F F F F FLOWLOWLOWLOWLOW C C C C CONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLERONTROLLER B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD S S S S SCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATIC
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4.2.4.4.2.4.4.2.4.4.2.4.4.2.4. HHHHHEADEADEADEADEAD I I I I INTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACENTERFACE B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD S S S S SCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATIC
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4.2.5.4.2.5.4.2.5.4.2.5.4.2.5. VVVVVOLTAGEOLTAGEOLTAGEOLTAGEOLTAGE S S S S SELECTIONELECTIONELECTIONELECTIONELECTION B B B B BOARDOARDOARDOARDOARD S S S S SCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATICCHEMATIC
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4.2.6.4.2.6.4.2.6.4.2.6.4.2.6. IIIIINTERCONNECTIONNTERCONNECTIONNTERCONNECTIONNTERCONNECTIONNTERCONNECTION D D D D DIAGRAMSIAGRAMSIAGRAMSIAGRAMSIAGRAMS
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Section 5: R&P Return PolicySection 5: R&P Return PolicySection 5: R&P Return PolicySection 5: R&P Return PolicySection 5: R&P Return Policy

Refer to this section when shipping items to R&P.  If it becomes necessary to return
components of the Series 1400a Monitor to R&P, always contact the R&P Service
Department first.

Service Department, R&P Co
Phone: 518-452-0065
Fax: 518-452-0067
Email: SUPPORT@RPCO.COM

5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1. R&P RR&P RR&P RR&P RR&P RETURNETURNETURNETURNETURN P P P P POLICYOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICY - I - I - I - I - INSTRUMENTNSTRUMENTNSTRUMENTNSTRUMENTNSTRUMENT C C C C COMPONENTSOMPONENTSOMPONENTSOMPONENTSOMPONENTS

There are three types of returns:
· Warranty return for exchange
· Billable return for exchange
· Billable return

Warranty Return for Exchange
If an instrument component becomes defective during the warranty period, follow this
procedure:

1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the following information
available:
· System serial number
· Nature of the problem
· Troubleshooting steps taken and results

2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will determine whether a
component exchange is necessary and whether the component is covered
under warranty.

3. If all checks out OK, a return number will be issued.
4. A replacement component will be shipped as soon as possible.
5. Once received and installed, the defective component should be shipped

back to R&P in the same box according to Section 5.3 or 5.4.  The return
number should be noted on the box or in the return papers.

Billable Return for Exchange
If an instrument component becomes defective after the warranty period, follow this
procedure:

1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the following information
available:
· System serial number
· Nature of the problem
· Troubleshooting steps taken and results

2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will determine whether a
component exchange is necessary and whether the component is covered
under warranty.
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3. If the component exchange is billable, the R&P service personnel will
inform you what the exchange price is.

4. A return number will be issued.
5. A replacement component will be shipped as soon a purchase order is

received along with the appropriate invoice.
6. Once received and installed, the defective component should be shipped

back to R&P in the same box according to Section 5.3 or 5.4.  The return
number should be noted on the box or in the return papers.

Billable Return
If an instrument component becomes defective after the warranty period, the compo-
nent can be returned to R&P for repair.  This procedure is generally less expensive than
a billable exchange but can result in a longer down time for the instrument.  If this is
desired, follow this procedure:

1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the following information
available:
· System serial number
· Nature of the problem
· Troubleshooting steps taken and results

2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will determine whether the
component is defective and whether the component is covered under
warranty.

3. If the component is billable and the user wishes to return it for repair, the
R&P service personnel will inform you what the exchange price is.  The
billable repair will not exceed this price.

4. A return number will be issued.
5. The defective component should be shipped back to R&P according to

Section 5.3 or 5.4.  The return number should be noted on the box or in
the return papers.  Please include a name and phone number of who to
contact with the final repair price.

6. The R&P service personnel will call will the final repair price once the
repair is complete.

7. Once a purchase order for the repair has been received, the component
will be returned.

5.2.5.2.5.2.5.2.5.2. R&P RR&P RR&P RR&P RR&P RETURNETURNETURNETURNETURN P P P P POLICYOLICYOLICYOLICYOLICY - S - S - S - S - SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMS

There are three types of returns:
· Warranty return for evaluation/repair
· Billable return for evaluation/repair
· Billable return for Annual Inspection and Calibration

Service
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Warranty Return for Evaluation/Repair
If an instrument becomes defective during the warranty period, follow this procedure:

1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the following information
available:
· System serial number
· Nature of the problem
· Troubleshooting steps taken and results

2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will determine whether it is
necessary to ship the system to R&P and whether the system is covered
under warranty.

3. If all checks out OK, a return number will be issued.
4. The following should be shipped to R&P:

· Sensor Unit
· Control Unit
· Interconnection cable
· Any other required parts (specified by the service per-
sonnel)

Note: The system should be shipped back to R&P in the
original shipping boxes.  If the boxes were discarded and
damage is incurred while shipping the system back to R&P,
the warranty could be voided.

5. The return number should be noted on the box or in the return papers.
6. Once received, the instrument will be repaired, calibrated and shipped

back as soon as possible.

Billable Return for Exchange
If an instrument becomes defective after the warranty period, follow this procedure:

1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the following information
available:
· System serial number
· Nature of the problem
· Troubleshooting steps taken and results

2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will determine whether it is
necessary to ship the system to R&P and whether the system is covered
under warranty.  A return number will be issued.

3. The following should be shipped to R&P according to Section 5.3 or 5.4:
· Sensor Unit
· Control Unit
· Interconnection cable
· Any other required parts (specified by the service per

sonnel)
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Note: The system should be shipped back to R&P in the
original shipping boxes.  If the boxes were discarded and
damage is incurred while shipping the system back to R&P,
additional costs could be levied.

4. The return number should be noted on the box or in the return papers.
Please include a name and phone number of who to contact with the final
repair price.

5. Once received, the instrument will be repaired and calibrated.  A final
repair price will be determined and the user will be informed.

6. Once a purchase order for the repair has been received, the system will
be returned.

Billable Return for Annual Inspection and Calibration Service
R&P’s annual inspection and calibration service consists of the following:

· Loading of latest software version
· Recalibration and check-out of the entire system including
· Analog board
· Mass flow controllers
· Amplifier board
· CPU board battery (exchange if necessary)
· In-line filters (exchange if necessary)
· Confirmation of calibration constant

If this is desired, follow this procedure:
1. Contact the R&P Service Department.  Have the system serial number

available.
2. Once contacted, the R&P service personnel will inform the user of the

current price for the service and collect a purchase order number.  A
return number will be issued.

3. The following should be shipped to R&P according to Section 5.3 or 5.4:
· Sensor Unit
· Control Unit
· Interconnection cable
· Any other required parts (specified by the service per

sonnel)

Note: The system should be shipped back to R&P in the
original shipping boxes.  If the boxes were discarded and
damage is incurred while shipping the system back to R&P,
additional costs could be levied.

4. The return number should be noted on the box or in the return papers.
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Please include a name and phone number of who to contact if problems
should arise.

5. Once received, the service will be performed.  Any required services not
covered under the Annual Inspection and Calibration Service are at
additional cost and the user will be informed.

6. Once a purchase order for any extra repairs (if required) has been
received, the system will be returned.

5.3.5.3.5.3.5.3.5.3. CCCCCONTINENTALONTINENTALONTINENTALONTINENTALONTINENTAL US S US S US S US S US SHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPING I I I I INSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are for return authorization of merchandise to Rupprecht
& Patashnick Co., Inc.  It is important that we receive and repair defective exchanged
items in a timely manner.  You are responsible for the shipping costs of returned
goods.  Please do not ship collect.  Clearly mark your return merchandise paperwork
and packaging with the return number in order to receive credit for your return.

5.4.5.4.5.4.5.4.5.4. IIIIINTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONALNTERNATIONAL S S S S SHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPINGHIPPING I I I I INSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONS

The following instructions are for return authorization of merchandise to Rupprecht
& Patashnick Co., Inc.  It is important that we receive and repair defective exchanged
items in a timely manner.  Please read this before returning any material:

NOTE:  To avoid customs delays, it is very important that
you clearly mark your shipping paperwork with the follow-
ing statement:

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: USA

You are responsible for the shipping costs of returned goods.  Please do not ship
collect.

1. Clearly mark your return merchandise paperwork and packaging with the
return number in order to receive credit for your return.  Mark your
paperwork as stated above.

2. R&P will instruct you on the method of return.  It will generally be as
follows:
· For small items with no rush; ship regular air mail -

parcel post.
· For intermediate or rush shipments using UPS, FEDEX

or DHL have the shipper handle customs.  List Rupprecht
& Patashnick Co., Inc. as the “cosignee” and yourselves
as the “shipper.”
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· For large items (rush or otherwise) use an air cargo
service terminating at JFK International Airport.  Ship
ping to a different airport will result in significant lost
time and added expense.  Prepare your Bill of Lading as
follows:

List Rupprecht & Patashnick Co., Inc. as the “cosignee” and yourselves as the
“shipper.”  Address as follows:

Rupprecht & Patashnick Co., Inc.
c/o Air Express International  Phone: (718) 244-3044
J. F. Kennedy International Airport
Hanger 5
Jamaica, NY 11430
Attn.: (718) 244-3000
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Section 6:  TSection 6:  TSection 6:  TSection 6:  TSection 6:  Troubleshooting RPCommroubleshooting RPCommroubleshooting RPCommroubleshooting RPCommroubleshooting RPComm

6.1.6.1.6.1.6.1.6.1. HHHHHAVINGAVINGAVINGAVINGAVING T T T T TROUBLEROUBLEROUBLEROUBLEROUBLE I I I I INSTALLINGNSTALLINGNSTALLINGNSTALLINGNSTALLING     OROROROROR U U U U UPDATINGPDATINGPDATINGPDATINGPDATING RPC RPC RPC RPC RPCOMMOMMOMMOMMOMM

If you are having trouble installing or updating RPComm onto a com-If you are having trouble installing or updating RPComm onto a com-If you are having trouble installing or updating RPComm onto a com-If you are having trouble installing or updating RPComm onto a com-If you are having trouble installing or updating RPComm onto a com-
puter, check the following:puter, check the following:puter, check the following:puter, check the following:puter, check the following:

1)1)1)1)1) Ensure all previous versions of RPComm have been removedEnsure all previous versions of RPComm have been removedEnsure all previous versions of RPComm have been removedEnsure all previous versions of RPComm have been removedEnsure all previous versions of RPComm have been removed
from the computer before installing or updating.from the computer before installing or updating.from the computer before installing or updating.from the computer before installing or updating.from the computer before installing or updating.

2)2)2)2)2) When the RPComm installation files are placed on a computer,When the RPComm installation files are placed on a computer,When the RPComm installation files are placed on a computer,When the RPComm installation files are placed on a computer,When the RPComm installation files are placed on a computer,
they are copied to a directory named RPDisks on the C: drive.they are copied to a directory named RPDisks on the C: drive.they are copied to a directory named RPDisks on the C: drive.they are copied to a directory named RPDisks on the C: drive.they are copied to a directory named RPDisks on the C: drive.
Under the RPDisks directory, subdirectories are created namedUnder the RPDisks directory, subdirectories are created namedUnder the RPDisks directory, subdirectories are created namedUnder the RPDisks directory, subdirectories are created namedUnder the RPDisks directory, subdirectories are created named
Disk1, Disk2, etc.  These directories are organized so that theDisk1, Disk2, etc.  These directories are organized so that theDisk1, Disk2, etc.  These directories are organized so that theDisk1, Disk2, etc.  These directories are organized so that theDisk1, Disk2, etc.  These directories are organized so that the
RPComm setup files can be copied onto floppy disks (1.44RPComm setup files can be copied onto floppy disks (1.44RPComm setup files can be copied onto floppy disks (1.44RPComm setup files can be copied onto floppy disks (1.44RPComm setup files can be copied onto floppy disks (1.44
MBytes).  RPComm can then be installed onto other computers.MBytes).  RPComm can then be installed onto other computers.MBytes).  RPComm can then be installed onto other computers.MBytes).  RPComm can then be installed onto other computers.MBytes).  RPComm can then be installed onto other computers.
There is a file named "packagelist.txt" included in the "Disk1"There is a file named "packagelist.txt" included in the "Disk1"There is a file named "packagelist.txt" included in the "Disk1"There is a file named "packagelist.txt" included in the "Disk1"There is a file named "packagelist.txt" included in the "Disk1"
directory which contains a list of all the files that must be presentdirectory which contains a list of all the files that must be presentdirectory which contains a list of all the files that must be presentdirectory which contains a list of all the files that must be presentdirectory which contains a list of all the files that must be present
in order for RPComm to install and execute properly.  Ensure thatin order for RPComm to install and execute properly.  Ensure thatin order for RPComm to install and execute properly.  Ensure thatin order for RPComm to install and execute properly.  Ensure thatin order for RPComm to install and execute properly.  Ensure that
the list of files in packagelist.txt file matches the files installed onthe list of files in packagelist.txt file matches the files installed onthe list of files in packagelist.txt file matches the files installed onthe list of files in packagelist.txt file matches the files installed onthe list of files in packagelist.txt file matches the files installed on
the computer.the computer.the computer.the computer.the computer.
NOTE:  Packagelist.txt can also be downloaded from the RPComm page of the
R&P website.

6.2.6.2.6.2.6.2.6.2. DDDDDIRECTIRECTIRECTIRECTIRECT C C C C CONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTION P P P P PROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMS

If you are having trouble communication directly using RPComm, checkIf you are having trouble communication directly using RPComm, checkIf you are having trouble communication directly using RPComm, checkIf you are having trouble communication directly using RPComm, checkIf you are having trouble communication directly using RPComm, check
the following:the following:the following:the following:the following:

1)1)1)1)1) Ensure that the cable being used to connect the computer to theEnsure that the cable being used to connect the computer to theEnsure that the cable being used to connect the computer to theEnsure that the cable being used to connect the computer to theEnsure that the cable being used to connect the computer to the
instrument is a straight through, 9-to-9 pin serial cable (i.e., pin 1instrument is a straight through, 9-to-9 pin serial cable (i.e., pin 1instrument is a straight through, 9-to-9 pin serial cable (i.e., pin 1instrument is a straight through, 9-to-9 pin serial cable (i.e., pin 1instrument is a straight through, 9-to-9 pin serial cable (i.e., pin 1
on one end of the cable is connected to pin 1 on the opposite endon one end of the cable is connected to pin 1 on the opposite endon one end of the cable is connected to pin 1 on the opposite endon one end of the cable is connected to pin 1 on the opposite endon one end of the cable is connected to pin 1 on the opposite end
of the cable, etc.)  This cable (R&P p/n 07-000587) is availableof the cable, etc.)  This cable (R&P p/n 07-000587) is availableof the cable, etc.)  This cable (R&P p/n 07-000587) is availableof the cable, etc.)  This cable (R&P p/n 07-000587) is availableof the cable, etc.)  This cable (R&P p/n 07-000587) is available
commercially or is available from R&P.commercially or is available from R&P.commercially or is available from R&P.commercially or is available from R&P.commercially or is available from R&P.

2)2)2)2)2) On the instrument, ensure the RS-232 Mode on the Set RS232On the instrument, ensure the RS-232 Mode on the Set RS232On the instrument, ensure the RS-232 Mode on the Set RS232On the instrument, ensure the RS-232 Mode on the Set RS232On the instrument, ensure the RS-232 Mode on the Set RS232
Mode screen (Figure 6-1) is set to AK Protocol.Mode screen (Figure 6-1) is set to AK Protocol.Mode screen (Figure 6-1) is set to AK Protocol.Mode screen (Figure 6-1) is set to AK Protocol.Mode screen (Figure 6-1) is set to AK Protocol.
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Figure 6-1.  Set RS232
Mode screen.

SET RS-232 M ODE SCREEN
M AIN SCREEN

(Screen 05)

Screen on Instrum ent

Description of Screen

Unit-
s

Edit in
M odes

Defa-
ult

Re-I-
nit

Com m ents

  SET RS-232 MODE N/A N/A N/A N/A

Mode: None N/A N/A
0:Non-

e
N/A

Current RS-232
m ode.

>None N/A not editable N/A N/A

Select the RS-232
m ode from  am ong
these options.

 Print On Line N/A not editable N/A N/A

 R&P Protocol N/A not editable N/A N/A

 AK Protocol N/A not editable N/A N/A

 German Network N/A not editable N/A N/A

 Store to Print N/A not editable N/A N/A

 Fast Store Out N/A not editable N/A N/A

To enter this screen, press:
     <RS232>, or
     select from  M enu Screen or 05 <Enter>

    Next screen (using <Step Screen>):
         Com  Print Settings Screen (Screen 06)-
         Com  2-W ay Settings Screen (Screen 07)-
         Set RS-232 M ode Screen (Screen 05)
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3)3)3)3)3) On the instrument, ensure the RS232 Parameters on the COM 2-On the instrument, ensure the RS232 Parameters on the COM 2-On the instrument, ensure the RS232 Parameters on the COM 2-On the instrument, ensure the RS232 Parameters on the COM 2-On the instrument, ensure the RS232 Parameters on the COM 2-
Way Settings screen (Figure 6-2) are set properly.  Listed belowWay Settings screen (Figure 6-2) are set properly.  Listed belowWay Settings screen (Figure 6-2) are set properly.  Listed belowWay Settings screen (Figure 6-2) are set properly.  Listed belowWay Settings screen (Figure 6-2) are set properly.  Listed below
are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:

RS Para1: 52
RS Para2: 75048
RS Para3: 13010
RS Para4: 0

Figure 6-2.  Com 2-Way
Settings screen.

COM  2-W AY SETTINGS SCREEN
M AIN SCREEN

(Screen 07)

Screen on Instrum ent

Description of Screen

Unit-
s

Edit in
M odes

Defa-
ult

Re-I-
nit

Com m ents

 COM 2-WAY SETTINGS N/A N/A N/A N/A

RS-Para 1 >       52 N/A
1, 2, 3, 4, S,

X
0 N/A

ASCII for up to 3
chars.

RS-Para 2      75048 N/A
1, 2, 3, 4, S,

X
0 N/A

ASCII for up to 3
chars.

RS-Para 3      13010 N/A
1, 2, 3, 4, S,

X
0 N/A

ASCII for up to 3
chars.

RS-Para 4        0 N/A
1, 2, 3, 4, S,

X
0 N/A

ASCII for up to 3
chars.

To enter this screen, press:
     <RS232><Step Screen><Step Screen>, or
     07 <Enter>

    Next screen (using <Step Screen>):
         Set RS-232 M ode Screen (Screen 05)-
         Com  Print Settings Screen (Screen 06)-
         Com  2-W ay Settings Screen (Screen 07)
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4)4)4)4)4) The baud rate for the 1400a monitor is set by a jumper located onThe baud rate for the 1400a monitor is set by a jumper located onThe baud rate for the 1400a monitor is set by a jumper located onThe baud rate for the 1400a monitor is set by a jumper located onThe baud rate for the 1400a monitor is set by a jumper located on
the mother board inside the control unit.  The default position ofthe mother board inside the control unit.  The default position ofthe mother board inside the control unit.  The default position ofthe mother board inside the control unit.  The default position ofthe mother board inside the control unit.  The default position of
this jumper sets the instrument to 9600 baud.  R&P recommendsthis jumper sets the instrument to 9600 baud.  R&P recommendsthis jumper sets the instrument to 9600 baud.  R&P recommendsthis jumper sets the instrument to 9600 baud.  R&P recommendsthis jumper sets the instrument to 9600 baud.  R&P recommends
not modifying the baud rate jumper from this setting.not modifying the baud rate jumper from this setting.not modifying the baud rate jumper from this setting.not modifying the baud rate jumper from this setting.not modifying the baud rate jumper from this setting.

5)5)5)5)5) In RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screen
(Figure 6-3) match the settings on the instrument's COM 2-Way(Figure 6-3) match the settings on the instrument's COM 2-Way(Figure 6-3) match the settings on the instrument's COM 2-Way(Figure 6-3) match the settings on the instrument's COM 2-Way(Figure 6-3) match the settings on the instrument's COM 2-Way
Settings screen.  Listed below are the recommended settings:Settings screen.  Listed below are the recommended settings:Settings screen.  Listed below are the recommended settings:Settings screen.  Listed below are the recommended settings:Settings screen.  Listed below are the recommended settings:
Connect using modem box: Should be unchecked
Connection description box: Direct to Com x (x is computer Com port)
Station number: 4
Channel number: 075 048

Figure 6-3.  AK Protocol
Setup screen.
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6)6)6)6)6) In RPComm, ensure the variables in the Communication PortIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the Communication PortIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the Communication PortIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the Communication PortIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the Communication Port
Setup screen (Figure 6-4) match the settings on the instrument'sSetup screen (Figure 6-4) match the settings on the instrument'sSetup screen (Figure 6-4) match the settings on the instrument'sSetup screen (Figure 6-4) match the settings on the instrument'sSetup screen (Figure 6-4) match the settings on the instrument's
RS-232 Setup screen.  Listed below are the recommended set-RS-232 Setup screen.  Listed below are the recommended set-RS-232 Setup screen.  Listed below are the recommended set-RS-232 Setup screen.  Listed below are the recommended set-RS-232 Setup screen.  Listed below are the recommended set-
tings:tings:tings:tings:tings:
Baud Rate: 9600 Stop Bits: 1
Data Bits: 8 Flow Control: RTS
Parity: None

Figure 6-4.  Communica-
tions Port Setup screen.
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6.3.6.3.6.3.6.3.6.3. RPCRPCRPCRPCRPCOMMOMMOMMOMMOMM N N N N NOTOTOTOTOT D D D D DIALINGIALINGIALINGIALINGIALING P P P P PHONEHONEHONEHONEHONE N N N N NUMBERUMBERUMBERUMBERUMBER C C C C CORRECTLYORRECTLYORRECTLYORRECTLYORRECTLY

If you are having dialing problems when trying to connect to an instru-If you are having dialing problems when trying to connect to an instru-If you are having dialing problems when trying to connect to an instru-If you are having dialing problems when trying to connect to an instru-If you are having dialing problems when trying to connect to an instru-
ment through modems using RPComm, check the following:ment through modems using RPComm, check the following:ment through modems using RPComm, check the following:ment through modems using RPComm, check the following:ment through modems using RPComm, check the following:

1)1)1)1)1) Ensure that the modem connected to the computer on whichEnsure that the modem connected to the computer on whichEnsure that the modem connected to the computer on whichEnsure that the modem connected to the computer on whichEnsure that the modem connected to the computer on which
RPComm is operating is connected properly.  The WindowsRPComm is operating is connected properly.  The WindowsRPComm is operating is connected properly.  The WindowsRPComm is operating is connected properly.  The WindowsRPComm is operating is connected properly.  The Windows
Control Panel modem function has a diagnostic feature that willControl Panel modem function has a diagnostic feature that willControl Panel modem function has a diagnostic feature that willControl Panel modem function has a diagnostic feature that willControl Panel modem function has a diagnostic feature that will
show if the computer and modem are communicating properlyshow if the computer and modem are communicating properlyshow if the computer and modem are communicating properlyshow if the computer and modem are communicating properlyshow if the computer and modem are communicating properly
(Figure 6-5). It will also show if basic modem operation is pos-(Figure 6-5). It will also show if basic modem operation is pos-(Figure 6-5). It will also show if basic modem operation is pos-(Figure 6-5). It will also show if basic modem operation is pos-(Figure 6-5). It will also show if basic modem operation is pos-
sible.  Note that RPComm must be closed when running thissible.  Note that RPComm must be closed when running thissible.  Note that RPComm must be closed when running thissible.  Note that RPComm must be closed when running thissible.  Note that RPComm must be closed when running this
function.function.function.function.function.

Figure 6-5. Control Panel
screen.

2)2)2)2)2) Ensure that the information on the Modem Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties screen
(Figure 6-6) is correct. For most standard commercial modems,(Figure 6-6) is correct. For most standard commercial modems,(Figure 6-6) is correct. For most standard commercial modems,(Figure 6-6) is correct. For most standard commercial modems,(Figure 6-6) is correct. For most standard commercial modems,
the default values that your system chooses should generally bethe default values that your system chooses should generally bethe default values that your system chooses should generally bethe default values that your system chooses should generally bethe default values that your system chooses should generally be
used  However, if communication difficulties continue, theseused  However, if communication difficulties continue, theseused  However, if communication difficulties continue, theseused  However, if communication difficulties continue, theseused  However, if communication difficulties continue, these
settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the modem manufac-settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the modem manufac-settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the modem manufac-settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the modem manufac-settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the modem manufac-
turer for more information.turer for more information.turer for more information.turer for more information.turer for more information.
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Figure 6-6.  Modem
Properties screen.

3)3)3)3)3) Ensure that the information on the Dialing Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Dialing Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Dialing Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Dialing Properties screenEnsure that the information on the Dialing Properties screen
(Figure 6-7)  is correct.  It is very important to disable call forward-(Figure 6-7)  is correct.  It is very important to disable call forward-(Figure 6-7)  is correct.  It is very important to disable call forward-(Figure 6-7)  is correct.  It is very important to disable call forward-(Figure 6-7)  is correct.  It is very important to disable call forward-
ing or other features that may interfere with RPComming or other features that may interfere with RPComming or other features that may interfere with RPComming or other features that may interfere with RPComming or other features that may interfere with RPComm
communications.communications.communications.communications.communications.
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4)4)4)4)4) If problems continue, the dialing process can be slowed usingIf problems continue, the dialing process can be slowed usingIf problems continue, the dialing process can be slowed usingIf problems continue, the dialing process can be slowed usingIf problems continue, the dialing process can be slowed using
commas between numbers and number groups.  If the call pro-commas between numbers and number groups.  If the call pro-commas between numbers and number groups.  If the call pro-commas between numbers and number groups.  If the call pro-commas between numbers and number groups.  If the call pro-
ceeds but is cut off during the connection, set the modem timeceeds but is cut off during the connection, set the modem timeceeds but is cut off during the connection, set the modem timeceeds but is cut off during the connection, set the modem timeceeds but is cut off during the connection, set the modem time
out value to 120 or more seconds on the Modem Propertiesout value to 120 or more seconds on the Modem Propertiesout value to 120 or more seconds on the Modem Propertiesout value to 120 or more seconds on the Modem Propertiesout value to 120 or more seconds on the Modem Properties
screen (Figure 6-6).screen (Figure 6-6).screen (Figure 6-6).screen (Figure 6-6).screen (Figure 6-6).

Figure 6-7.  Dialing Proper-
ties screen.
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6.4.6.4.6.4.6.4.6.4. MMMMMODEMODEMODEMODEMODEM C C C C CONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTION P P P P PROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMS

If you are having trouble communicating through a commercially sup-If you are having trouble communicating through a commercially sup-If you are having trouble communicating through a commercially sup-If you are having trouble communicating through a commercially sup-If you are having trouble communicating through a commercially sup-
plied modem using RPComm, check the following:plied modem using RPComm, check the following:plied modem using RPComm, check the following:plied modem using RPComm, check the following:plied modem using RPComm, check the following:

1)1)1)1)1) Ensure direct communication between the instrument and aEnsure direct communication between the instrument and aEnsure direct communication between the instrument and aEnsure direct communication between the instrument and aEnsure direct communication between the instrument and a
computer has been successful before attempting modem commu-computer has been successful before attempting modem commu-computer has been successful before attempting modem commu-computer has been successful before attempting modem commu-computer has been successful before attempting modem commu-
nications.  This will ensure that the communication settings of thenications.  This will ensure that the communication settings of thenications.  This will ensure that the communication settings of thenications.  This will ensure that the communication settings of thenications.  This will ensure that the communication settings of the
instrument and the computer are correct.instrument and the computer are correct.instrument and the computer are correct.instrument and the computer are correct.instrument and the computer are correct.

2)2)2)2)2) In RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screenIn RPComm, ensure the variables in the AK Protocol Setup screen
(Figure 6-8) have been modified for modem communications.  The(Figure 6-8) have been modified for modem communications.  The(Figure 6-8) have been modified for modem communications.  The(Figure 6-8) have been modified for modem communications.  The(Figure 6-8) have been modified for modem communications.  The
station number and channel number should not be modified fromstation number and channel number should not be modified fromstation number and channel number should not be modified fromstation number and channel number should not be modified fromstation number and channel number should not be modified from
the settings that were used to communicate directly.  Listed belowthe settings that were used to communicate directly.  Listed belowthe settings that were used to communicate directly.  Listed belowthe settings that were used to communicate directly.  Listed belowthe settings that were used to communicate directly.  Listed below
are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:are the recommended settings:
Connect using modem box: Should be checked
Connection description box: Proper description
Station number: 4
Channel number: 075 048
Phone number: Ensure it is correct.

Figure 6-8.  AK Protocol
Setup screen.
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3)3)3)3)3) Ensure that the information on the Modem Properties ScreenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties ScreenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties ScreenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties ScreenEnsure that the information on the Modem Properties Screen
(Figure 6-6) is correct.  Generally, the default values that your(Figure 6-6) is correct.  Generally, the default values that your(Figure 6-6) is correct.  Generally, the default values that your(Figure 6-6) is correct.  Generally, the default values that your(Figure 6-6) is correct.  Generally, the default values that your
system chooses can be used.  However, if communication difficul-system chooses can be used.  However, if communication difficul-system chooses can be used.  However, if communication difficul-system chooses can be used.  However, if communication difficul-system chooses can be used.  However, if communication difficul-
ties continue, these settings may need to be altered.  Refer to theties continue, these settings may need to be altered.  Refer to theties continue, these settings may need to be altered.  Refer to theties continue, these settings may need to be altered.  Refer to theties continue, these settings may need to be altered.  Refer to the
modem manufacturer for more information.modem manufacturer for more information.modem manufacturer for more information.modem manufacturer for more information.modem manufacturer for more information.

4)4)4)4)4) The two adapters, null modem adapter (R&P p/n 10-005671) and 9-The two adapters, null modem adapter (R&P p/n 10-005671) and 9-The two adapters, null modem adapter (R&P p/n 10-005671) and 9-The two adapters, null modem adapter (R&P p/n 10-005671) and 9-The two adapters, null modem adapter (R&P p/n 10-005671) and 9-
to-25 pin adapter (R&P p/n 06-005895-0925) used to connect ato-25 pin adapter (R&P p/n 06-005895-0925) used to connect ato-25 pin adapter (R&P p/n 06-005895-0925) used to connect ato-25 pin adapter (R&P p/n 06-005895-0925) used to connect ato-25 pin adapter (R&P p/n 06-005895-0925) used to connect a
modem to the instrument are not standard.  Therefore, if themodem to the instrument are not standard.  Therefore, if themodem to the instrument are not standard.  Therefore, if themodem to the instrument are not standard.  Therefore, if themodem to the instrument are not standard.  Therefore, if the
adapters being used have not been purchased from R&P, theyadapters being used have not been purchased from R&P, theyadapters being used have not been purchased from R&P, theyadapters being used have not been purchased from R&P, theyadapters being used have not been purchased from R&P, they
may not work properly.  The wiring of the adapters needed aremay not work properly.  The wiring of the adapters needed aremay not work properly.  The wiring of the adapters needed aremay not work properly.  The wiring of the adapters needed aremay not work properly.  The wiring of the adapters needed are
shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.shown in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.
NOTE:  The 9-25 pin adapter is only used if the modem being used has a 25 pin
connector on it.

5)5)5)5)5) If a connection was made and lost, you must wait at least oneIf a connection was made and lost, you must wait at least oneIf a connection was made and lost, you must wait at least oneIf a connection was made and lost, you must wait at least oneIf a connection was made and lost, you must wait at least one
minute before attempting to call the instrument again.  This allowsminute before attempting to call the instrument again.  This allowsminute before attempting to call the instrument again.  This allowsminute before attempting to call the instrument again.  This allowsminute before attempting to call the instrument again.  This allows
the modem to properly shut down the connection and reset.the modem to properly shut down the connection and reset.the modem to properly shut down the connection and reset.the modem to properly shut down the connection and reset.the modem to properly shut down the connection and reset.

6)6)6)6)6) A problem exists in the Windows TAPI interface that will occa-A problem exists in the Windows TAPI interface that will occa-A problem exists in the Windows TAPI interface that will occa-A problem exists in the Windows TAPI interface that will occa-A problem exists in the Windows TAPI interface that will occa-
sionally cause an error.  If a serial port that is used to connectsionally cause an error.  If a serial port that is used to connectsionally cause an error.  If a serial port that is used to connectsionally cause an error.  If a serial port that is used to connectsionally cause an error.  If a serial port that is used to connect
directly to an instrument is subsequently used with an externaldirectly to an instrument is subsequently used with an externaldirectly to an instrument is subsequently used with an externaldirectly to an instrument is subsequently used with an externaldirectly to an instrument is subsequently used with an external
modem the error "No TAPI error string" is generated.  RPCommmodem the error "No TAPI error string" is generated.  RPCommmodem the error "No TAPI error string" is generated.  RPCommmodem the error "No TAPI error string" is generated.  RPCommmodem the error "No TAPI error string" is generated.  RPComm
captures this error and notifies the user to restart RPComm.captures this error and notifies the user to restart RPComm.captures this error and notifies the user to restart RPComm.captures this error and notifies the user to restart RPComm.captures this error and notifies the user to restart RPComm.

7)7)7)7)7) If the modem being used has a maximum baud rate of 4800 orIf the modem being used has a maximum baud rate of 4800 orIf the modem being used has a maximum baud rate of 4800 orIf the modem being used has a maximum baud rate of 4800 orIf the modem being used has a maximum baud rate of 4800 or
less, or if using another slow connection method, then RPCommless, or if using another slow connection method, then RPCommless, or if using another slow connection method, then RPCommless, or if using another slow connection method, then RPCommless, or if using another slow connection method, then RPComm
must be told to wait longer than normal for a response from themust be told to wait longer than normal for a response from themust be told to wait longer than normal for a response from themust be told to wait longer than normal for a response from themust be told to wait longer than normal for a response from the
instrument.  This is accomplished on the AK Protocol Setupinstrument.  This is accomplished on the AK Protocol Setupinstrument.  This is accomplished on the AK Protocol Setupinstrument.  This is accomplished on the AK Protocol Setupinstrument.  This is accomplished on the AK Protocol Setup
screen (Figure 6-8).  The box located under the "Dialing Setup"screen (Figure 6-8).  The box located under the "Dialing Setup"screen (Figure 6-8).  The box located under the "Dialing Setup"screen (Figure 6-8).  The box located under the "Dialing Setup"screen (Figure 6-8).  The box located under the "Dialing Setup"
button indicates how long (in seconds) the program will wait for abutton indicates how long (in seconds) the program will wait for abutton indicates how long (in seconds) the program will wait for abutton indicates how long (in seconds) the program will wait for abutton indicates how long (in seconds) the program will wait for a
response.  The default is 1 second.  This number should be in-response.  The default is 1 second.  This number should be in-response.  The default is 1 second.  This number should be in-response.  The default is 1 second.  This number should be in-response.  The default is 1 second.  This number should be in-
creased (maximum of 10 seconds) until the appropriate wait timecreased (maximum of 10 seconds) until the appropriate wait timecreased (maximum of 10 seconds) until the appropriate wait timecreased (maximum of 10 seconds) until the appropriate wait timecreased (maximum of 10 seconds) until the appropriate wait time
is found.is found.is found.is found.is found.

8)8)8)8)8) If the modem dials and connects but you have difficulty with theIf the modem dials and connects but you have difficulty with theIf the modem dials and connects but you have difficulty with theIf the modem dials and connects but you have difficulty with theIf the modem dials and connects but you have difficulty with the
connection, try changing the following settings one at a time inconnection, try changing the following settings one at a time inconnection, try changing the following settings one at a time inconnection, try changing the following settings one at a time inconnection, try changing the following settings one at a time in
the Modem Properties screen (Figure 6-6):the Modem Properties screen (Figure 6-6):the Modem Properties screen (Figure 6-6):the Modem Properties screen (Figure 6-6):the Modem Properties screen (Figure 6-6):
Maximum speed: 9600
Compression: Off
Error Control: Off
Flow Control: Off
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Figure 6-9.  9-to-25 pin
adapter.

Figure 6-10.  Null modem
adapter
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6.5.6.5.6.5.6.5.6.5. SSSSSERIALERIALERIALERIALERIAL S S S S SWITCHINGWITCHINGWITCHINGWITCHINGWITCHING D D D D DEVICEEVICEEVICEEVICEEVICE C C C C CONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTIONONNECTION P P P P PROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMSROBLEMS

If you are having trouble communicating through a serial switchingIf you are having trouble communicating through a serial switchingIf you are having trouble communicating through a serial switchingIf you are having trouble communicating through a serial switchingIf you are having trouble communicating through a serial switching
device, check the following:device, check the following:device, check the following:device, check the following:device, check the following:

1)1)1)1)1) Verify that modem communications to each instrument are suc-Verify that modem communications to each instrument are suc-Verify that modem communications to each instrument are suc-Verify that modem communications to each instrument are suc-Verify that modem communications to each instrument are suc-
cessful before adding the serial switching device.cessful before adding the serial switching device.cessful before adding the serial switching device.cessful before adding the serial switching device.cessful before adding the serial switching device.

2)2)2)2)2) When mixing instrument models connected to a switching device,When mixing instrument models connected to a switching device,When mixing instrument models connected to a switching device,When mixing instrument models connected to a switching device,When mixing instrument models connected to a switching device,
remember:remember:remember:remember:remember:
Set local flow control to none when mixing a Model 2000-FRM and Model 2025.

Set local flow control to RTS/CTS when mixing a Series 1400a and Model 2025.

Model 2000-FRM and Series 1400a monitors cannot be mixed.

3)3)3)3)3) Ensure that the proper command codes required to trigger activa-Ensure that the proper command codes required to trigger activa-Ensure that the proper command codes required to trigger activa-Ensure that the proper command codes required to trigger activa-Ensure that the proper command codes required to trigger activa-
tion of each serial port are being used. This information should betion of each serial port are being used. This information should betion of each serial port are being used. This information should betion of each serial port are being used. This information should betion of each serial port are being used. This information should be
available from the serial switching device’s documentation.available from the serial switching device’s documentation.available from the serial switching device’s documentation.available from the serial switching device’s documentation.available from the serial switching device’s documentation.


